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k UNIT DEFINITIONS AND METRIC CONVERSIONS
P	 li 0	 UNIT DEFINITIONS
' The units	 used in the	 data	 base sables
	 (sections 4.1,	 4.2,	 463,
r:
5.4,	 63)	 are	 defined	 as	 follows.
DEG Degrees
DED	 F Degrees	 rarenheit
MNC Minor Cycles
' MJC Major Cyclesy
"AJ Nozxlo- Area	 Variation
pp (1 Pounds Mass	 per Hour
PPS Pounds Mass per Second
t
PSI founds	 Fo rce per Square	 Incll




Imay rl,ow it) rPH -
t
„ Burner	 Pressure	 ill	 P .
SEC seconds
STEWS Stepper Motor Steps
E
t S S U C	 M J C Steer Motor 







r Deg F 915	 (Deg _ C)	 +	 32




	 Mass 0.4535	 Kilog ram












a..	 ^f '	 ^ ^ 4i ^^^^..e^a. ^`- ^, ^..L...^•-	 w^.^ ^ ^^ d^^M.i^	
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	 601	 C Digital	 Computer Unit
	
(DCU)
	 as	 an	 element
.1.	 ".'4
e.
of the	 Propulsion	 Flight	 Control	 Integration
	
Technology System j
(PROFITS)	 when that	 system	 is	 used	 as	 a- real	 time	 controller




The computer program defined 	 by this document is	 designated
Integrated	 Control	 System Computer	 Program	 (ICP)	 and	 is	 controlled
j by an
	
appropriate	 contractor	 part number.	 Because	 of the	 flexi-
bility	 inherent	 in	 PROFITS,	 and	 the	 various	 research	 goals	 identi-
fied
	 for	 the	 system an	 array	 of	 I'CP	 variants	 will	 exist.	 Table
^ 1.1-1	 identifies	 the	 variant	 des-ignators,	 usage,	 and	 status	 as	 of





variations.	 Use	 of	 appropriate	 document
releases	 and	 hardware	 configurations	 is	 imperative	 at	 all	 times.
1.2	 FUNCTIONAL	 SUMMARY
'i The	 ICP	 shall	 perform the	 computations	 necessary	 to monitor and ^






ICP	 shall	 process	 inputs from the	 telemetry uplink,	 aircraft
t
a^
central	 computer,	 cockpit	 computer	 control	 (CCC),	 and	 plant
i' sensors	 to	 form	 aninput	 data	 base	 for use	 by control	 algorithms.
The
	
control	 algorithms	 shall	 process	 the	 input	 data	 to	 generate
an output data 	 base which	 the	 ICP shall	 format for	 output	 to	 the {	 -
telemetry	 downlink	 (PCM),	 the	 CCC,	 and	 control	 effectors.	 Th'e








;j TABLE	 1.1-1 -	 SYSTEM ELEMENT CONFIGURATION RELATIONS





RELEASE DATE CONFIGURATION CONFIGURATION	 FACILITY	 PURPOSE	 RELEASE












i	 Tile following documents, of the exact issue shown, form a part of
this specification to the extent specified herein. Documents
(	 listed as primary below shall supercede secondary documents.




system anomaly and shall be eliminated by hardware, software, or
document revision as required.
!( P_Lmary Soc unrents 7
BO EING
D251-10101 PROFIT Hardware System Definition Document
D251-10102 PROFIT Simulation Interface Definition Document
r
D251^10103 PROFIT Test Plan Document










D251 -1 Q006 Interface Control 	 Document for the Digital t{
! Propulsion Control 	 U nit	 (I nt egrated Prop u l s ion
Control	 System)
t'
Hone Well DoC UMents
OS24712^-01
y
Detail	 Specification fo r 	the Digital	 Propulsion
Control	 Unit	 (System),	 Part T,	 II
! DS24713.01 Detail	 Specification for the Digital	 Computer
: z
sy t em`	 Part	 S,	 II
DS24714-01 DetW 	 Specificati on for the Co m puter Mo nito r
Unit,	 ? art	 I,	 II
, 11SP471€-01 Detail	 St ocification fors	 the	 Interface Unit.,







	 PROGRAMMING/CODING GROUND RULES
In	 order	 to	 assure compatibility between
	
CPC's	 the	 following
ground	 rules	 are established.	 Deviations may	 be	 allowed,	 but
shall	 be coordinated with
	
the





All	 predetermined	 shift operations	 shall	 be
	 specified	 by	 the
appropriate	 instruction mnemonic
	 and	 an	 unsigned	 decimal	 integer
denoting	 the	 number of shift	 positions.
3.2	 RELATIVE ADDRESS
	 SPECIFICATION
Relative	 and	 self-relative memory address
	 specifications,
	 in	 the
absence	 of	 indexing,	 shall	 not	 exceed	 a	 relative	 location	 count	 +
of ten.	 The	 relative	 count	 shall	 be	 specified	 as	 a	 signed	 decimal
t
integer.
3.3	 DOUBLE-PRECISION OPERATIONS ANDDATA ITEMS
The double-precision operation mnemonics 	 shall	 be employed whenever
a	 double-precision operation	 is	 intended.	 All-single- precision
and	 double-precision-data	 items	 shall	 address	 the most	 significant
word.	 The most	 significant word of a	 double-precision	 data	 item




In	 general,	 multilevel	 indirect	 addressing	 shall	 be	 limited	 to
two	 levels	 in	 the	 absence of	 indexing	 and	 one	 level	 if	 pre-
indexing	 is	 employed.	 If	 necessary,	 these	 limits	 may	 be	 exceeded.
However,	 any	 and	 all	 exceptions	 shall	 be	 justified	 and	 described
within	 this	 document,	 or	 its	 equivalent,	 and	 shall	 be	 further








used	 to identify variable and
constant data
	 items	 shall	 be related,	 whenever possible to the
prosiac and mathematical
	 symbology,	 terminology,	 and nomenclature
set forth
	 in	 this document.	 Labels	 identifying	 scratch pad
memory locations assigned to temporary data storage shall
	
clearl y 	 t`
indicate
	 that assignment.
f	 3, E	 ENTRY
	 POINTS AND 'BRANCH	 LOCATIONS
All	 programmer defined labels	 used to identify subfunction entry
points within	 the ins truction memory shall
	
be related to the
^	 functional	 terminology or nomenclature of the subfunction.
t








to designate	 the device and function codes for all 	 1/0 operations,
Whenever possible, the	 symbology shall	 be descriptive and	 indica^






a	 binary scale factor shall	 be associated	 with
each	 arithmetic data	 item.	 The	 implied	 radix	 point	 shall	 be
positioned	 between the sign and most significant bit of the data	 y
` word.	 The sign and magnitude of the binary scale factor, 	 n,





	 its	 computer representation,	 x,	 i s
z
X	 X *2 11	 t..1	 X	 `	 1',0)
^	 a
where necessary input/output routines will	 convert or format raw
data to or from binary sealing to permit the main program date
base
	




S' The DAP16M2	 loader/assembler default mode assigns	 intersector
Links to	 sector 0.	 The	 DFRC assembly procedure assigns them to
the sector in which they are used. 	 Therefore nodules must be ^	 R	
y




CPC documentation will	 provide	 block diagrams and/or flow charts
Y	 , of all	 program components. in	 a format suitable for	 inclusion	 in
this document.	 In addition,	 the data	 base for each program compo-
nent shall
	
be summarized	 in	 tabular form organized as shown in
Figure	 3.10-1.	 Other formats	 containing the	 same information	 are
f
^	 y
acceptable	 if the programming organization	 finds them more conven-
ient.	 Consi der 	 however that	 standardization	 of format wild
1
a
benefit the overall 	 program user substantially. 	 Note also	 that
clever use of either the assembly or simulation 	 program data
' bases	 should	 permit	 some automation	 of this	 documentation. 1
i Source coding	 commenting	 shall	 provide	 as	 a minimum the following.
i
1.	 Each major block of code shall	 be referenced to the relevant
flow
	
chart or 'block	 diagram via	 a	 3 or 4`digit	 reference
k number and the purpose of the code block shall
	
be	 identified,
2.	 Parameters	 and variables	 shall	 be	 identified	 at	 their perm-
. _	
anent	 locations	 and	 their	 scale	 factors	 shall. be	 indicated, t1
3,	 Scale	 factors	 shall	 be 'noted	 as	 variables and	 constants	 are
introduced in `computations and the scale factors of 	 inter-
mediate results shall	 be noted whenever they change.	 The ^.





















. DESCRIPTION VARIABLE	 LOCATION FACTOR UNITS
LOW ROTOR SPEED N1 B14 RPM
! HIGH ROTOR SPEED N2 {IPM
BURNER PRESSURE PB PSIAY
INLET TEMPERATURE T2 OF
FAN EXIT TEMPERATURE T25 F
FAN TURBINE EXIT TEMP FTIT OF
AIRPLANE MACH NUMBER MNj
POWER LEVER ANGLE PLA DEG







N`TRMI	 1 ! 514 ^
IDLE SPEED TRIM IDTM
INTERMEDIATE TRIM INTM a
AUGMENTOR RATIO UNITS
TRIM ARUT
f ; x VMAX/IDLE AREA RESET TAR
SQUAT SWITCH SQWS
1	 OR CONSTANT




	 INITIAL LOCATION IS
NEC ESSARY,









Comments on the intent of code identifying purpose of logical
operations and intermediate results should be provided to a
level to permit rapid program modification by persons other
than the original programmer.
3.11 OCTAL-DECIMAL INTEGER SPECIFICATION
In general, all integer values specified in the operand field of
an assembly language symbolic source line shall be specified in
decimal	 Exceptions include but are not limited to, specification
of hardware dedicated memory location addresses, program origins,
and symbolic definitions of external device _codes, function codes
L	 and logic masks.
3.12	 EXTENDED ADDRESSING
When the memory size exceeds 16K, it is necessary to enter the
1
extend mode to address the full memory. The extend mode changes
'	 the i-nterpretation of the index bit of the indirect address word
which becomes part of a 15-bit address. Only one level of indexing
i
is possible in the extend mode. It is specified by bit 2 of the
E	 instruction word and is always the final operation in generating
the effective address.
The extended mode i ndicator (EXTMD) is set or reset by the generic
instructions EXA or DXA, respectively, and by an OTK, set if (A)3
is a one, reset if a zero. It is also -set by the occurrence of a
K program interrupt.
Ri
Because memory reference instructions of the form MR * XXXX,I are
interpreted as preindexing in DXA and post indexing in extended
tmode they shall only be used after formal review and coordination
iwith the systems integrator. The machine will -normally operate
in extended mode.	 It is the applications programer's" responsi-











3.13 USE OF OUTPUT DATA BASE
Each application module will transfer all data to be output to





As code develops standard MACRO modules will be developed and
C made available to applications programmers. These MACROS include:
1	 {
1	 Univariate Function Linear Interpolation,
	
1
















The ICP consists of a Host Program (HP) defined in this section
and research user application modules (AM) defined in the follow-
ing sections. The minimum ICP consists of the HP which by itself
supports Research Digital Control hardware functional test. The
addition of at least one AM to the HP results in useful research
software.
The configuration functional concept is shown in Figure 4.0-1.
The Host Program provides all data input/output functions and
executive functions including interrupt processing, program
execution sequence, and status and engage functions.	 In general,
the HP includes all failure detection and response functions
necessary to insuresystem integrity. Research modules ma,y -
incorporate additional failure mode response features as required
by research goals.
This host program definition is being released at a time when the
system is undergoing radical change. At thispoint it represents
a structural concept and an assembly of anticipated features. It
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REAL TIME	 EXECUTIVE	 DEFINITION
i	 Executive	 RTE	 provides	 program	 seque ncing,	 per-Real	 eThe	 '	 T m 	 v	 m	 n
	 	h	 ( )
	
p	 P	 g	 q	 g^	 ^.	 .. 1
forms	 status and engage logic functions,	 and	 processes	 real	 time
interrupts._ In	 orderto minimize executive 	 changes	 on	 addition
or removal	 of application modules	 executive	 interface with	 the
application modules	 is	 limited to	 calling
	
the module	 as	 a	 subpro-
gram and	 providing	 interrupt processing as	 specified by	 the AM
author.	 Thus,	 as	 a	 goal,	 modules	 shall	 be	 designed	 to	 be executed
- at a 60 millisecond 	 interval.	 The executive shall	 access modules
by executing-a	 JST to a	 specified entry _point and 	 the module
shall	 return control	 to	 the executive	 through a	 JMP* on the entry
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as	 indicated	 in	 Figure	 4.1-1.	 Application
	 module requirements
	 for g.#'
specific	 locations	 within	 this
	 sequence,	 data	 not available
	 in
the data base,
	 or for execution at
	 rates	 other than once per 60
cosec	 shall	 be	 identified	 in the	 research module definition and	 as
early as
	 possible
	 in	 the	 research module
	 design cycle. t
The executive provides 	 for sequential
	 execution of control
	 algo-
rithms and experiment software in
	 the real	 time interrupt environ-
ment.	 The	 real	 time	 clock	 interrupt
	 (PIt01)
	 is used	 to	 produce a t
series	 of	 5 millisecond	 long	 minor cycles,
	 12 of which
	
constitute
a major cycle corresponding
	









As shown	 in	 Figure 4.1-1,	 a number of program modules are	 required
0
to provide proper program sequencing. The major cycle executive
(MJCE) sequences ` 60 msec processing as indicated in Figure 4.1-2.
The	 MJCE	 is	 uttered	 from the minor	 cycle	 executive
	 (MICE)	 on	 _,.
completion of minor cycle	 "one"	 minor cycle
	 	 	 processing	 by	 stuffing
the PIL01
	 address with the MJCE entry point.
	 The MJCE then
sequences	 through	 the	 indicated	 subroutines,	 Figure 4.1-2.
F	 4
9
Processing	 is	 interrupted	 by	 repetitive asynchronous	 interrupts








	 MNCE	 requires	 substan-
tial	 execution
	
time	 critical	 parameters	 (A,	 B,	 X	 &	 Keys)	 are :a
saved for eventual	 return
	
and	 interrupts	 are enabled	 to	 permit
c	













to	 the main	 program.
rl5J^
a4
4.1.1.1	 Minor	 Cycle	 Execution	 Sequence
^sz-.
As	 shown	 in	 Figure	 4.1-3,	 the minor	 cycle	 counter	 (EMCC)	 is
incremented and	 EMCC is	 compared	 to	 13.	 EMCC >	 131 0	implies	 that
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OUTPUT RCVV CMD 1




















CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGEk
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sys tem disengagement and power down. 	 Processin g common to all
minor cycles follows,	 The DMA system is activated to
	 input all
digital	 data,	 A del ay of 5 ►micr osecon ds 	 is	 provided	 to permit the
redundant fuel	 flow data to be tr a nsferred	 to the raw data locations.
	 i
Fuel	 flow failure checks are performed while the remainder of 'the
w,
' E digital	 data are	 transferred.	 Tachometer data are then validity
3 checked and accumulated for eventual 	 inclusion in the input data
base,
	
An unfilte r ed	 N2	 value	 is	 also	 calculated.	 and	 the min or"
cycle RCVV	 update	 subroutine	 (UFC block diag r am 2. 1.4A)	 is executed.
Fi na lly	 the Nl	 and	 N2 converters are reset so	 that new datil will	 be
available
	 on	 the next minor cycle.
E.
The minor cycle is again identifed and processing unique to particu-
^I
lar minor 'cycles,	 see timing diagram,
	 Figure
	 4,1-4,	 is	 executed.
s
Minor cycle 1	 resets the interrupt return
	 pointer to restart the
major cycle,
Minor cycles	 2,	 5,	 3,	 and	 11	 are all	 used	 to	 process	 PARgS	 trans-
ducer data and perform limited inlot control
	 functions,	 The DMA is
set	 to 'fetch	 angle	 of attack	 data r ior`^	 top^	 processing
	 Raros data
input during the common sequence of the MNCF.
	 Note that FAROS data
	 s
input during	 t he other minor cycles 	 are inval id
	sin c e the c on verter
k	 € data are only valid after the conversion is complete.
g
' After completing RARQS conversion
	
is converted from raw data to




First ramp command is theft updated 	 based on the new Cx- and Output to 	 r
h the first rump servo,
a
Du ring minor cycles	 5 and 11 ,	 the first  po rtion (40 channels)	 of
4	 :^
the AID DMA date trarisfar also	 is	 initiated.
r
M in or c{yc i es	 6	 and	 1 ^,	 com pl ete 'the	 A ID	 DMA data	 trans f er. 	 T he
4 romai rider of minor cycle 12	 is committed	 to calibrating	 all	 data
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- A/D data transferred to locations 400-477
	
(raw data buffer)
during minor cycles 5 and 6 	 is transferred
	 to an accumulator
during minor cycle 7 to be averaged with minor cycle
	 11	 and	 12
^ data during minor cycle 12. 	 The various	 data accumulation




Minor cycles	 4 and	 10	 are used to transfer central
	 computer bus .
data	 from the	 I/F buffer memory to the 601 	 core	 (loc	 500-560).
t Since these	 data are	 already	 in	 scaled	 engineering units,	 no
further action	 is	 taken on them by the executive.
4.1.2	 Status and Engage Logic 	 (SEL)i j
ilFigure 4.1-5a depicts	 the basic functions of the SEL. 	 Faure z
words generated	 in various elements	 of the	 ICP,	 primarily the i
Input Processor,	 and stored	 in the	 Failure Mode
	 Data Base portion
of the	 IDB are decoded by the SEL to generate 	 status	 information
for	 display	 on the Caution	 Light Panel.
	
If a
	 system anomaly is 1 t
_
detected	 the	 SEL	 identifies	 it	 as	 Level	 I	 requiring	 pilot	 communi- fi
cation and perhaps	 change of data source to
	 input data	 base	 (IDB)
or	 modification	 of a	 control	 mode,	 as	 Level	 II	 requiring	 disengage-
ment
	
of affected controllers, 	 or as	 Level
	
III	 requiring	 system
automatic	 shutdown.	 Note that	 Figure 4.1=5a	 shows	 a single set




generall y be made for each research module.	 - t
i For	 each controller' a	 set of	 "Track"	 criteria are established
which must be	 satisfied	 prior to controller engagement.
	 To }}
prevent accidental	 engages	 these criteria must be met fora 1
significant number of major cycles
	 prior to engagement.	 The
track mode flags	 are used	 to	 control	 this	 delay and	 thus	 require
resetting	 in	 various	 failure	 paths.	 Mode	 engagement	 is	 controlled,
by the mixture of software and hardware sketched	 in Figure
4.1-5b.	 Note	 that	 successful	 tracking,	 a	 pilot engage	 request
19
i
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4x through both hardware and software,	 and a
	 'BIT" test okay are
+	 ^FE required	 to	 permit or maintain mode engagement.
-r'
4. 1 .3	 Interrupts !
,. Table 4.1-1	 lists	 in	 order of priority	 the	 interrupts	 used	 in	 the
J
E	 '`-a PROFIT.	 The following paragraphs 	 discuss	 the processing	 performed




DCU Power	 Failure	 Interrupt
The	 power failure	 interrupt	 (PFI)	 subroutine provides the response
to	 the IFU power	 failure interrupt and	 the	 D:1l power failure
interrupt.
	
A flow chart of the	 PFI	 subroutine
	
is	 shown	 in	 figure
o 4. 1 -G.
The	 PFI	 subroutine	 is entered only by the normal	 interrupt sequences
generated
	




The	 auto-power off command	 is	 transmitted directly
	
to	 the	 IFU via
output of	 the	 value	 177777	 octal	 as	 DIS0 .	 That	 output	 is
followed	 by execution	 of a	 computer	 halt	 instruction	 to	 prevent
subsequent	 interrupts from interfering with the orderly shut-down
air
of	 the DPCU.
4.1.3.2	 DCU	 Power	 Recovery	 Interrupt
E
^. The	 power recovery	 interrupt	 (PRI)	 subroutine provides	 the response
^ e to
	




subroutine	 is	 shown	 in	 Figure	 4.1-7.
The
	
PRI subroutine is entered only by the normal	 interrupt sequence
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CORE LOCATION CORE LOCATION OF
OF INT.	 POINTER NOMENCLATURE DESCRIPTION INTRUP PROC..	 ROUTINE
60 PWR'F DCU POWER FAILURE
61 PERTC EXTERNAL REAL TIME CLOCK
62 PWRR DCU POWER RECOVERY
63 PIL00 STANDARD INTERRUPT 1D




H	 k 70 PIL05 —r
i N 71 PIL06 IFU POWER FAILURE
w
72 PIL07 CENTRAL COMPUTER BUS :FAILURE
C° !4 73 PIL08 RECORDER WORD SYNCH INTERRUPT
74 PIL09 RECORDER DATA REQUEST INTERRUPT
I' { 75 PIL10 UPLINK DATA WORD INTERRUPT
76 PIL11 UPLINK SYNCH - WORD INTERRUPT
77 PIL12 BUZZ:
100 PIL13 Af B ZONE FILL COMPLETE INTERRUiW T
101 PIL14 DMA
102 PIL15 INPUT BUS
103 PIL16 r.
hl
D	 NOT USED BY PROFIT REAL TIME SYSTEM
.,. ... ,	 _ ^.,	 ....a,








'	 INTERRUPT	 MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE TIME TO INDICATED ACTION
	 L=
DCU PWR FAIL
	 100 psec OF EXECUTION IS AVAILABLE
EXT R.T. CLCK 	 NOT USED
(	 DCU PWR REC
	 NO MAXIMUM DEFINED
STD. TNT.
	 NOT USED
1	 IFU R.T. CLCK
	 ALL PROCESSING MUST BE COMPLETED PRIOR TO NEXT RTCI
IFU PWR FAIL	 1. MILLISEC. (MAY BE REVISED BASED ON FMEA)
CC BUS FAILURE
	 5. MILLISEC. (HARDWARE STOPS DATA TRANSFER TO BUFFER
I	 v	 INTERRUPT RESPONSE 'REQMT. IS FMEA DEPENDENT)t1	 i'
k	 REC. W. SYNCH.
	
186.5 psec
I	 REC. D. REQ.	 686. usec




DMA	 NO REQUIREMENT DEFINED
INPUT BUS	 NO REQUIREMENT DEFINED
j....
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r PER TABLE 4.1-2
fi
SET PRIORITY INT









The	 IFU	 power OK sense line	 is	 tested.	 Further processing
	 is	 not
accomplished until	 that sense	 line	 indicates	 restoration of power
within	 the	 IFU.	 Next, all	 CPCEI	 data
	 parameters which
	 require
initialization	 to	 commence	 operation	 in	 the TRACK mode
	 are	 initial-
ized.	 The	 identification




in	 Table	 4.1-2.	 Following	 that	 initialization,,y
the priority interrupt mask	 is	 set to accept all	 CPCEI-defined
interrupts	 and	 the	 interrupts	 are enabled.	 A wait state
	 is
entered	 to	 await the arrival	 of the
	
IFU	 real	 time	 clock	 interrupt.
E.^ Initia-lization	 is	 such	 that	 the	 first	 IFU	 real	 time	 clock	 inter-
rupt denotes	 the	 beginning of the
	 first minor cycle	 (5 msec
_interval)
	 of a major	 cycle
	 (60 msec	 interval).
€a
r.
4.1.3.3	 Real	 Time	 Clock	 Interrupt
The	 real	 time clock
	 interrupt	 (RTCI)	 subroutine
	
provides	 the fi







	 the	 normal	 interrupt
sequence	 generated	 by the PIL01
	 interrupt. E
The	 routine	 saves	 the	 keys	 and the	 A,	 B	 and	 X	 registers,	 again fit 	 3











4.1.1),	 Following	 completion	 of	 the	 MNCE,	 the	 registers	 are
restored,	 the keys	 output and	 interrupts	 enabled,
4.1.3.4	 IFU	 Power	 Failure_	 Interrupt
The	 response	 to	 the	 IFU power	 failure	 interrupt	 is	 to enter	 the

































r a Figuro 4.1-8.	 Minor Cycle Executive (Reel Time Clock lmerrupt)t^
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4.1.3.5	 Central Computer Bus Failure Interrupt
The central computer bus failure interrupt (CCBFI) subroutine
provides the response to the central computer bus failure inter-
rupt. The CCBFI subroutine, see flow chart Figure 4.1-9, is
entered only by the normal interrupt sequence generated by the
bus failure interrupt (P'IL070).
After saving the accumulator the routine sets the bus failed flag
(BSFF) which disables CC bus data transfers in the major cycle
and depending on control configuration can be used to disengage
any or all control modes during the major cycle. Alternatively
an immediate mode disengage may be implemented in this routine if
required. After processing the accumulator is 'restored and
interrupts are enabled. --
4.1.3.6
	









to	 the recorder word	 synch	 interrupt.
	 A flow chart of
the	 RWSI	 subroutine	 is	 shown	 in	 Figure	 4.1.10.	 The	 subroutine	 is
only entered as	 a	 result of the normal	 interrupt sequence genes-
ated	 by	 the	 PIL	 08	 interrupt.	 The	 accumulator	 is	 saved,	 again'.
two	 locations must be provided,	 and the excessive data counter 	 is
checked as	 in RDRI.	 Since only one	 in ten frame	 synch	 requests`
actually require output of a	 frame synch 'word,	 the word	 pointer
is	 checked
	
to establish if a	 frame	 is	 complete.	 If	 it	 is	 the
frame synch word	 is	 output and	 the word	 pointer	 is	 reset.
	
In
either case	 thesubroutine	 exit,s^.restoring	 A	 and	 enabling
k
interrupts.
4.1.3.7	 Recorder	 Data	 Request	 Interrupt
The recorder data	 request	 interrupt	 (RDRI)
	
subroutine provides
the response	 to	 the recorder datarequest	 interrupt.	 The	 RDRI
subroutine,	 see	 flow chart	 Figure	 4.1-11,	 is	 entered only	 by the
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NOMENCLATURE	 SEE FIGURE 4.1-11
Figure 4. v is Recorder Word Synch Proaminq
i
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NOMEtaiCLATURE	 D ISCR IPT IONf
"A"	 CONTENTS OF A REGISTER # a
CONTENTS OF X REGISTER
WPOPR	 DATA WORD POINTER POINTS TO LINK
FOR DATA WORD TO SE OUTPUT
FRAT	 FLIGHT RECORDER ADDRESS RINK) TABLE i {INITIAL LOCATION FRAT TABLE IS DEFINED
IN TABLE 4.1.2.
C OAT	 DATA TO BE OUTPUT
1 ,s
MWCNT	 COUNTER SET IN REAL TIME CLOCK INTERRUPT
"
j
TO DETECT EXCESSIVE DATA REQUESTS y
i
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S The RDRI subroutine saves the accumulator and index register for
eventual restoration. The machine may be in double precision
mode when it enters the routine, hence double storage is required
to save the accumulator. 	 The index register is set to point to
the indirect address of the data to be input this pass and the
data is brought into the accumulator. Note that the word pointer
(WRDPR) is reset in the frame synch subroutine (RWSI). After the
data item is output the word pointer is incremented.
` I
	
The anticipated rate of data and frame synch interrupts is shown
in Figure 4.1-12.	 If this ra ge is exceeded,, which indicates a
failure of the recorder system, excessive processing time is
spent in the RDRI and RWSI. To prevent this a counter (MWCNT) is
preset to negative 15 1 0 in the real time clock interrupt routine
(RTCI).	 Both RDRI and RWSI subroutines increment this counter
and compare it to zero. A zero value indicates excessive inter-
rupts. This condition is flagged, communicated to the pilot, and
the data and frame synch interrupts are inhibited by clearing the
app ro p ri a t e mask bits, Upon completion of processing the A and 'X
are restored,	 interrupts	 are	 enabled	 and	 a	 return	 is	 executed. )
4.1.3.8	 Uplink	 Data	 Interrupt, ,.
4
The uplink data	 interrupt	 (UDI)	 ,subroutine	 provides	 the	 response
to the	 uplink	 data	 interrupt.	 The	 UDI	 subroutine,	 see	 flow chart
Figure	 4.1-13,	 is	 entered	 only	 by	 the	 normal	 interrupt	 sequence t
generated	 by	 the	 uplink	 data	 interrupt	 (PIL100).
fi




Because	 recorder	 interrupts must	 be	 honored	 within	 .186
msecs and	 uplink	 interrupts	 need	 only	 be	 honored	 within	 2.5
msecs,	 see	 timing	 diagram	 Figure 4.1-14,	 and	 the	 uplink	 interrupt
processing	 wiII	 exceed	 .186	 msecs,	 interrupts must	 immediately	 be
onabled.	 However,	 real	 time	 clack/minor	 cycle	 executive	 proces-
sing	 is	 potentially	 lengthy	 so	 it must	 be	 delayed	 until	 uplink
processing is	 complete.-	 The mask	 is	 manipulated	 in	 both	 the
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SThe index register is loaded with a pointer (MFPTR) which vectors
the data in the main frame buffer and the subframe counter is set
to -4. The routine then cycles four times through the subframe
loop to input the four words available at the output of the
uplink interface unit. The main frame pointer is saved for the
next pass and A, X are restored, the mask is reset to enable the
real time clock interrupt and interrupts are enabled prior to
return from the subroutine.
4.1.^j.9 Uplink Frame Synch Interrupt
The uplink frame synch interrupt (UFSI) subroutine provides the
response to the uplink frame synch interrupt. The UFSI subroutine,
see flow chart Figure 4.1-15, is entered only by the normal
interrupt sequence generated by the uplink frame synch interrupt
(PIL110).
f
The accumulator and index register are saved and the mask set to
inhibit real time clock interrupt as in the UDI subroutine.
	 The
"A" is then cleared and the checksum of the first 22 words in the
raw data buffer is computed as follows;
t 22
i '	 CSUM =	 ULRDi
•	 l
where:	 - The	 addition	 is	 2's	 complement arithmetic
z Overflows	 are	 ignored
CSUM	 is the checksum
ULRD i	is	 the	 ith	 element	 of 'uplink	 raw data
Word 23 of the raw data	 is	 the same checksum computed	 by the
ground	 station prior	 to	 data	 transmission.	 It	 is	 compared	 to
CSUM.	 If the two	 agree,	 the data	 are	 transferred	 to	 the	 CIDQ.	 If
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the CIDB. Further action may then be taken dependent on the
system configuration. For example, disengaging DPCU from CAS if
the uplink is being used for trajectory control.
	
Initially no use
other than perhaps data display is identified hence no action
beyond setting a flag is required. The main frame pointer is
reset to initialize the UDI for the next frame of data and the
subroutine is exited similarly to the UDI routine.
4.1.3.10 Buzz Interrupt
The buzz interrupt (BZZI) subroutine provides the response to the
buzz interrupt. The routine is only entered through the normal
interrupt sequence generated by PIL120. The BZZI subroutine saves
the A register double precision and the keys and then sets a flag
BZZF which lights the cockpit buzz indicator via the IFU and the
output processor.	 BZZF is cleared when the buzz level falls below -




The fill -interrupt'(FILI) subroutine provides the response to the
fill interrupt. The FILI subroutine, see flow chart Figure
4.1-16, is entered only by the normal interrupt sequence generated
by the fill interrupt (PIL130).
4.1-..3.12_ DMA Interrupt	 E
A DMA interrupt is provided in the hardware to indicate completion
of DMA data transfer. Interrupt currently is masked out.
4.1.3.13 Input Bus Interrupt
k
t
An INA interrupt is provided in the hardware to i ndicate data
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` 	4.2 HOST PROGRAM DATA BASE
The Host Program data base structure and data 	 flow is depicted	 -in
Figure	 4.2-1.	 Host	 Program control	 of the	 ICP	 is	 achieved	 pri-
marily through	 restrictions on data base intercommunications
designed to prevent invalid or extraneous data from entering
applications modules	 or being output to the	 IFU.	 To	 this	 end all
data
	
enters applications modules	 from either the calibrated	 input
data base or the	 executive data base and exits 	 through	 the output
data	 base.	 The Host Program then exercises	 control	 over the
interface to	 the outside world by	 failure checking data entering
or l eaving the respective data bases. 	 The following	 paragraphs
descri be the various data bases. 	 For user convenience	 sector 0
allocation	 is	 documented	 in	 Figure	 4.2 -2.
4,2.1	 Input	 Data	 Base
.a The	 inp ut data	 base is	 composed of the raw DMA	 input'data basep	
(Table	 4.2 - 1),	 the	 raw	 upli nk 	 data	 base(Table	 4.2-3),	 and	 the




input data	 base subsets.
All	 data entering the raw	 input data base are transferred from the
outside world through	 the	 IFU under Host Program control. 	 The raw
input data ,base	 is	 accessed only	 by	 the	 HP	 data	 validation,
	 cali-
bration,	 and transfer, module,	 and	 the	 fill	 interrupt	 routine,	 Data
enters	 the calibrated	 input data	 base only from the data valida-
tion,
	
calibration,	 and	 transfer module.-	 The	 calibrated	 input data
base may be accessed by all	 other program modules.
4.2.2	 Output	 Data
The output data	 base is	 composed	 of the calibrated control, output
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-477 Raw analog Data ^
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LL Spares are 436,474,476
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j	 RAW DMA INPUT DATA BASE
	 RAW UPLINK DATABASE
"	 • ANALOG INPUTS (LOC. 400.477)	 • UPLINK DATA (LOC NOT YETa	 ;
• DIRECT DIGITAL INPUTS (LOC. 500-530) 	 SELECTED NOT IN SECTOR 0)
RESERVED FOR ADDITIONAL
DIRECT DIGITAL INPUTS (LOC. 530-547)
CALIBRATED INPUT DATA BASE
• ANALOG INPUTS (LOC. 300— 377)
• CONDITIONED UPLINK (LOC. 550-577)
• CONDITIONED DIRECT DIGITAL, (LOC. 6004630)
~	 • RESERVED FOR ADDITIONAL CONDITIONED
—
	
	 DIRECT DIGITAL DATA (LOC. 631-647)
CENTRAL COMPUTER BUS DATA,,
"	 UNBUFFERED (LOC 700-757)







RAW INPUT DATA BASE
CORE	 1
LOCATION DATA SIGNAL	 DESCRIPTION	 UNITS	 SCALE	 SENSITIVITY	
n
(OCTAL)	 TYPE NAME	 FACTOR	 ENG. UNITS/COUNT	 x.
400	 LLA AD1G	 LLA GRD. REF.	 COUNTS	 B11	 FINAL XDUCER SELECTION
	 .,
401	 HLA AD2G	 HLA GRD. REF.	 NOT COMPLETE
402	 LLA RT2CA	 T2 COLD STREAM A.
403	 HLA EX1M5V	 -5VDC SENSOR EXC. EX1	
F—'
404	 LLA RT25CA	 T2.5 COLD STREAM A
405	 HLA EX1P5V	 +5VOC SENSOR EXC. EX1
406	 LLA RT3A	 T3 A
407	 HLA IFUPSV	 +5VDC IFU LOGIC SUPPLY
410	 LLA RT45A	 FAN TURBINE INLET TEMP Ate-
411	 HLA RUTILI	 C'PIT UTILITY POT #1
412	 LLA RT6A	 T6 A	 r
413	 HLA RUTIL2	 C'PIT UTILITY POT #2—+-
414	 LLA RP25	 P25 2	 ;.
k	 415	 HLA EX2ZAIK	 1 Kh EXCITATION EX2
k	 416
	
LLA AD2REF	 HLA REFERENCE VOLTAGE
	 Y,-_LL
417 	 HLA ADIREF	 LLA REFERENCE— VOLTAGE
	 J	 ^''
420	 LLA RP3	 P3
421	 HLA IFUP15V	 +15 VDC IFU ANALOG SUPPLY	 u
422
	 LLA RP6M	 P6M	 l
LOW 'LEVEL ADC GAIN IS HIGH 14.6mVJ000NT
I	
HIGH LEVEL ADC GAIN IS .0025 VDC/COUNT
SOME INPUTS ARE MODIFIED TO BRING THEM WITHIN A/D INPUT
RANGES (LL	 +30 mV. HL	 +5.0 VDC)
a
r
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TABLE 4.2-1 (Cont.)
RAW INPUT DATA BASE
CORE
LOCATION DATA SIGNAL	 DESCRIPTION	 UNITS	 SCALE	 SENSITIVITY




HLA IFN15V	 -15VDC IFU ANALOG SUPPLY 	 COUNTS	 B11	 FINAL TRANSDUCER
424	 LLA RP013	 P1'3	 PS13	 NOT COMPLETE
425	 HLA EX439K _ RESOLVER EXC. 3.9Khz/9V
426	 LLA kPF2	 MAIN FUEL PUMP DISC. PRES.
427	 HLA RUiIL3	 C'PIT.UTILITY POT #3 A
`	 430	 LLA RPF4	 MAIN CONTROL DISC. PRES.
431	 HLA RUTIL4	 C'PIT UTILITY POT #4	 k
432	 LLA RPFA4	 AUG. CTRL. DISC. PRES.	 (	 '
433	 HLA RRUZZ r





437	 HLA f_X5P9V	 +9VDC PAROS EXC. EX5`^ "^
440
	
LLA RT2CB	 T2 COLD STREAM B
441	 HLA




444	 LLA RT3 B	 T3 'B	 ^..,
O	 445
	
HLA RRHO	 FIRST RAMP ANGLE-
ftj
446	 LLA RT458	 FTIT B
0 ^	
447	 HLA RDEL3	 3RD RAMP ANGLE
P
yTABLE 4.2-1 (Cont.) 	
H41
RAW INPUT DATA BASE
CORE
LOCATION DATA SIGNAL	 DESCRIPTION	 UNITS	 SCALE	 SENSITIVITY





451	 HLA RTO	 AMBIENT TOTAL TEMPERATURE	 COUNTS
	 Bll	 SELECTION NOT	 r
452	 LLA RP25	 P25	 COMPLETE;
.453"	 HLA RTRIM3	 C PIT TRIM POT N3	 A
454
	
LLA RPB	 BURNER PRESSURE
455	 HLA RALPHA	 AIRCRAFT ANGLE OF ATTACK—!
456	 LLA RP13	 P13
457	 HLA RRUMBL	 RUMBLE
460	 LLA RPS13	 S13^-
v	 461	 HLA RTRIM4	 C'PIT TRIM POT X14
462	 LLA RPFIA	 AUG. FUEL PUMP DISC PRES.
463	 HLA RCBLOP	 CUSTOMER BLEED POS	 „- —
464	 LLA RPFI	 MAIN PUMP INTERSTAGE PRES.
465 HLA RAJPOS ACTUAL NOZZLE POSITION
466	 LLA RPF4A1	 AUG. CTRL. DISC. PRES.
467	 HLA RTRIMI'	 COCKPIT TRIM POT #1
470	 LLA RPF4A2	 AUG. CTRL. DISC. PRES._.
471	 HLA RTRIM2	 COCKPIT TRIM POT #2
472	 LLA RPF4A3	 AUG. CTRL. DISC. PRES. 	 G-j ^d 	 -.
473	 HLA	 SPARE











RAW INPUT DATA BASE'
•-
-CORE
LOCATION DATA SIGNAL DESCRIPTION	 UNITS SCALE SENSITIVITY






500 -RTD RWFG1 FUEL FLOW RESOLVER #1	 COUNTS B11 FINAL TRANSDUCER ---=
501 RTD RWFG2 FUEL FLOW RESOLVER #E 2 Bll SELECTION NOT
502	 - RFD-T RN11T N1 TACH TOOTH COUNT N1 B15 COMPLETE
503 RFD-T RN12T NI	 TACH TOOTH COUNT N2
' 504 RFD-T RN21T N2 TACH TOOTH COUNT #1
505 RFD-T RN22T N2 TACH TOOTH COUNT #2 t	 _``^^`
506 RFD-T RN11C N1	 TACH CLOCK COUNT #'1
507 RFD-T RN12C Nl TACH CLOCK COUNT N2
co
510 RFD-T RN21C' N2 TACH CLOCK COUNT #1
511 RFD-T RN22C N2 TACH CLOCK COUNT #2
n;	 512 FD-P RP1 INLET THROAT TOTAL PRESSURE B15
513
	
_ RTD RDCVVI' RCVV POSITION #1 Bll
a
514 FD-P RPS1 INLET THROAT STATIC PRESSURE B15
s	 515 RTD RRCVV2 RCVV POSITION #2 Bll
516 FD-P RPO AMBIENT TOTAL PRESSURE B15k, a	 ry
' f
	517 RTD RSSV SEGMENT AND SEQUENCE VALVE PDS. Bll
520 FD-P RPSO AMBIENT STATIC PRESSURE 615 _ '~
521 RTD RWFCOR A/B FUEL	 FLOW CORE (Z 1,	 5) B11
522 FD-P RP2 FAN INLET TOTAL PRESSURE B15 FINAL TRANSDUCER
523 RTD- RWFDUC A/B	 FUEL FLOW DUCT	 (Z 2.	 4) Bll SELECTION NOT }





{`	 ..	 •i 
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Am
,.^ TABLE	 4.2-1	 (Cont.)
RAW INPUT DATA BASE
,. CORE
LOCATION DATA SIGNAL DESCRIPTION	 UNITS SCALE SENSITIVITY
(OCTAL) TYPE NAME FACTOR ENG. UNITS/COUNT
525 RTO RPLA POWER LEVER ANGLE
	 COUNTS B11 FINAL TRANSDUCER
526 RTD RAJPSR AJ POSITION REQUEST all SELECTION NOT COMPLETE
527 RTD RCIVVP CIVV POSITION all
r 530 INPUT DISCRETE REGISTER
	 © N/A





















THIS AREA USED y550
551 BY CALIBRATED 1::
552 INPUT DATA BASE
	 COUNTS
4 SEE TABLE 4.2-2^" :`=3
KA n IRrU1 UA.1A DA3t
CORE
LOCATION DATA SIGNAL	 DESCRIPTION	 UNITS	 SCALE
	 SENSITIVITY






SOURCE	 SIGNAL	 DESCRIPTION	 LOGICAL 'RELATION
r	 1 (MSB) FUEL CTRL	 RMODE	 ENGINE HMC OR ELEC. CONTROL IND, 	 TRUE IMPLIES
2 	 FUEL CTPL	 RPTDGC	 HMC PRES. OR TEMP. FAIL I-ND., 	 TRUE IMPLIES	 -
3	 FUEL CTRL_	 REFILL	 ZONE FILL COMPLETION IND. 	 TRUE IMPLIES
4	 AIRFRAME	 RIAR	 IDLE AREA RESET	 TRUE IMPLI ES 	1,^



























	 ADIG	 LLA GRD. REF.
	 VOLTS	 BO
	
301	 AD2G	 HLA GRD. REF.
	 VOLTS	 B0
	
302	 T2	 T2 SELECTED	 DEG. F
	 89
	
303	 EX1M5V	 -5VOC SENSOR EXC. EX1
	 VOLTS	 B3
	
304	 T25	 T2.5 SELECTED	 DEG. F	 BID
	










IFUP5V	 +5VDC IFU LOGIC SUPPLY
	 VOLTS	 B3	 ^-
	
310	 745A,	 FAN TURBINE INLET TEMP SELECTED 	 DEG. F
	 812








313	 UTIL2	 C'PIT 'UTILITY POT #2
	 FRAC	 B2
	
314	 P25	 P25	 PSIA	 oc	 °	 7	 7
	315	 EX2A1K
	 1 Khz EXCITATION E-2 	 PSIA	 B4`
	
316	 AD2REF	 HLA REFERENCE VOLTAGE
	 VOLTS	 B4
	
317 	 ADIREF	 LLA REFERENCE VOLTAGE
	 VOLTS	 B4
	
320	 P3	 P3	 PSIA	 69
	
321	 IFUPI5V	 +15VDC IFU ANALOG SUPPLY	 VOLTS
	 84
	
322	 P6	 P6M	 PSIA	 B6
r	 323	 IFUMI5V	 15VDC IF'U ANALOG' SUPPLY	 VOLTS	 B4 ,^^
	324	 PD13	 P13	 PS13	 PSIA	 B5
	
325	 EX4'A3.9K	 RESOLVER EXC. 3.9 :Khz/9V
	 VOLTS	 64
	





























	 C'PIT UTILITY POT #4 (N2 GRD. TRIM)	 RPM
	
332	 PFA4





BUZZ 	 BUZZ INDICATOR
	











	337	 EX5P9V	 +9VDC PAROS EXC. EX5
	 VOLTS	 B4
	
340	 T2C8	 T2 COLD STREAM B









{	 344	 T3B	 T3B	 DEG. F	 -
	
345	 X1	 FIRST RAMP ACTUATOR POSITION
	 INCHES	 -
	
346	 T458	 FTIT B	 DEG. F'	
-
	
347'	 X4	 3RD RAMP ACTUATOR POSITION
	 INCHES	 -
_'`	 350	 T6B	 T66	 DEG. F
	
















355	 Ai "Nn	 AIRCRAFT ANGLE OF ATTACK
	 DEG. F
	
356	 P13	 P13	 PSIA	 _r.
	357	 RUMBL	 RUMBLE^i 






DESCRIPT_'` P%	 UNITS	 FACTOR
C'PIT TRIM POT #4 (FTIT TRIM)
	 DEG. F
AUG. FUEL PUMP DISC.. PRES_
	 PSIA
CUSTOMER BLEED POS




AUG_ CTRL. DISC. PRES.	 PSIA
COCKPIT TRIM POT 41 (TOLE GROUND TRIM)
	 COUNTS
AUG. CTRL. DISC. PRES.
	 PSIA
COCKPIT TRIM POT #2 (INTER. GROUND TRIM)
	 DEG.















TABLE 4.2-4 (Cont. )


























CALIBRATED INPUT DATA BASE ( UPLINK)
CORE NOMENCLATURE	 DESCRIPTION —?
LOCATION


















j 567 UW16 C^:





574 UW21 NOT CURRENTLY USED
575 UCLK UPLINK CLOCK SYNCHRONIZER
576 UCSM UPLINK 'CHECKSUM
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CALIBRATED INPUT DATA 'BASE (DIRECT DIGITAL)
CO '
LOCATION SCALE
(OCTAL) NOMENCLATURE DESCRIPTION UNITS FACTOR
600 WFGI GAS GENERATOR FUEL FLOW 01 PPH B14
601 WFG2 GAS GENERATOR FUEL	 FLOW X12 PPH 814 A
• 602 N1 LOW ROTOR SPEED #1 	 (SELECTED) RPM 814
e 603 N12 LOW ROTOR SPEED N2 RPM B14
604 N2, HIGH ROTOR SPEED M1	 (SELECTED) RPM B14
605 N22' HIGH- ROTOR SPEED #2 RPM B14
' 606 PT	 - INLET THROAT TOTAL PRESSURE PSIA
,.
607' RCVV1 RCVV POSITION #1 DEG
k
_ 610 PSI INLET THROAT STATIC PRESSURE PSIA
r• 611 RCVV2 RCVV POSITION #2 DEG zx
r
1t 612 PO AMBIENT TOTAL PRESSURE PSIA
v	 613 SSVP SEGMENT AND SEQUENCE VALVE POS. DEG.
( 614 PSD AMBIENT STATIC PRESSURE PSIAp
615 WFCOR A/B	 FUEL FLOW CORE	 (Z-2,	 3, 4) PPH
616 P2 FAN INLET TOTAL PRESSURE PSIA
f 617 WFDUC A/B FUEL FLOW DUCT (Z 1, 	 5) PPH
620 PS2 FAN INLET STATIC PRESSURE PSIA
621 CPLA POWER LEVER ANGLE DEG,
r x
622' AJPSR AJ POSITION REQUEST fT.2 B3
623 CIVVP CIW POSITION DEG ^;'
.a
624 N2MC MINOR CYCLE UPDATED N2 RPM
625 FILL A/B	 MAN.	 FILL SIG.	 (1-	 FILLED) DISCRETE LSB ^°
626 FLIT FILL	 INTERRUPT FLAG	 (1-	 E"/ENT) DISCRETE LSB
627 IAR IDLE AREA RESET DISCRETE LSB
rP
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TABLE 4.2-4 (Cont.)
CALIBRATED INPUT DATA BASE (DIRECT DIGITAL)
CORE
LOCATION	 SCALE
(OCTAL)	 NOMENCLATURE	 DESCRIPTION	 UNITS	 FACTOR





















(OCTAL)	 NAME	 DESCRIPTION	 UNITS	 FACTOR
700
	
IASPDT	 TRUE AIRSPEED	 KTS
ITASPV	 TRUE AIRSPEED VALIDITY (BIT 16)
	 LOGICAL
701	 IAATKT	 TRUE ANGLE OF ATTACK
	 DEG
IAATKV	 TRUE ANGLE OF ATTACK VALIDITY (BIT 16)
	 LOGICAL
702	 IHHALT	 PRESSURE ALTITUDE + VALIDITY
	 (BIT 16)	 FT.
703	 IASPOI	 INDICATED AIRSPEED	 KTS	 810
IIASPV	 INDICATED AIRSPEED VALIDITY BIT 16	 KTS'	 --)
704	 ILAOAD	 LOCAL ANGLE OF ATTACK	 SEMICIRCLE
	
BO1
ILAOAV	 LOCAL ADA VALIDITY BIT 16
	 LOGICAL
705	 IMACHN	 MACH NUMBER	 ND	 B02
IMCHNV	 MACH NUMBER VALIDITY BIT 16	 LOGICAL
706	 IPRRAT	 PRESSURE RATIO	 NO	 B01
IPRRTV	 -PRESSURE RATIO VALIDITY BIT 16
	 LOGICAL.
707	 IAIRDN	 RELATIVE AIR DENSITY	 NO	 B01
IAIRDV	 RELATIVE AIR DENSITY VALIDITY BIT 16
	 LOGICAL
710	 ISTAOD	 OPTIMUM ANGLE OF ATTACK	 SEMICIRCLE	 B01	 I
ISTAOV	 OPTIMUM AOA VALIDITY BIT 16
	 LOGICAL I
711	 IBCALT	 BAROMETRIC CORRECTED PRESS. ALT 	 FEET	 (-
712	 IINSVL	 INS VALIDITY	 LOGICAL	 IV
c.
IATTVI	 INS ATTITUDE VALIDITY	 LOGICAL
{	 713	 IBIALT	 INERTIAL ALTITUDE	 FEET	 B16	 O	 }-=
^	 714
	




CALIBRATED INPUT DATA BASE (CENTRAL COMPUTER)
CORE
LOCATION SIGNAL SCALE
(OCTAL) NAME DESCRIPTION UNITS FACTOR
715 IPPLAT 2	 LSB'S	 IN	 BIT	 1,	 2`
' 716 IPPLON PRESENT POSITION LONGITUDE CIRCLE B00
717 IPPLON 2	 LSB'S	 IN BIT 1,
	 2
720 IPTCHI PITCH CIRCLE BOO
721 IROLLI ROLL CIRCLE 800 ..,,j
722 ITUHDI TRUE HEADING CIRCLE BOO
14 723 IVELNS NORTH - SOUTH, VELOCITY KTS B12 e
724 IVELEW	 :. EAST - WEST VELOCITY KTS B12 ^-==a
725 IVELVT VERTICAL VELOCITY KTS Bll
726 IA':CNS NORTH - SOUTH ACCELERATION FPS2 B08
727 IACCEW EAST - WEST ACCELERATION FPS2 B08 __.. r
730 IACCVE VERTICAL ACCELERATION FPS 2 B09
731 IHSICS COURSE SET CIRCLE 800
}^
732 IHSIMS HEADING. SET CIRCLE BOO
733 IRGTCN TACAN DISTANCE NM
734 IBRTCN TACA'N BEARING CIRCLE BOO
735 IMSIXI BIT 1	 BEARING REL.	 ALARM LOGICAL
BIT 2 DISTANCE REL. ALARM
v_..
BIT 3 LOCALIZER REL. ALARM Y
BIT 4 GLIDESLOPE REL. ALARM
BIT 5 MIDDLE/OUTER MARKER" LOGICAL
^;!
. ^+  -	 .. 	 . 	 .	 •`• ,.	 a..i.'e.5297^`iY r..3rS.^e.iLwt^T+•li:M.r...bi.u^/Kw...
-1 01—
TABLE 4.2-4 (Coat.)
CALIBRATED INPUT DATA BASE (CENTRAL COMPUTER)
CORE
LOCATION SIGNAL	 SCALE
(OCTAL)	 NAME	 DESCRIPTION	 UNITS	 FACTOR
736	 ILSLVD	 LOCALIZER DEVIATION
	 NO	 800
r 737	 ILSGSD	 GLIDESLOPE DEVIATION 	 NO	 BOO
740	 IPTCHA	 PITCH ANGLE (AHRS) 	 CIRCLE	 BOO	 r
}	 741	 IROLLA	 ROLL ANGLE (AHRS)	 CIRCLE
	
BOO

















j	 756	 RESERVED FOR
















	 modules	 and	 the	 Host	 Program.
Data are accessed from this 	 data base
	 by	 the output driver which
formats	 the	 data,	 and	 provides	 inhibit/enable functions,
	 and
outputs	 the	 data	 to	 the	 IFU.
The	 formatted	 control	 output	 data	 base	 (Table	 4.2-6). is
	 created
by	 the output driver from the calibrated output data 	 base	 in	 light
of data obtained
	 from the	 status
	 engage	 logic	 and	 the data
validation	 module.	 Thus,	 the	 data	 in	 this	 base
	 incorporates	 failure
response and	 engage	 functions.
The	 analysis	 output	 data	 base	 is	 the	 set	 of	 variables	 accessed
from any desired
	 location	 in	 core	 by	 the down	 link	 data	 interrupt
ventive.	 The	 data	 base
	 menu	 is	 tabulated
	 in	 Table	 4.2-7.	 Further
data	 base menus	 may	 be defined	 as	 required










CALIBRATED CONTROL OUTPUT DATA BASE
LOCATION
	 VARIABLE DESC'RIPTION-
X1C FIRST 'RAMP POSITION CMD
X.4C" 3RD _RAMP POSITION CMD
BPDI BYPASS DOOR'T/M CMD
AJC NOZZLE AREA COMMAND
BLED START BLEED COMMAND
CIVC CIVV COMMAND
IGN A/B IGNITION COMMAND
IGNM MAIN BURNER IGNITION CMD
$	 RCVC COMMANDED RCVV POSITION
{	 SSVC COMMANDED SSV POSITION
j; WFAD DUCT A/B FUEL FLOW CMD
WFC GAS GEN FUEL FLOW CMD
WFCR CORE A/B FUEL FLOW CMD
ETAC CAS NORMAL ACCEL CMD
PHDC CAS ROLL RATE CMD
CPDIC- COCKPIT
	 DISP-.	 N1	 (AUTOTHROTTLE)































XYC 3RD RAMP P
BPDT BYPASS DOO
AJC NOZZLE ARE
'	 CIVC CIVV COMMA
RCVC COMMANDED
SSVC COMMANDED'
WFA'D DUCT A/B F
WFC GAS GEN FU
WFCR CORE A/B F
ETAC CAS NORMAL
PHDC CAS	 ROLL 'R






k.	 CPD3C COCKPIT DI
i
7









L	 FLOW CMD_ 7:.
FLOW CMD
L FLOW CMD
C C E,L	 CMD
^z












ANALYSIS DATA BASE MENU-!'
VARIABLE SCALE
WORD # ACCESSED DESCRIPTION UNITS FACTOR
4 FRAME SYNCH N/A N/A
1 ALPA AIRCRAFT ANGLE OF ATTACK DEG NOT YET ESTAB.
2 BPDE BYPASS DOOR 'PRT ERROR ND
3 DEL3 THIRD' RAMP ANGLE CMD INCHES"-""'
4 PROC FILTERED PRO ND
5 PRBZ BUZZ PRESSURE RATIO NO {
6 PRS SUPERCRITICAL PRESSURE RATIO ND
7 PRT THROAT PRESSURE RATIO ND
8 TO FREESTREAM TOTAL TEMP. DEG.	 F y'
9 X1 FIRST RAMP ACTUATOR POSITION INCHES
10 X4 THIRD RAMPACTUATOR POSITION INCHES._.:
11 XBP BYPASS DOOR ACTUATOR POSITION INCHES
12 AJC NOZZLE AREA CMO F72
13" CIVC CIVV CMO DEG._
14 DMOP MN COMMANDED MIN PLAP NO










ANALYSIS DATA BASE MENU
x.
VARIABLE SCALE
WORD ACCESSED DESCRIPTION UNITS FACTOR'
16 DN2E AIRFLOW ERROR FOR N2 BIAS PPS NOT YET ESTA'B.
17 DN2U N2 UPMATCH RPM
18 DPLU PLA UPMATCH DEG
19 ERRR- FTIT ERROR FOR N2 BIAS DEG. F
20 FTDS DESIGN FTIT DEG. F
21 FTLL COMPENSATED FTIT DEG. F
22 NTRM N2 GROUND TRIM RPM
F.	
,
23 NT LOW ROTOR SPEED RPM "^
a	 24 N2 HIGH COMPRESSOR SPEED RPM
25 PB BURNER PRESSURE PSIA
26 PBLL COMPENSATED PB PSIA
27 PLA POWER LEVER ANGLE DEG
M 28 PLAP RATE LIMITED PLA DEG /SEC
29 RCVC, COMMANDED RCVV POSITION EG^:^
30 SPLT CORE/TOTAL A/B FUEL FLOW FRAC.
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ACCESSED	 DESCRIPTION	 UNIT	 FACTOR
32	 T25C	 COMPENSATED T25	 DEG. F	 NOT YET ESTAB.
33	 WCDS	 DESIRED CORRECTED AIRFLOW	 PPS
34	 WF'CR	 CORE A/B FUEL FLOWC% MD	 PPH
35	 WFAD	 DUCT A/B FUEL FLOW CMD	 PPH
.w	 i. 36	 WFPO	 OPERATING LINE WF/Pb	 RU
37	 WFPX	 ACCEL SCHEDULE WFJPb	 RU
	
..._. 	
38	 IASPDT	 TRUE AIRSPEED + VALIDITY	 KTS
39	 I'AATKT	 TRUE ANGLE OF ATTACK + V	 DEG
40	 IHHALT	 PRESSURE ALTITUDE + V	 FT
41	 IASPOI	 INDICAIPE 1 AIRSPEED + V	 KTS
42	 ILAOAD	 LOCAL ANGLE OF ATTACK	 SEMICIRCLE
K	 43	 MN'	 MATCH NUMBER (INLET)	 ND
44	 IMACHN	 AIRPLANE MACH NUMBER	 NO
45	 IBIALT	 INERTIAL ALTITUDE	 FT
46	 IPTCHI'	 PITCH	 CIRCLE
	
`	 47	 IROLLI	 ROLL	 CIRCLE
48	 ITUHDI	 TRUE HEADING	 CIRCLE
	
H	 49	 IVELNS	 NORTH-SOUTH VELOCITY	 KTS	
o c)













ACCESSED	 DESCPIPTI,ON	 UNITS	 FACTOR































fi	 OF POOR QUALITY[
4.2.3 Common Constants
t
-.l For user convenience common constants are provided as indicated








4.3 HOST PROGRAM SCRATCH PAD
As shown in Table 4.3-1 a portion of sector zero has been reserved
for Host Program scratch pad. As software development proceeds
	




















LOCATION	 NOMENCLATURE	 DESCRIPTION	 UNITS	 SCALING:3
NON ALLOCATED TO DATE:,














HOST SCRATCH PAD aa
CORE
LOCATION SIGNAL	 SCALE	 ,z
(OCTAL)	 NAME	 DESCRIPTION	 UNITS	 FACTOR	 SOURCE


































253	 mac-,	 ,—^ u








(OCTAL)	 NAME DESCRIPTION UNITS	 FACTOR	 SOURCE



























































Data enter the DCU to	 form the raw input data base
	 from three
sources
	 -	 the	 direct memory access
	 (DMA)	 system,	 DCU	 sense	 lines,,
and the uplink
	
system via	 the	 input bus.	 Section 4.2.1
	 documents
the input data base.
	 Raw data from these sources
	 are processed
'r
per the requirements of the following
	 paragraphs
	 to	 create the
calibrated	 input	 data	 base
	
(IDB)	 of Table 4.2-4.
	 IDB update	 rate
is
	 once per	 60 milliseconds	 and	 occurs,	 see	 timing	 diagram Figure
4.1-4,
	
during	 the	 llth	 and	 12th minor	 cycles.
4.4.1	 Analog Transducers
Raw analog data are	 input to locations 400 through 477 during
minor cycles	 5	 and	 6,	 and	 11	 and	 12	 by the executive.
	 Processing
of the data occurs
	 during minor cycle -7 and	 12.	 Analog 	 data ;cord
;. format	 is:
S	 DDD	 DDD	 DDB`	 DD	 000
SIGN	 LSB
DATA	 UNUSED
: Data	 are 2's	 complement.	 LSB	 values	 for _HL	 and	 LL	 mux	 are:
r	 ; HL	 LSB	 _	 2.5 mvolt
i LL	 LSB	 =	 14.7058 u	 volt
B
4.4.1.1	 Minor	 Cycle	 7	 Processing
During minor cycle 7	 data	 input during minor cycles	 5	 and 6 are
shifted	 right one and	 buffered	 (RD56)	 for	 further	 processing	 in
minor; cycle	 12.
E.




IttIGINAL PA-	 GE IS
s
•	 ^ P OUP QUA,i,^^
,i 4.4.1.2	 Minor	 Cycle	 12	 Processing
'^
yy	 -
During minor cycle	 12 data
	 input	 during minor cycles
	 11	 and	 12
f1'4 are	 combined with buffered data	 from minor cycle 7 and processed
y as	 indicated	 in	 the	 flow chart	 Figure 4.4-1.	 All	 64 analog	 inputP
channels are	 processed through
	 the analog
	 input data	 processing




i 1.	 Average	 data	 sampled	 in	 minor	 cycles	 5,	 6	 and	 11,	 12,
r
^ 2.	 Verify	 all	 anal o g	 data	 falls	 withinY	 9	 gross	 limits of ±98% of
the A/D	 converter	 range;
3.	 Calibrate all	 data	 to	 engineering	 units	 using	 the	 linear
relation	 shown	 in	 Figure	 4.4-1.
" f Transducers excited by the IFU +5 volt	 precision supply are
corrected	 for	 supply variation.	 Because the
	
raw data	 requiring
correction	 are	 not	 conveniently	 stacked	 logic	 is	 provided to
k





index	 register	 value associated with	 transducer failures 	 is
a
saved	 as	 is	 the nature	 of the	 failure	 (high or	 low),
t More than	 two	 indicated transducer	 failures	 in	 a	 single	 pass '.
cause a	 transfer to	 the immediate di sengage	 routine, see	 paragraph
4.1.2.
= 4.4.1.3	 Thermocou p le	 Data
Thermocouple	 data	 are	 further processed as 	 shown
	
in `Figure	 4.4-2. j
Thermocouple	 pairs	 are compared	 for validity and averaged' if
t valid.	 If	 invalid,	 further	 processing	 ,	 not	 yet	 defined,	 is
pe rformed	 to	 identif y a	 valid	 si g nal.	 In	 either	 case each	 of theP	 Y	
g_










^' 1	 EXCR = KMG
v
EXC - KP1
I	 6FLM1 -0 FLM 2 0
FLL1 - 0 FLI-2 0
I I 1	 RCPT y PTI
}i
(R D 66/2 + R D 1 1 12/21. "X "
LT	 GT
	
is	 LOFL	 DMIN G"/1" <DMAX	 HIFI
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DGAG BRANCH TO	 IMMEDIATE DISENGAGE	 ROUTINE
DGAGRT RETURN	 FROM	 IMMEDIATE DISENGAGE	 ROUTINE
DMAX MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE A/D CONVERTER OUTPUT COUNT	 (.98 BO)10
DMIN MINIMUM ALLOWABLE A/D CONVERTER OUTPUT COUNT	 (-.9 8 10	 Bo)
EXC CORRECTION FACTOR FOR EXCITATION VOLTAGE DEVIATION
EXCD LOGICAL	 FLAG ARRAY TO	 IDENTIFY	 PARAMETERS	 REQUIRING EXCITATION
CORRECTION
EXCR RANGE COUNTER TO	 IDENTIFY BLOCKS OF DATA REQUIRING EXCITATION
CORRECTION
EXCS ARRAY OF EXCR VALUES
FLL1 INDEX VALUE	 FOR FIRST LOW	 FAILED DATUM
FLL2 INDEX VALUE
	
FOR SECOND LOW FAILED DATUM
FLMI INDEX VALUE FOR FIRST HIGHTAILED DATUM
FLM2 INDEX VALUE	 FOR SECOND HIGH	 FAILED	 DATUM
--4
co
FLRET RETURN	 FROM FAILURE	 INDENTIFICATION	 ROUTINE
HIFL BRANCH TO HIGH	 FAILURE	 IDENTIFICATION	 ROUTINE






KM55 -55 10	 B15
KM64 -64 10 	 1915
KP1 .99999	 BO
LOFL BRANCH TO	 LOW FAILURE	 IDENTIFICATION	 ROUTINE
PTI POINTER TO THE	 INITIAL
	 LOCATION OF EXCS,	 EXCD ARRAYS
RD1112 ANALOG	 RAW	 DATA	 FOR MINOR CYCLES	 11,	 12	 (loc	 400-477)
Figure 4.4-1. (Cont.)
,r^	 ....	 .... .. _..	 ..	 ^	 ... .v	 ..	 ...	 _ 	 _	 .... .	 __. .. _..r .	 . x_.	 ♦,.,. 	 ^. ..^	 .. _-n ^....>r.	 .a...	 .^.,	 st_:{ ...w.,.^ar..a.,h....,x.^. ._.	 A	 _	 _	 _ -	 — 	 ^Irw:r'"
1 • N„rei+ ic^ri, taiga ^;; ^ ..,,^^„^ ^ ^,:
.„-^_s;w,
	
^ .^:..._ . _, _.':.....	 ^--•--•-- —	 ----•-•-°	
_	
. e ,	 _..._ i	 -.	 ^; ^t
	—
RD56 , ANALOG RAW DATA FOR MINOR	 CYCLES	 5,	 6 (LOC NOT YET ASSIGNED)
tt, SFLG SENSOR FLAG MONITORS NUMBER OF SENSOR FAILURESt
XCPT POINTER TO CURRENT LOCATION OF	 EXCS, EXCD ARRAYS
BOTT ARRAY OF TRANSDUCER SENSITIVITIES















..A.. a —.0598 ...A.. SCALE ^-
VARIABLE 	 DESCRIPTION UNITS FACTOR
TCPR TEMPERATURE CALIBRATION
"A" +44.837 ROUTINE ENTRY POINT i---




"A .. , TPRD TCJ COLD REFERENCE TEMPERATURE deg F B12(32 deg EXCEPT FTIT REFERENCE
IS NOT YET DEFINED BUT WILL
BE —600^60  deg
T 	 = TCJ-1.83' _	 .^..
TPCD CALIBRATED DATA deg F 612
' PERFORM ADDITIONAL s
FAILURE CHECKS AND
r RESPONSE IF REQ'D
t TRANSFER DATUM
TO CALIBRATED INPUT
DATA BASE ^. ,..
C^ RETUR
o°e1s ^
O Figure 4.4-2 Thermocouple Processing ; "'!
4	





^A	 to degrees F by 	 table look up corresponding to NB.S -561=




Resolvers provide feedback for control of all engine actuators.
Since the actuator servo loops are closed on an analog basis in
the IFU, resolver data are incorporated in the input data base
for use only in data reduction and control algorithms. The




E TTT TTT TTT TTO 000
	
1	 LS,B	 16
	where.	 E is error bi t
E = 0 impli es normal conversion
E=1 implies failure
T is an 11 bit data word
LSB = .0909 degrees.
Due to hardware limitations useful range of the data is ,5 degrees
to 175 degrees.	 Figures-4.5-4 through -10 document the application	 j
of the resolvers used in engine sensors. PLA calibration curve
is depicted in Figure 4.4-3.
Resolver processing is depicted in Figure 4.4-4. 	 Fuel flow and
RCVV resol vers are validity checked independent of this processing
on a minor cycle basis and hence are not checked here. The
remaining resolver data are validity checked.	 Invalid data are
A
	
d° t d f	 1identified	 by saving cthe relate	 pointer.	 An ^n ia e	 ai	 U1 
of any resolver causes immediate	 disengagement	 cf the engine
E control	 mode.	 Dual resolver data	 are	
averaged	 and	 the resulting













120° 712 .0 MAX
W




















1150	 1350	 155° 	 1750
PLA-RESOLVER
t:









Relevant coefficients	 are obtained
from Figures 4.5-4	 through	 10. After conversion the data are
checked against actuator	 limits. Out of range data are considered
,i indicative	 of failure	 and	 re s ult in	 engine	 control	 disengagementy
The last valid data point is retained in the input data base when













	 Pro cessin g
Tachometer data are obtainod from redundant pu lse teehomoters, #	 ^
'- geared to th e low rotor and from red undant EEC generator windings,
1	
€
geared to N,	 Relevant data for the two devices are provided inti	
r" Ta.hl e 41 4-1
a
The tachometer data format is a s follows,
WORM 1	 X XXX TTT TTT TTT TTT	 LS g 	1 asee
.i Time -
..
(for	 1 	 teeth)
r WORD 2	 X XXX XXX XXX XX P PPP
y	 4t P eriod	 ( number of teeth





EIR v	 Engine ge a r ratio	 (Engine speed/each speedy z
a
P	 - N umber of teeth count ed i n t ime T
s T	 Time to count ' P teethe seconds -
NT	 Number of teeth en tach



















Nil	 '^°'\K4=1ARI A LL -f-x
-k Validity	 Criterion
i if the period	 is	 ze ro,	 the data a re out of r ange. 	 that is,	 the
1
^
frequency is the low for measureme nt. 	 If the number of' 'reecrded
t
1 events is	 15	 (decimal)	 and	 the lll,lmber of cluck periods 	 is	 less
i than 1792	 (decimal ) ,	 the data ar e out of range;	 that is,	 the w	 a
frequency is toad high fear measurement,. 	 The allowable frequency
....






 ^	 n...E	 ^	 y .yY =	 -.•c.a.,.^,y,.F^	 ^	 6_ ^	 r-	 _	 ^	 -- $	 ..	 .: sr^° nE	 x 	 .	 ,.,.nee	 eta,.„14” .mfr ^ -	 .^...	 ^	 s	 ^
.I
i
. d a^'r^3p .








Fan Speed	 (N l )	 signals are supplied	 from a	 dual	 element magnetic
` sensor mounted to detect the frequency of pulses generated by 38
1 magnetic	 lobes	 in the engine NI	 rotor assembly.
Signal	 Range: 1,800	 r/min to	 15,000	 r/min.
Frequency Range: 1139.94	 Hz	 to	 9499.5	 Hz k ;
' A Waveform Output: Waveform is	 a	 distorted	 sinusoid,	 fundamental
frequency'=	 0.6333	 N1,
Voltage Output: Minimum	 peak	 positive	 pulse	 is	 300 millivolts
at	 N1	 =	 1420 r/min.	 Maximum peak	 positive's
pulse	 should	 not	 exceed	 60 volts
	 at	 --L
N1	 =	 12700	 r/min.
N2 TACHOMETER
The hi g h compressor speed	 (NZ)	 signa-T	 is	 derived	 from	 the	 single`_
phase generator power winding	 that supplies	 the	 EEC	 20	 volt power.
The generator has nine-pole pairs	 and	 is geared	 to	 the compressor
rotor at a	 ratio of	 1.073	 to	 1.
4-
Therefore: frequency	 (Hz)	 _	 1.073	 (9/60)	 N2
x 0.16095	 N2
Signal	 Range: 7300	 r/mi_n	 to	 18000	 r/min.
Frequency Range: 1174.935 Hz	 to	 2897.1	 Hz a
{i Voltage Output: 20	 volts	 min.	 at	 3700	 r/min.





























Tachometer data are processed in all	 minor cycles	 to	 save minor





Both Nl	 and N2 redundant signals are checked 	 for validity per the
criterion
	
above.	 Invalid	 data	 are	 flagged	 by	 saving	 the	 relevant
pointer
	
and	 failure	 response,	 not yet	 defined,	 is	 taker.	 1.112	 is
-then computed from available 	 valid	 data	 and control	 is	 transferred
to the high rate RCVV command computation.
	 Upon return from the
high	 rate computation,	 Nl	 and N2 counters are	 accumulated for
processing	 in minor	 cycle	 12.
Major
	
Cycle	 Processing	 (Minor	 Cycle	 12) I
Ra w redundant Nl	 and N2 data accumulated during the 12 minor
x
cycles	 are compared as	 a	 validity check.	 The	 data are	 then
averaged and converted to engineering
	 units	 per the	 relationships w	 j
indicated	 above.	 Before transfer to	 the	 input data	 base,	 data ;	 y
are	 checked	 against, limits.	 Failure	 of	 either	 check	 results	 in F	 F^
immediate	 disengage	 of the	 engine	 control	 mode.
4.4.4
	
Quartz	 Crystal	 Transducers	 (QCT)	 y'AE Is
01t QUALM ks'y 1
The six	 QCT's	 generate	 raw	 data	 in	 the	 format defined	 below.
	
The i





















E DDD DDD DDD DDD DOD
E	 is	 error	 bit




r D	 is	 15	 bit data word
LSB	 =	 250	 nanoseconds
r
The converter counts 32768 clock pulses	 before starting to accu-
mulate the output word	 and	 accumulates
	 time for 420 transducer










necessary	 to	 start	 these converters	 with OCP	 1324.	 This	 OCP
.clears	 the converters	 and.	 at the	 trailing	 edge	 starts	 the..conver a
sion	 sequence.	 This	 converter may	 require	 up	 to	 13.5 milliseconds	 to
complete its	 conversion;	 therefore,	 it	 shall
	
not be	 read	 until
	 15 t,
milliseconds	 has	 elapsed	 from the	 OCP	 1324.
These data	 are	 processed	 on minor cycles	 2,	 5,	 8,	 and	 11.	 The r
error	 bits	 are	 checked	 and _failed	 transducers	 are	 recorded	 by	 the
pointer:,	 Failure	 response	 is	 as	 indicated	 in	 Table	 4.4-2-.	 Valid
data	 are then	 converted	 to	 engineering	 units	 using	 the	 following !	 1
relationships'.
P = A + B*K + C*K2
P	 =.Pressure	 in	 PSIA
K - Counts	 6208






_^	 sa_	 ...:.:_ ..1_ R.
%^










Quartz Crystal Transducer Failure	 Response #
PSO DISENGAGE INLET	 FUNCTIONS
}
PO DISENGAGE INLET FUNCTIONS
Psi DISENGAGE INLET FUNCTIONS
P1 DISENGAGE INLET	 FUNCTIONS
PS2 NOT DEFINED AT THIS TIME 1 i
`












S/ N FUNCTION A	 B	 C
P'SO	 - 3.345978	 El	 7.685421	 E-3	 -1.74279 E-7
PO
PSI Typical	 data.	 Coefficients	 will
l Pi be	 available	 upon
	
transducer
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4,4.5	 Central	 Computer Data
r
Central	 computer ,bus	 data are transmitted from their	 sourcos	 in
scaled engineering
	



















The	 input discrete	 register,	 Table
	
4.2-2,	 is transferred	 from the
3
raw data	 base where it is updated 	 every minor cycle	 to the	 input I
-.^ data	 base during minor cycle	 12. 
4,5	 OUTPUT	 PROCESSING DEFINITION
The	 PROFIT	 system	 is	 capable of outputting	 16 analog	 channels	 and
E 48 discretes.	 Thirteen of	 the analog	 channels	 are used	 to	 provide ;.




f ± remaining three are committed to driving	 programmable cockpit 4"
displays,	 but may	 be	 applied	 asrequired to	 provide	 commands	 to
x
additional	 servos.	 D/A	 channel	 allocation	 is	 shown	 in	 Table
► 	 3
a
4,"a-1.	 The	 48	 output	 discretes	 are	 used	 to provide	 engaging
,.:
3
control	 for• 	each	 PROFIT	 system,	 control<cockpit caution	 lights,^





In	 the following	 Secti o ns	 su bstantial	 information concerning	 the
r^.
actuator	 servo	 systems	 is	 provided	 for	 information	 only.	 Table
4.5-2	 documents	 the characteristi cs 	 of	 t:he inl et 	 servo valves and
Table 4.5 -3 provides the same information for the engine actuators.
4.5.1	 HirstRamiti t
1
x Colimijinds	 to	 tho	 first	 ramp; are	 generated	 7n	 terllrs	 Of	 inches	 of
FigureICLUatar	 s Croke	 by	 the	 1111 et con trot .	 As	 indicated	 in	
r
y	 .
2.. w,.wnx:,..°r^'e-.R^rr.^.*'.'^	 ---.._..e-	 ,._	 rrt'VS»rtatv.nwyrn"M4..,9	 'Y rt	 Y.'..Fkw.^	 _	 _	 _	 ...
_ ..axauv.,xuzaa
_-.«:	









D/A CHANNEL CALIBRAi-ED	 NOMENCLATURE
OUTP T DATA
BASE VARIABLE F
1 X1C	 FIRST RAMP CMp-
Z X4C	 3RD RAMP CMD r~-,
3 B'PDI	 BYPASS DOOR CMD
4 CIVC	 CIVV CMD
5 RCVC 	 RCVC CMD




CORE A/B FUEL CMD y_M
B WFAD	 DUCT A/B FUEL CMD
w
9 SSVC	 SEGMENT/SEQ. VALVE CMD
=3 10 AJC	 EXHAUST NOZZLE AREA
11 ETAC	 CAS NORMAL ACCEL. 	 CMD
12 PHDC	 CAS ROLL RATE CMD K.,
13 CPD1C
	
C'PIT DISPLAY 1	 (THROTTL E ERROR)
3 14 CPD2C	 C'PIT DISPLAY 2
15 CPD3C	 C'PIT DISPLAY' 3
lfi SPARE
RI
#4. r4 ,. lI^l















	 + 46,	 +	 3.	 PA
^' AIL C6NF I DRAT IOlJ	 PARALLEL AIDItt
t










-RATE LIMIT LORI' Gkllt
F111 "'Ir 	PA





-Ia.3	 T13/aas` ` + A^IAc LE
3RD CAMP
	 +.47 irk/ sec/ms in/sec





ENGINE TYPE PW/B SERVO VALVE CHARACTERISTICS
COIL ALL UNITS
D.C. RESISTANCE 	 158 OHMS/COIL
RATED CURRENT
	
_	 + 20 ma
MAX CURRENT'	 _	 + 57 ma
COIL CONFIGURATION	 =	 DUAL PARALLEL AIDI14G
INDUCTANCE	 .238 HENRIES/COIL
VALVE CHARACTERISTICS
UNIT	 GAIN (NO,fINAL)	 NULL BIAS	 + RATE LIMIT	 RATE LIMIT 	 SERVO OPEN LOOP GAIN
RCVV -6. DEG/SEC/r'4A -4. MA +120. DEG/SEC -120. DEG/SEC 40. SEC-
i
CIVV +6. DEG/SEC/MA -4. MA +120. DEG/SEC -120. DEG/SEC 10. SEC 1
SSV +7.75 DEG/SEC/MBA -4. MA +155. DEG/SEC -155. DEG/SEC 20. SEC '1 --
MFG +25.5 DEG /SEC/14A -4. MA +510. DEG/SEC -510. DEG/SEC 20. SEC^1
t
w, FAC +8. DEG/SEC/IIA -20. MA +160. DEG /SEC -160. DEG/SEC 20. SEC 1
WFAD -8. DEG /SEC/MA -20. MA +160. DEG/SEC -160. DEG /SEC 20. SEC-1
CENC -5.65 DEG /SEC/MA -6. MA +112.5 DEG/SEC -112.5 DEG/SEC 20. SEC
AY
4.5-1 the output processor provides an offset and gain adjustment
to accommodate installation tolerances and scales, formats and
outputs the command to the DIA converter during minor cycles 2,
5, 5, and 11.
4.5 .2 Third Ramp	 r
Third ramp processing, as shoran in Figure 4.5-2, is identical to
first ramp processing.
4.5.3 Bypass Door
As indicated in Figure 4.5-3 the bypass door control loop is
closed in the DCU software. Thus the outputs from the control
module are in milliamperes of torque motor current. This is
f	 t d	 d	 t	 t d'	 tl	 th r u 
,1 
tl	 D/A d^	 1oat	 e	 acr	 ou	 pu,	 l I	 y	 o	 cl	 re	 _uI i ng	 mi nor	 cyc	 esr m
2,	 5,	 8,	 and	 11.
4.5.4	 Compressor	 Inlet Variable	 Vanes	 (CIVV)
r
As	 indicated in Fiure 4.5-4	 CIVV position command	 is	 generated	 by
the
	
control	 in terms of CIVV	 vane rotation	 angle.	 This	 is	 con-
verted to	 inches of C1VV stroke by the output processor formatted
and	 output through	 the D/A converter during minor	 cycle 11.
4.5,5	 Rear	 Compressor Variable Vanes 	 (RCVV)
As	 indicated	 in	 Figure 4.5-5	 RCVV commands are	 generated	 in the
engine control	 in degrees of RCVV	 vane rotation,	 The output
processor^ co>nverts	 this to	 inches	 of actuator stroke,	 formats	 it a
r
and outputs it through tine D/A in every minor cycle.
I
TORQUE MOTOR	 TORQUE 
CONSTANTCURRENT	 MOTOR	 LVD7	 0.08 V/V/ANTYPE NWC





K = 1.021 NISEC/MA	 EXCITATIONK = 5.575
LOOP GAIN 29-12 SEC-1
DEMODULATOR,
MLt IMo <,9 DISCRETE	 K - 2.286' VDC/VRMS$'b0.78125	 r—=IFTRUE K= 2788 VN
	 INNOLfi TO AID CONVERTER FOR DIGITAL DATA
'^	 ll MINOR CYCLE 2,5,8 11
ALPHA	 T	 KALP	 « ..
G RANGE:-..._. r













-+ MINOR CYCLE 2, 5.8 11
aKL,	 = 1 f.1	 PSIAS = f5;.	 ^,.


















0.56 VAN 7 VRMS
i	 LOOP GAIN = 32.36K=13.44 V
E-	 0.78125INNOLT 
DEMODULATOR
K =-2.286 VDCNRMS	 `.
k	 a	 TO A/D CONVERTERFOR DIGITAL DATA
i—	 OUTPUT	 ' e0.78125 IN	 CONTROLVOLT PROCESSOR	 DEL3F
-5 IN = FULL RETRACT
{	 +5.1825 IN = FULL EXTEND
DIA	 OUTPUTw _	 TO D/A
+	 MINOR CYCLE TBD
INCHE"B3
DELBK = 1 ± 1
	 DEL38 =:5.,
r +-	


















i.^ + P^^w? ^^L^`:F^I,j'^^ cn a
RETURN
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i CURRENT AMP. MOTOR DOOR















t	 i 1 BPDI-ANA











X	 Q."' (FULL RETRACTI
is (4 MA/VOLT) t	 K„ -+6 DEG/SEGi4A I X = 15" (FULL EXTEND)
4 PEXT
TAA DRIVER (436, D	 TORQUE
CONSTANTi MOTOR AXIAL = O° CI V V



















.75"' -12 5 115.5L36" 0, 106, GE	 50 DEG RES





I	 'WHICH MAY BE ADJUSTED TO
	
4 DEG RES
EXPAND OR RESTRICT ACT. STROKE 	 G, CIVV














IFU (HARDWARE) 	 DCU (SOFTWARE) —+











TO DIA +	 zCIVCC
-»	
I'f .75




r	 figure 4,S4 '°CIVV Servo Logy
t	 ti
s,
°""` ^•	 afle».eseYShti H1r.fMrtxc!.+.w.w.hannnw.r,M,•,ew.x...nt.^..-m—.-.«. ••wr.!..^-..-...+aY-..w«r^.wn..Mr'ns"...-mr.-^..^*•- ^^+m+w^-+.ar+ ew:•..t«m.x... 	 ...
c	 Y	 ^'	 fi	 t `rt es	 6..	 •,..•d>r'"^_	 .^..	 ,..	 a, ^	 .... .,+.	 . ,w	 _,...	 ::a	 e.	 ..	 .	 .^. .. ^. ., .. }'	 a,... .. ,	 :L:tc........_r..^t ..:sA.lkitae,*L'ab	 -	 .....	 ^ f' —	 - ,d ..Srii4s.n`
X - 0.11 (FULL RETRACT)
	





TA1 DRIVER	 J Will, 0 TOROUE	 .__.
	
GONSTAMT i	 MOTOR	 CAMBER =-40° RCVVKA - 4 MA/VOLT ( {-)A, C TYPEAWB lRET AXIAL = +4°RCV V
J 	 )	 I
-1 VOLT {-4 MA)
	 i	 ITM +-+X














4.883 RES. DEGIV	 1 8.  RES. QEG (- ^	 1.	 GRAS
	
i	 VOLT 	 l
	
y ^~	 +	 DEMODULATOR
	 ASE DETECTOR




	 ART OF RTO CARD
	




-7.5V (-135*)I DIGITAL DATA
	
=> REDUNDANT RESOLVERSj	 ARE PROVIDED ONE ON
	
I	 - - - - - - - -	 - - -	 TO DMA	 EACH ACTUATOR
112 SERVO CARD	 ONLY PRIMARY IS USED INHARDWARE
^- IFU (HARDWARE) DCU (SOFTWARE) -+ 	,
CONTROL4.B33,RES' DEG	 OUTPUT"	 RCVK RCYC=+4°AXIAL





	 ~D/A	 TO O/A
	





Fiyunr 4.5--5 RCVV Sorvo Loop
d4.5.6	 Gas	 Generator Fuel	 Flow
As	 indicated	 in	 Figure 4.5-6 gas	 generator fuel	 command	 is	 trans-
ferred 	 to the calibrated output data
	 base by the engine control
in	 PPH
	 of fuel	 flow during minor cycle	 not yet established.
	 The
output	 processor converts	 this	 to	 resolver degrees	 and outputs
T the data	 through the D/A converter during minor cycle
	 11.
4.5.7	 A/B	 Core	 Fuel	 Flow
t *' As	 indicated	 in	 Figure	 4.5-7 A/B	 core	 fuel	 flow	 command	 is	 trans-
ferred
	 to	 the	 calibrated	 output data	 base	 by	 the engine	 control
in	 PPH	 of fuel	 flow during minor	 cycle	 not yet established.	 The
output	 processor converts	 them to	 resolver degrees
	 and	 outputs
,(






As ,indicated	 in	 Figure 4.5-8 A/B	 duct	 fuel	 flow	 command	 is	 trans-




in	 PPH	 of	 fuel	 flow during minor cycle	 not yet	 established.	 The t`
output processor converts	 them to	 resolver degrees	 and	 outputs' ti
the analog	 servo	 command	 through the D/A converter during minor
cycle	 11
R 4.5.9	 Segment	 and	 Sequence Valve
k
As	 indicated	 in	 Figure	 4.5-9	 segment	 and	 sequence	 value	 position
command	 is	 transferred	 to the calibrated	 output data	 base by the
engine control	 in minor cycle	 not yet	 established,	 converted	 by
the output	 processor to resolver degrees 	 and output	 by	 the D/A to












F ' DEMODULATOR PHASE DETECTOR RESOLVER




K = 1.3AO VN TO DMA
OUTPUT CONTROL 
^ IFU; PROCESSOR
25 DEG _ WFGK - 1.t.1





WFGB - t200 PPH
TABLE 4.5.4




















p = RESOLVER ANGLE -	 DEG
WF = FUEL	 FLOW - PPN a{






260. 157.04 PART _ A	 <













9510. 55.69 PART B	 a












" 1.	 Part	 A, 8	 to	 be	 implemented as separate table	 look ups.
2.	 Resolver is	 displaced	 45°	 from DEEC STD to work with
IFU	 RTD CONV.
3.	 Error	 analysis not complete.
F
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T/M DRIVER	 (t) B.0 TORQUE	 METERING
CONSTANT i 	 MOTOR	 VALVE
+t+	 Kpf=4MANOLT	 {—jA,C TYPEPW/B	 ACTUATOR
1	 K = +RO/SErMa
BIAS = - 5.V (-20.MA) 	 RES	 WFABC
RESOLVER	 172.5P 225 PPH
- TYPE !PW/B 	 97.50	 45000 PPH
iiK _
PHASE DETECTOR










PROCESSOR WFCK= 1 ±.1 WFABCC
12.5 DEGN PPH B1g6000
D/A OUTPUT Bc `f(WFABCC)
+
TO ^/A
DEG 87 WFCB = ±100
Figure 4.5-7 A/B Core Fuel FlowServo._,, v
E
4
e.^ .,. ^-.. ,.-.
.,.	











T/M DRIVER	 !+I B. D TOROUE	 METERING
CONSTANTi	 MOTOR	 VALVE
+ +	 KA - 4MANOLT	 {-1 A, C TYPE PW/B	 ACTUATOR
K r- 80/SEC/MABIAS 5.V 1-20 MA)
	 RES WFABD
RESOLVER	 A7.b 225 PPHTYPE PW/B	 72. 35000 PPH
PHASE DETECTOR









i	 BIAS - SEL
OUTPUT CONTROL











DEG 87	 WFCB - ±100
	 .
I
















T/M DRIVER	 (t) 9, D TOROUE	 SEGMENT
TI 
L -+6.063V + CONSTANTi	 MOTOR	 AND SEWENC>:
+	 KA=+4MA/V	 f-1 A. C TYPE PW/8	 VALVE ACTUATOR















BIAS = -•9067 +TRIM	 RTO	 SU 177.5 DEG




	 SEGMENT i SEQUENCE







As	 indicated in	 figure 4.5-10	 the engine control
	 provides	 nozzle
commands	 in square feet during minor cycle not yet established.
These are converted to actuator commands	 in.resolver degrees and
output during minor cycle 11.
4.5.11	 Customer	 Bleed- +
f
No requirements	 for customer bleed exist at this 	 time.





control	 signals	 are generated	 by	 research modules
not ;yet defined and passed to the calibrated output data base
during minor cycle not yet established. 	 These are limit checked
as	 a	 validity test,	 see	 Figures	 4.5-11,	 -12.	 Failure response	 is
'
not yet established and will
	
change as a function of research
control	 mode.
	
The data are then processed to compensate for the
x





is made for slope and offset adjustments	 and #
for an attitude	 hold mode to	 permit the pilot to	 null	 the DPCU





analog	 cockpit	 displays,	 figure	 4.5-13,	 are	 driven	 by D/A- }
converters. g	 1
4.5.14	 Output	 Discretes
Table	 4.5-5 tabulates	 the output discretes 	 used.	 Unless otherwise
indicated	 they	 are output	 during minor cycle	 11.
107





:MOTOR AIRED GR ` t vt>R GR =
+
-
GR - 0 GM ' 2' 1 K: UHK
y KA- 4 W ,'VOLT' 1-) A. C	 TYPE LIMA ACTUATOR SHWT 4 --
'... ROTATION
-1.5 V I-G MAI 110 DEG RES GR ` -1 0 ECCENTRIC
_ .
1102 v/V KEL=356 MA/OEG







^- OEMOOULATOR PART OF RTD RESOLVER R ^ 7. GEOM
f - ICa • .^77 _ CARD _ TY►E NM/0 -. is
18 DEG/V &l804 AsEC/DEG
^	 .:.'BAS` SEL III.) GR' 1i1 R `-.1785
I4
'. AM VN iDKiITAL. IDLER





C:) 1(FT2) MEG) -Go 2.SO 91.01AJRK ` SEL 11.1 __	 iAJC2.70 075 20 -6.4:FT2
-^
25 DEG/V
d/A OUTiuf r 7A4 1075TO D/A 4 341 1175
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This section defines the computer program component.to
 duplicate
the bill of materi als Fl OO engine control. Sections 5,1 and 5.2
I	 I present the logic for the` engine electronic control, EEC, and tine
unified fuel control
	 UFC. The control executive, which dett?rmines
the order , of calculation, is defined in section 5,3.	 The data
base identified in section 5.4
	
The data base defines the val ues
of all schedules and constants and tite memory locations for all
constants, schedules, and stored variables.
The control logic has been divided into relatively small uni ts ,
Each is defined by a block diagram and the related constants and
{	 schedules= The block diagram number consists of the last three
^z
digits of the number of the paragraph -which discusses it. This
number is also used to define where variables are computed and
used. The first two digits identify the portion of the control
nvol ved.
1 . l , x	 -	 EEC	 Comiion	 Routi nes
}	 l.2, x = EEC Nigh Frequency Calculations
1.3.x	 =	 EEC	 Intermediate	 Frequency Calculations
1.4,x	 =	 EEC	 Low Frequency	 Calculations
2,1
	 x	 UFC Gas	 Generator
,
i	 2	 Z,
_x	 -	 UFC	 Afterburner r





the	 PROFIT	 control	 will	 operate	 essentiall y 	"tit	 a
'
single	 rate.	 Only	 few	 computations,	 identified	 in	 section	 5<3,_a
are
	
to	 be performed at a	 different rate. 	 As	 a	 result all	 of the
computation rate dependent constants have been evaluated for an a
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The	 EEC	 logic	 has	 been	 divided	 into	 three major sections	 on	 the
basis	 of	 the	 calculation	 frequency	 in	 the	 BOM	 EEC . 	 For	 PROFIT
the	 majority of the	 calculations	 are	 performed	 in	 the major	 cycle
(section
	
5.3),	 but	 this	 division
	
provided	 a- convenient	 breakdown












from	 T.O.	 6J3- 4- 102-3.
I Those	 portions	 which	 operate	 at	 14	 and	 28	 milliseconds	 intervals
in	 the	 BOM_program are	 identified.	 The	 remaining	 logic	 operates
at	 56 millseconds.	 These	 block	 diagrams
	
are	 representative	 of
the	 control	 presented	 in	 this	 section	 with	 the exception of	 the
stepper motors	 and	 a-few	 logic	 elements which were 	 removed	 because
the
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t _ 5.1.1	 Common	 Routines
i Two	 routines	 are called	 from various	 places	 in	 the	 EEC	 -	 the
filter and	 the	 proportional	 plus	 derivative	 compensation.	 These
-^ are	 described	 in	 the	 following	 paragraphs.	 Table	 lookup	 routines,





`- The	 filter	 is	 a	 first order	 lag	 of the	 form:
Output,=	 Input	 -	 (Input	 -	 Past	 Output)	 e	 _	 AT/T
where	 AT	 is	 the calculation	 interval	 and	 i	 is	 the	 desired	 time
constant.	 Figure 5.1-• 5	 presents	 the	 block	 diagram and	 table
a
5.1-1	 identifies	 the	 required	 constants.	 Additional	 filter	 logic
is	 provided	 for	 FTIT	 compensation,	 figure	 5.1-6.'
>i	 5.1.1.2	 Proportional	 Plus	 Derivative	 Compensation
Proportional	 plus	 derivative	 compensation	 is	 applied to	 most	 of
'




a different deadband for each	 loop and	 a	 variable	 derivative
gain-which
	
is	 a	 function	 of	 / and	 Pb.	 Figure 5.1-7	 presents-
the	 block
	
diagram and	 table	 5.1-2	 lists	 the	 required	 constants.
< Additional	 logic	 is	 provided	 for compensation	 of	 the	 T2	 and	 FTIT
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€
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r
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` j The	 following
	
paragraphs	 present	 the	 logic	 for	 the	 portions	 of





constants	 are	 for the	 60





to	 the	 filter	 subroutine	 are used for the	 speed
inputs	 providing	 a	 different	 N1	 filter	 for	 theidle	 loop.	 Nt-
ti
rate	 is	 calculated	 at	 the	 same	 time	 a	 the	 itt er	 for	 c„mput
a
` tional	 convenience.	 Figure	 5.1-9	 presents	 the	 block	 diagram	 and
Table	 5.1-3 presents	 the	 required	 data,
5.1.2.2	 CIVV	 Control
The	 CIVV	 position	 is	 scheduled as	 a	 function	 of	 the	 corrected	 low




and	 cambered	 (-25.	 DEG)	 for	 low	 speeds.	 The	 logic	 is	 presented
in	 figure	 5.1-10	 and	 the	 data	 to	 table	 5.1 -4. (;
44
5.1.2.3
	 Nozzle	 Trim	 Loop
I
This	 is	 the	 high	 speed	 portion	 of the	 nozzle	 trim loop	 shown	 in
figure	 5.1-1.
	
Basically	 it	 computes	 the	 Nl	 error	 relative	 to	 a




and	 converts	 this	 error
` to	 a	 nozzle	 area	 rate	 of	 change.	 Nozzle	 area	 uptrim	 is	 inhibited
if	 oPLA
	
uptri p	inhibited	 or	 if	 the	 nozzle	 is	 already	 full	 open`.














5.1.2.4	 PLAP	 Limiting	 Solenoid	 Delay	 Logic
This	 logic	 (figure	 5.1-12)	 keeps	 the	 PIAP	 limiting	 solenoid	 on E
for	 1	 second	 after	 the	 PLAP	 limit	 signal	 has	 been	 turned	 off.	 No




5. 1 . 2. 5	 PLA	 Trim Loop
This	 loop computes	 the	 PLA trim rate.	 Rate	 inputs	 from	 the
1
maximum	 FTIT	 logic,	 N2 design,	 N1	 design,	 and	 the	 minimum burner
pressure	 logic	 are	 compared	 and	 the	 minimum selected.	 Uptrim
	
is
inhibited	 below	 intermediate,	 during	 transients	 in	 N2	 and	 during t
rocket	 firing.	 Biases	 are	 added	 from	 the	 upmatch	 and'VMAX	 logic. F
The	 block	 diagrams	 are	 presented	 in	 figure	 5.1 - 13	 and	 the	 data	 in z
Table	 5. 1-7. i
5.1 .2.6	 Stall	 Recovery
Stall	 is
	
identified	 by	 an	 increasing	 T2	 combined	 with
	
a	 decreas-
ing	 N2.	 The	 N2	 rate	 corresponds	 to	 500	 RPM/second.	 In	 response {`





nozzle	 trims	 are set
	 to	 0	 for 0.25	 seconds	 (figure
I
r
5.1-, 14	 and	 table	 5.1-8). ^
5.1.2.7	 Nozzle	 and	 PLA	 Trim	 Integrators
The rate	 inputs	 for	 nozzl e 	 area	 and	 PLA	 trim are	 l imited	 and then
`	 integrated	 for	 use
	
in	 the	 UFG.	 As	 described	 above	 stall	 inhibi ts
the	 trims.	 In	 addition,	 negative	 nozzle	 rate	 is	 inhibited	 if	 the
1









is	 closed.	 The	 logic' is	 shown	 In	 figure ^	 !.
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xTABLE 5.1-5	 BLOCK	 1.2.3	 DATA
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5.1.3 Intermediate Frequency Calculations
The calculations described in paragraphs 5.1.3.1
	
5.1.3.5 are




	 to	 Stall	 Recovery
For
	 the	 PROFIT program only	 the	 portion	 of	 the	 rocket	 fire	 calcula-
tion
	






5.1-16 and	 table	 5.1-10).	 This	 logic	 turns	 on	 the	 rocket	 fire
solenoid for	 0.5	 seconds	 in	 response	 to	 the	 signal	 generatedin 1
the	 stall	 recovery	 logic	 (paragraph	 5.1.2.6)	 providing	 the	 cor-







PLAP	 transients	 a r e	 detected	 and	 a	 reset	 signal
.,, (TRS)	 is	 set.	 For	 decelerations,	 the	 NI	 setpoint	 is	 increased	 by
200	 RPM.	 The	 transient	 reset	 signal
	
is
	 also 	 used	 in	 the	 computa-
tion	 of	 the	 N2	 solenoid	 (para
	
5.1.3.3).	 Block	 diagrams	 are t^
presented	 in	 figure
	 5.1-17	 and	 required	 data	 in	 table	 5.1-11.^
5.1.3.3
	 N2	 High	 Rate	 Solenoid
This	 block	 computes	 the	 position
	 of	 the	 N2	 high	 rate	 solenoid.
It
	 is	 turned	 on	 if	 the	 N2	 rate	 exceeds	 200	 RPM	 per	 second	 for
more	 than	 0.224
	 seconds,	 if TRS	 is	 on,	 or	 if	 the	 rocket	 fire
solenoid	 is	 on .	In	 addition
	




	 if	 the	 PLAP	 is	 below	 69.9	 degrees.	 The	 block	 diagrams
and	 data	 are	 shown







PLA	 uptrim	 is	 inhibited	 for 'power	 settings	 below	 intermediate	 or









Once	 turned	 on	 the	 inhi bit 	 si gn a l 	 i s 	latched	 if	 the	 N2	 solonnid
'
signal
	 is	 on. s
5.1 . 3, 5	 N1	 Setpoi nt	 Calculation ^ Y
' This	 logic
	




is	 computed	 from a	 schedule	 as	 a °function of
T2,	 biased for N2	 error,	 and limited	 by maximum and minimum t
' 14 airflow as	 a	 function	 of aircraft Mach number. 	 The	 desired
. €' airflow is	 converted	 to corrected N1	 through a	 three step	 carve I.
r, (schedules	 6431,	 G4n2
	
and	 G433).	 The	 N1	 setpoint	 is	 calculated i
by multiplying
	 by	 46	 (G8p)	 and	 limiting with	 the maximum	 NI	 as	 a u
function	 of T2.	 The	 block	 diagram	 is	 presented	 in	 figure	 5.1-20,






the major	 cycl e 	 (secti on 	 5.3) .	 The	 required
;r data	 is	 identified	 in	 table	 5,1 --14.	 "^`""
j
l
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	 N2CR % X0	 NO g
` YES
f






; Figure 5..1-16. Rocker Fire L. ogic j










- CONSTANTS	 ** x^** `s
DTMG	 =	 . 60000E--01	 SEC/MJ'G
X40
	 =	 6000.0	 RPM
1 *****	 INPUT	 VARIABLES	 *^^ ^k* x..
I N2CR	 CORRECTED N2	 RPM
y RFTM	 STALL	 INPUT TU RCCKETFIRE	 SEC
** **	 00TRUT VARIABLES >
	
*****
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X32	 _	 2. 0000 DEG
X33	 _	 .91916 --
X'47	 =	 12.000	 RPM/MJG
... X113
	 =	 200.00 RPM
**	 INPUT VARIABLES *****
PLAP	 RATE LIMITED PLA DEG
F`
^.
#**#*	 OUTPUT VARIABLES ****
3
N'1S.T	 N 1 RESET RPM 1F TRS	 TRANSIENT RESET	 SIGNAL DISCRETE
ff
*****	 INTERNAL VARIABLES ' ***#* 1
' } PLGO	 PLAP RATE FGA TRS COMP.- DEG
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''	 Y	 "DIM" CYCL	 START
MINIMUM . 0. 0









j	 Y[s	 N2RT^ sxu	 No	
CYCL -x67
INCREMENT	 INCREMENTCYCL	 CYCL	 '
((^
	 DOWN (—)	 UP (-)
LIMIT	 [
CYCL	 No	






















































., X48	 =	 12.000	 RPM/MJC
X49	 =	 3.7335	 --
X64	 = , b.5650	 --1 X175
	 =	 69.900	 DEG
X176	 49.340	 PSI'
X177	 =	 52.330	 PSI I




tiN2RT N2 RATE --	 (NZLG -N20D)
	
RPM
' PBLG	 FILTERED PB
	
PSI
PLAP	 RATE LIMITED PLA	 DEG







t N2SO	 N2 SOLENOID	 DISCRETE
N2SS	 N2 SOLENOID	 SIGNAL	 DISCRETE
*****	 INTERNAL VARIABLES	 *****




























































N2SS	 NZ SOLENOID	 SIGNAL DISCRETE
PLAP	 RATE LIMITED PLA DEG



















r	 c+^.	 N i CDWCDS	 yy	 /	 _	 MAX
_	
















TABLE	 5*1-14	 BLOCK 1.3.5 DATA
SCHEDULES
G4 N2 AIRFLOW ADJUSTMENT
G14 MINIMUM CORRECTED AIRFLOW
G22 MAXIMUM CORRECTED AIRFLOW
G43.1 N2 REFERENCE
643.2 N2 TO NL CORRECTION
643.3 NI REFERENCE
INPUT VARIABLES
GTO MAXIMUM NI RPM
G80 l./(SQUARE ROOT OF THETA)
G90 SCHEDULED CORRECTED FLOW PPS
G470 AIRFLOW CUTBACK SLOPE
MN AIRPLANE MACH NUMBER
NIST Nl RESET RPM
N2CR CORRECTED NZ RPM
N2LG FILTERED HIGH ROTOR SPEED RPM
NZSC N2 SETPOINT	 (UPMATCH) RPM
WACB AIRFLOW CUTBACK MOLT.
OUTPUT VARIABLES
G220 MAXIMUM CORRECTED AIRFLOW PPS
MNLG FILTERED A/C MACH NUMBER COUNTS
NlDS DESIGN Nl RPM
INTERNAL VARIABLES
ONI DELTA NI FOR NI.	 DESIGN RPM
DN2 N2 ERROR FOR AIRFLOW ADJ RPM
GPI REFERENCE CORRECTED N2 RPM
GP2 DELTA Nl / DELTA N2
GP3 REFERENCE CORRECTED NI. RPM
G40 DELTA AIRFLOh PPS
G14U MINIMUM CORRECTED AIRFLOW PPS
N ICD CORRECTED NI. DESIGN RPM
NISS NI DESIGN W/O Nl LIMITING RPM
N21P N2 114PUT TU N1 DESIGN PPS




	 Low Fre uenc Calcul ations9	 Y
The remaining calculations, described in this section, a
once per major cycle (56 mil liseconds) in the BOM EEC.
5.1.4.1
	




	 ap p lied 	 to	 the burner pressure.	 The..	 first	 simu-
lates	 the	 response
	 of the	 BOM Pb	 sensor.	 Its	 output,	 PBC,	 is
equivalent
	 to	 the	 BOM control	 Pb.	 PBC	 is	 input	 to	 the	 EEC	 Pb'
filter and	 is	 used	 in	 the
	
gas
	 generator and	 afterburner fuel	 flow t
command	 computations	 (para
	
5.2.1.3	 and	 5.2,2.3).	 The	 block
diagram
	
and	 data	 are	 shown
















124.55	 psi	 and	 T2	 is	 less	 than	 25°F	 (figure	 5.1-22,	 table
5.1-16).	 The	 solenoid	 signal
	 is	 processed	 by	 the
	 PLAP	 limiting r t'
solenoid	 delay	 l o gic
	 q	 (para	 5.1.?..4)	 which	 turns	 on	 the	 solenoid








	 plus	 derivative	 calculation	 (para- 3
graph
	 3.2.4.1.1.3)	 is	 varied	 as	 a	 function
	
of	 burner	 pressure	 and
T2
	 (figure	 5.1-23
	 and	 table	 5.1-17).
	
The	 BOM	 logic	 was	 developed
using
	
a	 twoslope	 approximate	 PB	 calibration.	 Thus	 a	 correction








5.1 .4.4	 PB	 Input	 to	 Minimum	 PLAP	 Loop
k
This	 logic	 computes	 the	 minimum burnerressure




	 The	 G44	 and	 G53	 table	 lookups	 were	 included;	 they	 have
0
the	 same	 X	 input	 as	 the	 G51	 which	 is	 in	 this	 logic.	 The	 block
165
I








a	 ^	 — .^ ms' s i
`	 f
j
' diagrams	 are	 in	 figure	 5.1-24	 and	 the	 data	 are _identified	 in I!
table	 5.1-18.	 Since	 the
	
upper	 and	 lower	 limits	 used	 in	 the	 MNPB
computation,	 X1-45	 and	 X29,	 are	 the	 same,	 that	 logic	 path	 can	 be ^r







PB	 Input	 to	 PLA Trim	 Loop
i
#,! The	 maximum	 burner	 pressure	 input	 to	 the	 PLA	 trim lrop consists






	 N1	 Input	 to Minimum	 PLAP	 Loop
The	 idle	 corrected	 N1	 setpoint	 15	 computed	 as	 a	 function of
aircraft Mach
	
number and the	 idle area	 reset	 switch	 (figure
;j 5.1-26,	 table	 5.1-20)	 The	 gained	 error	 is	 input	 to	 the	 minimum
PLAP	 Loop	 (pars	 5.1:4.7).1
r ,f
5.1.4.7	 Minimum	 PLAP	 Loop
a
This	 logic	 computes the Mach	 number	 input	 to the minimum PLAP
E loop;	 selects	 the maximum of	 the Mach	 input,	 the	 Pb	 input,	 and a
' the	 N1 	 input;	 and	 outputs	 a	 rate	 of	 change	 of	 the minimum	 PLAP.
Since	 the	 stepper motor will	 not exist an	 integrator is	 required-
as	 it	 was	 in	 the	 PLA	 and	 nozzle	 trim	 loops	 (pars	 5.1.2.7).
Fig ure 	 5.1-27	 resents	 the	 block	 diagrams.	 Table	 5.1-21	 lists9 p
the	 required	 data.
f ' 5.1.4.8	 T2	 Compensation	 and Tables
E Figure	 5.1-28	 presents	 the	 block	 diagrams	 of	 the	 T2, compensation._
A	 series	 of table	 lookups	 are executed	 using	 the	 compensated T2. s^,}
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`.	 F	 1	 ' 	 }	 t v
w 5..1.4.9	 VMAX	 Logic
The	 VMAX	 logic
	 computes	 the	 increase
	 in	 allowable	 FTIT
	 in	 response
x	 s to	 an aircraft switch
	
the	 block diagram and
	 data	 are	 presented
	 in Fk	 f
F
figure	 5.1-29	 and	 table
	 5.1-23.
t	 ; 5.1_.4.10	 FTIT	 Input	 to	 PLA	 Trim	 Loop
^E The	 sensed	 FTIT
	 is	 filtered and compensated.
	 The	 gained	 error
l
E_ relative
	 to	 a	 schedule	 as	 a	 function





is	 input to	 the	 select min






	 required	 data	 are	 presented
	 in	 figure
{ 5.1-30	 and	 table	 5.1-24.
a
l 5.1.4.11	 Upmatch	 Logic
.t The	 upmatch	 logic	 computes	 the	 biases	 to	 the	 N2	 setpoint,	 the
oPLA	 loop, and	 the	 nozzle	 trim loop.	 Figure	 5.1-31
	 and	 table
5.1-25	 present	 the	 block	 diagrams	 and	 data, f
5.1.4.12	 N2	 Setpoint	 Calculation +"
a
' This	 logic	 computes	 the	 N2	 setpoint
	 (figure	 5.1-32).
	 The	 setpoint
1 is	 determined	 from a	 scheduled	 value as	 function	 T2 with	 biases j
for	 ground	 trim,
	 upmatch,	 and	 FTIT.	 The	 setpoint
	 is	 limited	 by
,s
maximum N2	 also scheduled	 as	 a	 function of T2.	 The	 required	 data
is	 identified	 in	 table	 5.1-26.
5.1.4.13	 Airflow Cutback
	 Multiplier
The	 airflow	 cutback multiplier block
	
diagram and
	 data	 are	 presented





















:. *#***	 .INPUT VARIABLES	 *****
PB-	 BURNER PRESSURE	 PSI
fi *****	 OUTPUT	 VARIABLES
	 **' **
8
' PBC	 COMP.	 BURNER PRESSURE	 PSI
















NO	 PLSS '= 1	 YES ! j
PBLG










PLSS = 1 PLSS = 0
b ,	• i
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X126	 -	 132.94 PSI
X127	 _	 25.000_ DEG Ft• x X 128	 =	 30.000 DEG F
a****	 INPUT VARIABLES *****
_
P HL G	 FILTERED   PB- __ PSI
T2L'G	 FILTERED T2 DEG F
*****	 OUTPUT VARIABLES *****


























Figure 5.1-23, Derivative Gain Bias
r
^^....,^—.wv..+nr,.^--•vr^.+e^"+m-+*....mw,c+, 	 ..	 - `
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5.1-17	 BLOCK 1.4.3 DATA
C t
E	 1^
1	 ****alc	 SCHEDULES	 ***#
-'c{	 G55	 BURNER PRESSURE CORRECTION FOR DGBy 	 I	
—	 _
****	 CONSTANTS	 *^***
XK5	 = 350.-00	 PSI
***#	 INPUT VARIABLES	 *****'__,
	
-	 G80	 1.1.(SQUARE ROOT OF THETA)
" 	 1
	
, E	 *****	 OUTPUT VARI ABLES	 ****#
i
	
.^	 DGB	 DERIVATIVE GAIN BIAS	 —
	
1 (**##	 INTERNAL VARIABLES	 ***##
^	































j G44	 PB BIAS TO REFERENCE FTIT
9 G49
	 MINIMUM BURNER PRESSURE LOOP GAIN
G51
	 PB BIAS TO NZ SETPOINT





ONE	 _	 1.0000	 --
X29	 =	 47.000	 PSI	 i
ai	 ...: X145	 =	 47.000	 P'SI
X149	 =	 9900.0	 RPM
X151	 _	 .50000E-02	 DEG/RPM




*****	 INPUT VARIABLES	 **#*
N2CR	 CORRECTED N2
	 RPM







FTIT BIAS FOR PB	 DEG F
G530	 AJ BIAS FOR PB	 AJ
N2PR	 REFERENCE N2	 RPM
PBI
	 BURNER PRESS TO MIN 'PLAP 	 DEG/SEC
' *****	 INTERNAL VARIABZ:S
	
*#***
G490	 MINIMUM PLAP RATE — PB	 DEG/SEC
G510	 N2 BIAS FOR PB
	
RPM
MNPI3 . 	MINIMUM BURNER_
 PRESSURE '	 PSI'















^ ^ ^!v^	 ^^
.,..:^..'
	 ^ a




	 SCHEDULES *s* **





X26	 = ti80.00	 PS[
w
**	 INPUT VARIABLE5	 **#**
s a	 I






















IDLE N2 LOOP GAIN
*****	 CONSTANTS	 #**^k* i
—
X146	 =4100.0	 RPM
X147	 —,	 3650'.0	 RPM j
X148	 =	 4300.0'	 RPM
X1.50	 130.00	 COUNTS
X178	 _ -2.0000	 DEG }°.
X179	 =	 1331.0	 RPM
X180	 = — 74100.	 RPM/COUNT





G80	 1./(SQUARE ROOT OF THETA)
	 --
IAR	 A /C IDLE AREA RESET/VMAX 	 DISCRETE r	 --
MNLG	 FILTERED A/C MACH NUMBER 	 COUNTS
NIIL	 FILTERED N1
	
FOR	 IDLE LOOP	 RPM-
d'
OUTPUT VARIABLES
	 ***** '	 '
G540	 MINIMUM PLAP RATE - IDLE	 DEG/SEC
MOR S.	 IDLE	 INPUT	 TO MIN PLAP	 DEG
*****	 INTERNAL VARIABLES
	 ****
IN1C	 IDLE N1 SETPOINT	 ROO l?
NLLL	 COMPENSATED N1 FOR IDLE	 RPM
NICE	 IDLE N2 ERROR	 RPM






































MOST	 Y ^ MOSI	 4 0
t
; y
S NO	 IS MOfI	 Q 0 YEs f	 1
44 11
MNP"	 MNPS MNPR - PL MM-X141
77'
















BLOCK 1 4 '7 DATA
j' s*As*	 SCHEDULES****
G21 MINIMUM PLAP LOOP GAIN




A84	 =	 84.000	 DEG/SEC














6.0000 . ,	 DEG
X144	 _	 6.0000	 DEG
' X162	 _	 3.8571	 DEG
X167	 =	 276.00	 COUNTS
` € X168	 :	 .28090	 DEG/COUNT




f' XM85	 a	 85.000	 DEG
a j
'






G540 MINIMUM PLAP RATE — IDLE 	 DEG/SEC
MNLG FILTERED A/C MACH NUMBER 	 COUNTS
` F MORS IDLE INPUT TO MIN PLAP >	 DEGk. N2CR CORRECTED N2	 RPM
N2PR REFERENCE N2	 RPM
f- N2SO N2 SOLENOID	 DISCRETE
PB,I BURNER PRESS TO MIN PLAP	 DEG /SEG
PLAP RATE LIMITED PLA	 DEG
STAL STALL SIGNAL	 DISCRETE
#*°	 OUTPUT VARIABLES	 ****
j
4












4-	 1	 ;) A TA	 t(ON1'. 1
OMtlt) MN COMMANOR) MI N PLAP OFG
t	 I ` OMOT CURRMT 1OLt, 	LNPUT-MINPLP l*GIMJ
.x.l ^?.ttl MINIMUM Pt,AP	 f^Al'Ia	 - Mid' ;ykcytstt^
`
M Nil 9 N2. COMMANOt>L? MI N Pt AP OLG
» MNPS Pht St HL' ,t,tlLLO MIN E'VAP DLi AOLI. MIN 1-^LaAP 1\ATL
— W/O	 (OLt 0E1c,,/sue
MO,fH MIN F`tAP 1.NHO IT F^r^t^t.LwT^
sltil[j ,. MINT MO M
 I'ON P b F p tlti DEC,
MUTT MIN PLAP RAIE
.lLUSEG e_.
OLAI PLAP IN1110 — i'LAM CNAWtT t L-i.
L4M PLAP	 I-NP v,,oT-tl RT'S Hf.OULL GEC










01" PWIp QUAT rly
t	 ' BLOCK DIAGRAM 1.4.8
t^
^{tilll « G1 S	 N G8
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TABLE 5.1— ZZ	 BLOCK 1.4.0	 DATA
' SCHEDULES+^*	 +t t**** f
'
G1 FAN TURBINE INLET TEMPERATURE LIMIT
GZ MINIMUM NIGH COMPRESSOR SPEED
G3 MAXIMUM NIGH COMPRESSOR SPEED
G7 FAN SPEED LIMIT'
4 G8 1. /f SQUARE ROOT OF THETA)
G9 TOTAL CORRECTED AIRFLOW SCHEDULE
>^  G45 REFERENCE FTIT SCHEDULE.
G47 AIRFLOW CUTBACK SLOPE MULTIPLIEF
#*	 CONSTANTS	 ****# '
X80	 _	 2.0000	 DEG F
*ks #	 I NPUT VARIABLES	 ►***
T2 COMPRESSOR FACE TEMP	 DEG F
**R**
	 OUTPUT VARIABLES	 s****':i
012S T2 RATE	 DEG F
G10 FTIT LIMIT	 DEG F
G20 MI NI MUM NZ	 RPM
Girl MAXIMUM N2	 RPM yr G70 MAXIMUM N1	 RPM
. G80 I. /I SQUARE 'ROOT OF	 THETA)	 --
G90 SCHEDULED CORRECTED FLOW	 PPS i
G450- REFERENCE FTIT	 DEG F
! G470 AIRFLOW CUTBACK SLOPE





.^ T2E INPUT TU DT2S FILTER 	 DEG F
f T2I N CALC VAR1	 IN DTZS
	
DEG F
' T2LL COMPENSATED T2	 DEG F
` T20T CALC VARZ IN DT2S	 DEG F
_T2S CALC VAR3 IN QTZS	 DEG F
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Q
l
BLOCK DIAGRAM 1.4.9 999
1
i
k: IAR	 (XT)	 IS.
IA R	 i	 NO
YES








8[ PIAr	 IS PIAP No
(2	 i	 1)	 2x117
• YES No 1s PcAr	 YES
-3 x 12.1
FTV`M - X82 FTVM=O
^










_...."e. _..	 t. ._	











CONSTANT S 	 **M*]M
X84	 *	 40.000	 DEG F
X114	 "	 3 147.00	 COUNTS
X10	 =	 127.00	 DEG
X 120	 307.00	 COUNTS
X121	 122.00
	 DEG
t ►^k*	 INPUT	 R AB
_	
VA I	 LES	 ***O lk
4
' IAft	 A/C IDLE AREA RESET/VMAX	 DISCRETE
MNLG	 FILTERED A/C MACH NUMBER 	 COUNTS:
u PLAP	 RATE LIMITED PLA	 DEG
	
s
►** + OUTPUT VARIABLES	 *	 *






.;;111. M W V -
r ^.{.,,	 ,.
71
^^F	 ^^*	 ^' m.- krr ^=,.ir':	 .F	 .x.ew.,.+ ,. i...wa+e 4• , .sa-..
Y
	:..3..,...w,F. -..,.... ,i	 -.3r





r **#**	 SCHEDULES	 *****
G6	 FTIT LOOP GAIN
I.,, *****	 INPUT VARIABLES	 ****
C
FTIT	 FAN TURBINE	 INLET TEMP	 DEG F
i FIRM	 FTIT TRIM	 DEG F
FTVM	 FTIT INPUT	 TO DEL PLA LP	 DEG	 F




FTDS	 DESIGN FTIT	 DEG F
FTLL - COMPENSATED FTIT
	 DEG F -'
FTTE	 FTIT ERROR
	 DEG j	 J
FTTM
	
FTIT	 INPUT TC PL,A LOOP
	 DEG/SEC r	 _'
i
f *****	 INTERNAL VARIABLES
	
*****




























































XIS	 PLSS = 1.^^
YES	 _	 {
UPSG = 1	 UPSG =_0	 I
DN2U X83	 DN2U = 0, ►
DAJU =
	 DAJU
DAJU + X1.38	 DAJU - X134
FT`PE	 YES	 YES	 DWA C
GE.%132	 > XI 33
t	 NO	 NO
I:	 DPLU =	 DPLU






TABLE	 5o1-25	 BLOCK 1.4 * 11 DATA
CONSTANTS'
X83	 =	 93,000	 RPM A^l
X84	 =	 119.00	 DEG
X85	 118.50	 DEG
0R1{1NAL PAGE IX132	 -	 50.000	 DEG F
OF PoolX133	 a	 250 . 00	 RPM QUALITY





X156	 s	 124* 80	 DEC,
INPUT VARIABLES
FTTE	 FTIT ERROR	 DEG
N2LG
	
FILTERED HIGH ROTOR SPEED	 Rpm
N2SC	 N, 2 SETPUINT (UPMATCH)
	 RPM
PLAP	 RATE LIMITED PLA	 DEG
PLSS	 PLAP LIMIT SOLENOID SIG	 DISCRETE
OUTPUT VARIABLES
OAJU	 NOZZLE UPMATCH	 AJ
ON2U	 NZ VPMAVCH	 P-PM
DPL U	 PLA UPMATCH	 DEG
***41*	 INTERNAL VARIABLES























TABLE	 5.1-26	 BLOCK 1.4.12 DAT A
f^ ^****	 SCHEDULES	 *^*«* '_
GIO	 SURGE PROTECTION AIRFLOW CUTBACK
,. G46	 FTIT ADJUSTMENT TO N2	 SETPUINT
***	 CONSTANTS**** .	 f._
j X i 0	 2.0000	 --	 - #
X70	 =	 200 .00 	 RPM
** INPUT	 VARIABLES	 *****'
DN2U	 N2 UPMATCH	 RPM
FTDS	 DESIGN FTIT	 DEG F #
j FTLL	 COMPEN SA TED FTIT	 DEG f
' G20	 MINIMUM N2	 RPM
^.N G30	 MAXIMUM NZ	 RPM
- 080	 I. /(SQUARE ROOT OF	 THETA)	 --
G90	 SCHEDULED CORRECTED FLOW	 PPS
` G220	 MAXIMUM CORRECTED AIRFLOW	 PPS
IE G440	 FLIT BIAS, FUR PB.	 DEG F
G450	 REFERENCE FTIT	 DEG F
NTRM
	
N2 GROUND TRIM	 RPM
a.
La.
*****	 OUTPUT VARIABLES*«**E	 #
4 N2DS	 DESIGN N2	 RPM
N2SC	 N2 SETPOINT	 (UPMATCH)	 RPM
***	 INTERNAL VARIABLES	 ***
DN2E	 AIRFLOW ERROR FOR N2 BIAS	 PPS
ERRR	 FTIT ERROR—FOR--N2 BIAS	 DEG fF'
' G100	 N2 SETPOIN'I BIAS — AIRFLOW	 RPM
r G460	 N2 SETPOINT BIAS - FTIT	 RPM # ,
E - +	 # N2XX	 DESIGN N2 SETPONT— UPMATCH	 RPM ='
195 r
a








Tu	 FTiT ERROR	 DEG
Pt.tH	 PLA UPMIM INHIBIT	 DISCRETE
UUTPUT VAPIAOLt-S
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the control	 logic for the unified fuel
a
control which in the BON system is hydromeehanical.
	 The gas
generator control	 is defined in section 5, 2.1
	 and the afterburner
and
	 rozzle	 in	 s	 ,
I	 {'w
•	 I ky 5.	 ; l	 Gas	 Generator
^ The gas generator control
	
tamer	 two I n puts	 from the EEC
	 (nozzle
trills and	 PLA	 tri m),	 N2,	 T2, 5 1 	PLA,	 a nd	 airc raft 	 di scretes
	
and










filling a n d	 FLAP limiting	 fro m the	 EEC)	 a n d by th e
minimum position from the EEC, 	 The rate limited PLA (PLAP)
	
is
used to drive	 both the gas generator and afterburnor.
	 Idle a nd
r intermediate trim and the PLA trim input from the EXEC are included
In the
	
PLA input to the gas generator fuel	 flow loop	 (PLAS)
' Figore 5.2-1	 presents	 the block diagram and table SA--1
	 lists	 the
requi red data.	 The logic	 is divided
	
into	 211	 and 211A because it
_ is not performed sequentially.
	 The PLAR computation	 (211)	 is	 the
first thing computed In
	 the control	 since RLAP is
	 used throughout
All the EEC.  - The ga s 'generator PLA,	 PLA&	 is not computed until
► 	 :_ after the EEC computations have been completed to permit the
incorporation of the EE O PLA trim,
^	 f
FLAP hold	 (PLRE •i)	 is computed in	 the afterburner segment sequence
valve
	 logic	 (para" I%,	 , ) ,	 It is	 designed	 to	 hold the afterburner,
1 at the	 zone minimum fuel
	 flow unt il	 the m an ifold	 is	 filled,	 This 
t
hold is relcased as mart of the paper level
	 y ogic to avoid addi-
tional	 time delay durin g afterbu rner transients.
	
The hydromechan





} fu11,	 Tile	 switch	 is	 examined	 by	 the	 IFU	 and	 an	 itltorrtmt eitm erated
whe n
 the	 sw itc h 	is	 turn ed all,	 11)	 response	 t o 	 file	 interrupt-.	 the
cont r o l	 executive	 (section	 6.3)	 stores	 tite	 Value	 of	 the	 m I n o r. {	 'k
4 cycle counter in	 ICYC,	 sets FLIT	 to	 1,	 and advances	 the segment;
seq uence valve to	 the operating position from the fill	 pos i tion.
" Th e PLAP hold release l o gic use s FLIT to	 identify manifold
xt Milling	 and	 releases	 either the	 ignilt.ion	 tinier	 (segment	 l^	 or,
f PLAP _hold	 (all
	
other segments),	 The minor cycle	 counter value
Y
ICYC is used to colmpttte an 	 interval	 corresponding	 to	 a	 major y
cyc le pl us the f roct i on o f a maj o r cyc l e si n c e the fi l l 	 i ntevrupt
A
was received,	 Thu s 	 PLAP is	 effectively rol eos:ed as	 soon as the
fill	 interrupt is	 received.
5.2,1.2
	 T2.5	 Co mpensati o n :rt
I
x The logic prese-rated in -figure 	 simulates the response of the Y
,
	 BOM hydr^omechanical M5 sensor, 	 It was included to permit




response to chtrneqf^­, 	 in T	 ai
Table 5.4 „ 2	 i denti fi os	 the required data,
t a#
t	 ►








flow as a, function	 of
input PLA	 (PLAP) ;	 Ntt	 and T	 , 6,	 The fuel
	
flow command is	 lener,at tt d f	 `
as a ilff Pb with st eady-state control	 th ro ugh a droop gcverner
t	
,
lvith variable droop slope.	 Acceleration and deceleration schedules
protect t tl	 engine d ur ing	 transients.	 The rocket'fire solenoi d
t
l imit s the Wf/Pb to MS	 RU,	 Figure 5.2-	 presents	 the tllock
di agram a nd tatrlo S,^-a the dat a for the fue l 	 flo ra logica
Y
6 ,2, 1. 4 	 RCVV	 Control
The RCVVs are scheduled as e function of N2 and T2M	 Figure ^ y
S.2 - 4 shorts; the schedule,,	 Cotrtrol	 stability studies	 demonstrated {





major	 cycle	 rate;	 however,	 it	 is not	 necessary to	 perform	 the
entire	 schedule	 computation	 at	 the high	 rate.	 As	 a result	 the
RCVV command has	 been	 divided	 into	 the	 computation	 of the
	 T25C l
effect and	 the	 computation	 of the N2	 effect	 (see	 figure	 5.2-5),
.Y
The T25C	 portion	 (214")	 is	 computed every major	 cycle with	 the
resulting	 setpoint	 and	 slopes	 used	 each	 minor	 cycle	 to	 actually






5.2.1.5	 Compressor	 Bleed F
_	 Figure	 5.2-6 and	 table 5.2-5	 present	 the	 logic	 and	 data	 for	 the
compressor	 bleed	 control.	 The bleed	 is	 opened during
	 starting as
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BLOCK DIAGRAM 2.1.1 (Cont)
	
0' PQpRL pAGE IS




a; FLIT > 0
X	 'e
FLIT _ -0 y
NSEG ( 2.2.2) ?	 .
..IGN	 1




ALIT = X264 + ICYC
` ALIT	 ALIT X261 IGN = _ 1









e PLPH = PLP (NSEG + 0


















•	 A PLA MIA SH OU T
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BLOCK 2.1.1 DATA'' #
* * *
	 CONSTANTS *****
A91	 = 91.000	 DEG
A130	 = 130.00	 DEG
PLP(1)	 93.500	 DEG
PLP(2) = 102.70	 DEG
PLP(3)	 110.00	 DEG
PLP (4)- = 116.30 _ 	 DEG
PLP(5) __ 122.50	 DEG
PLP (b) = 130.00	 DEG




X203	 = 0.	 DEG
X204	 0.	 --
X205	 = 1.0000	 1 /OfG
X206	 = 83.000	 DEG
X207	 = 20.000	 DEG






X211	 = 26.500 	 OEG
X212	 = -35.000	 DEG
X260	 24.000	 MNC
X261	 - 12.000	 MNC
X262	 = .35500	 DEG/MNC






DELP EEC PLA TRIM	 DEG	 3
FLITS FILL INTERRUPT SIGNAL
	
DISCRETE
IAR	 A/C IDLE AREA RESET/VMAX DISCRETE
ICYC MINOR CYCLE COUNTER FLIT	 MNC 	 a
TOTM IDLE GROUND TRIM	 COUNTS	 r
INTM INTERMEDIATE; GROUND TRIM__ 	 DEG
NSEG A/B SEGMENT COUNTER	 --
PLA	 POWER LEVER ANGLE	 DEG f
PLAM MIN PLAP	 DEG	 k	 a
PLPH PLAP HOLD	 DEG {
PLSO PLAP LIMIT SOLENOID	 DISCRETE
a
	
*-x**	 OUTPUT VARIABLES	 *****	 ;
I
	-DPLA PLAP ERROR (PLA	 PLAP)	 DEG	 }
#	 IGN	 A/B IGNITION COMMAND	 DISCRETE:
PLAB GAS GENERATOR PLA	 DEG
















****	 INTEkNAL VARIABLES #**`*
ALIT A/B IGNITION TIMER MJC
' DLPL RATE LIMITED DELTA PLAP DEG
k = DPl I CALC VAR—DE LP WASHOUT CAM DEG ^
dF
DPLM DPLA LIMIT DEG
DT DELTA 	 TIME FOR PLAP RATE MJC
PLAC CONTROL PLA DEG k
' PLAN GAS GEN PLA W/O EEC DELP DEG f^
` PLAU EEC INPUT TO PLAB DEG
PLS PLAP LIMIT INPUT TO PLAC DEG
























ONE COMPUTE- CYCLE DELAY
AW
Figure 5.2-2: 725 Compensation
M 10
i Xll




v kk #	 CONSTANTS
xab5	 .30000
^	 v3
X26 6 	 M	 15.000 I
X2 67 	 r	 1 .2000 n
*t 	 #	 INPUT	 VAR [ AOLPS
	
vs




T25G	 CQMPENSATFI)	 T25	 (,)PG F i
x **	 INTERNAL	 VARIABLESa*
QFLT	 CURRENT — PAST T25 	 11(G F
€	 , OLT	 CALC VAR2 — T25 CHIMP
	 UEG F
DLTU	 CALL VAR3 -. T25 COMP	 DEG F
SAV	 CALL VARI — T25 COMP
	 DEG F
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Figure 52-3. Gas Generator Free/ Flow Loop
a
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BLOCK DIAGRAM 2.1.3 (Cont)

















H4.1	 OPERATING LINE DROOP SLOPE





Zk 40.000	 RU	 lj
X214	 s 2200.0	 RPM
r	 X215	 10.000	 RU




X219	 -.'250OOE -01 RU/DEG	 .a
X220
	
a	 27.450 RU <.
r X221	 - — . 10000E-0 RU/RPM
X22





X225	 2.5. 500 RU
X226	 42. 000 RU
f
`
X2.27	 _	 16000. PPH
X228	 400.00 PPH
, *	 INPUT V ARIABLES
N2 HIGH COMPRESfiQR SPEED RPM
p 84 C aMP.	 BURNER PRESSURE PSI
PLA POWER LEVER ANG LE DEG




T25C COMPENSATED	 T25 DEG F




wFC GAS GEN FUEL FLUi% CMD PPH
wFPB MAIN f)UKNER IF/P8 RU
#* INTERNAL VARIABLES *t^tiM^h
USA. DROOP SLOPE RU/ RPM
N2M N2 INPUT -- I,UW SPEED WF PX RU
N 2 REFERENCE NZ RPM
RFS ROCKET FIRE	 LIMIT Of^ WFPS 'RU
T25M T25 INPUT-LOW SPEECH WFPX RU
NFPU OPERATING LINE Wr/Pt1 Rii
















k 0 loaf!	 6040	 7000	 8000	 9004	 10000	 11000	 12000	 13000	 14000	 15004
N ,rpm..
REAR COMPRESSOR ROTOR SPEED



































	 SHI _ 0, SHI = X231
HIGH N2 SLOPE
	
N2MD X269	 N214D X230









H7.4	 RGVM	 RCVM	 NO	 YESN2 ? X230
REFERENCE RCYV
	










r a; s	 ,.a	 Via;`
	
.W.ki ^LL.n ^^N.".M.I.t^.i:r;'.1....^z.u.u,2 	 3H ... .....a._a,  
BLOCK DIAGRAM 2.1.4 (Cont)'
It
" 2.1.4A -- MINOR CYCLE CALCULATIONS
SL = SLOW ^-
NO
N2MC (EXT) YESN2MC > N2MD SL = SHI
SL, SEL	 MAX





















TPDINT — LOW N2 SLOPE
H7.2	 RCVV SETPOINT — HIGH N2 SLOPE
a H7.3	 RCVV SETPOINT — 1REF N2
H7.4	 RCVV SETPOINT - REF RCVV
P,
**	 CONSTANTS	 ***** a
d1 X229	 =	 7304.0	 RPM
j X230	 =	 600.00	 RPM
X231	 = -.50000E-01	 DEG/HPM
X232	 = — 20.000	 DEG
X233	 = — 7.0000	 DEG j
X259	 =	 100000	 RPM s






•3' N2	 HIGH COMPRESSOR SPEED 	 RPM
j -N2MC
	
MINOR CYCLE HPC SPEED	 RPM
RFSO	 ROCKET FIRE	 SOLENOID	 DISCRETE








COMMANDED RCVV POSITION	 DEG
*****	 INTERNAL VARIABLES**
N2MD	 REF N2 FOR kCVV COMMAND	 RPM
RCVM- ' REF 'RCVV FOR RCVV COMMAND	 DEG
SHI	 RCVV SLOPE FOR HIGH N2	 DEG/RPM














X234	 _	 1000.0	 RPM
*#**	 INPUT VARIABLES	 *****
N2	 HIGH COMPKESSOR SPEED	 RPM s
T25C	 COMPENSATED 125	 DEG F
i
**##*	 OUTPUT VARIABLES:	 #**** A
^4BLED
	
START BLEED COMMAND	 DISCRETE }
*****	 INTERNAL' VARIABLES	 ***** ^	 r









5-2 ' 2 Afterburner
The afterburner logic computes the commands for the nozzle area,
segment sequence valve position, core afterburner fuel flow, duct
afterburner fuel -flow, and the afterburner ignition. EEC inputs
to the UFC afterburner control include the nozzle area trim, the
rocket fire soicnoid, and the N2 solenoid.
5.2,2.1	 Nozzle Area
The base nozzle area is a function of PLAP and T25C. The nozzle
is opened at idle on the ground indicated by the aircraft squat
The EEC nozzleswitch to reduce the thrust for taxi operation.
trim is washed out as a function of PLAP.
Two signals generate nozzle area reset: 	 rocket fire solenoid
from the EEC and large decels indicated by DPLA, the difference
between control PLA and PLAP, and the N2 solenoid from the EEC.
Each reset is phased out gradually when the signal goes away.
The nozzle area is limited and maximum or minimum nozzle area
signals are generated.	 Figure 5.2-7 presents the block diagram,
figure 5.2-8 the base nozzle area schedule, and table 5.2-6 the
required data.
5.2.2.2 Segment Sequence Valve
The segment sequence valve controls the turning on and filling of
each of the five afterburner manifolds or segments. The valve 	 A
has ten positions, two for each segment. The first turns on a
high rate of fuel flow to fill the manifold.	 During filling PLAP
is held at the minimum value for tha.t zone. 	 When the mainfold is
full (indicated by a switch) the valve is sequenced to the trans-
fer position and fuel flow is modulated.	 For the PROFIT system
the fill switch will be monitored continuously in the IFU.
	 An
interrupt will be generated when the segment 'is filled. 	 The
control executive will, in response to the interrupt, move the




FLAP is released at. the same time (paragraph 5.2.1.1),
	 Figure





Total afterburner Wf/PB is scheduled as a function of PLAP and
T25C, biased by an external trim and main burner pressure, PB,
Due to differences between the BOM and PROFIT hydroillechanical
fuel valve systems new logic must be devised for split between
core and duct fuel flow. Tile eventual output of this logic block
is commanded core 4fuel flow and commanded duct fuel flow. Figure
5.2-10 and table 5<2 -4 show the block diagrams and required data.
Figure 5.2-11 shows the total A/B fuel flaw/main burner pressure
schedule,
219


















































































s 50	 80 70	 80	 90	 100	 110	 120 130 Ii
RATE LIMITED POWER LEVER ANGLE-deg ?^
t Npim 5,2-8	 Basic .hi Arm Schedule
t 222
ice, ^'C++. z, • :'L.	 _...^_._.^_.....^._^.^.L_ -	 ^	 . , .	 ._u..c	 _,.^._..._..^.a^..._...._. .,^.. 	 . ^ _	 ^ ....^	 ... , ,_its	
_	 __ . _
	 .... e _ . _ _ ._ ^ ^.
TA61.c	 5. 2-6	 ULUC c 2.2.1 'Al A
#	 SC HEDULFS	 ^r .
' Al BASF	 NOZZLE AREA
A3 DELTA NJ LUNVERSION N
##	 CUNSTANTS	 # #^ a
40AC	 -	 1. 00C3G
xr''. 3 5	 1 .000 DE?
x 2,3D	 4. u u u DEG
X? 37
	
—.'- 8690L —01	 Std f 1 /DLG
6 7 C G so F T	 ORIGINAL WAGE 1S
h X2 39	 ^	 u4. 500 DEG	 ,O POOR 0,UALfrilX240	 =	 .57140E-01 11!)cG v
X241.	 =	 1.0000 --
X242	 = -10.000 ut r
z
X243	 =	 83.000 DNS i =`
X244	 .10000 --
x X245	 -	 .12COOE-01 --
X??46	 -	 .:30CQUF-02 -
X2 ,**7	 6.35o0 Sc	 f l ►
XG'if^ a.0640 ScJ	 t T 1
f if7 I }^t
,3 #	 INPUT	 VARIABLES
`
LDi LA ¢¢	 p^ y	 t 	 T RI ME EC NO ZLLL.   ^*STEP. ,ti 1
PLA PLAP	 FRPU	 t PLA	 - PLAP! DLL 1
N2SH NZ	 SOLENOIDi^iSCRiTF. .
PLAP RATE L IMITED PLA 0EG,
'Y RFS0 RnCKFT FIRE
	 SULEWID DISCRLTk
SJwS A/C	 SQUAT	 S61TCH J1SCkblE
T254 CDMPr7NSATL0	 12; DEG f i
004,c #	 OUTPUT VAR I Ab LES
AJC NUZLLL AKtA,COMMAND Std f:a
E' AJM+ NOZZLE LLOSI D SWITCH DISCRLTf
i AJM'x NOZZLE P= ULL	 L;PhN S)AATLH f3TSCRETE
ka *#	 INTE hNAL	 V Ai;`IAI1^E S^«
AJOA BASE NUZZLE AREA SST	 FT
AJCC
AJI





AJN I" EC, BIASED	 BASE	 AJ S 	 FT
AJk)- ROCKET TIKE
	
AJ RFSET SEC # 1 Y


















f ^ BLOCK DIAGRAM 2.2.2 (Cont) 1 a
















>PLAS{2) NSEG = 1
YES











NSEG a 4 w
i
r 'YES 1
r NSEG - 5 I
a




Figure 5..2-9. jCont :.,
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I" TA13LF 5.;?
-7 	 13LOCK	 2.1.2 nATA
cUNtilnNrs	 ^^ *s* z
j 1)tmc 	 .6000Ok-01	 SEC/MJC
PLAS 1 1)	 =	 91.000 DEC, }
PLASM =	 102.00 DEG
PLA S 131	 =	 10E .7U DEG
PLAS(4)	 =	 119.00 DES, .




PLP 1 2)	 _	 102.,70 D L G
PLP 131	 =	 110.00 DEC
PLP(4)	 _	 11.6.30 DEG
PLP	 5)
	 _	 122.50 DEG a
PLP 16)	 =	 130.00 DEh
RFQ	 11	 =	 87.500 DEG
Rk0 121	 =	 b9. 800 DEG
REQ(31	 =	 54.100 DEr,
REQ(4)	 =	 39.200 DEG
REQ(5)	 =	 23.400 DEG
REG16)	 =	 8. 2000 DEG
XL 50	 =	 89.000 DEG 4
X251	 =	 6.8000 DEG i
X252	 =	 0. DEG
r X254	 =	 _.70000- DEG
DEGX255 '	 =	 10.000
X256	 =	 .10000 SEC
X258	 _	 89.100 DEG
** INPUT	 VARIABLES **** ► 	 ::
OPLA PLAP ERkOK	 (PLA	 - PLAP) DEG
FILL A/B MANIFOLD FILL SIG DISCRETE
IGN A/B IGNITION COMMAND DISCRETE F
N2SO N2 SOLENOID DISCRETE ^v
PLAP RATE	 LIMITED PLA DEG
fSSVP SSV POSITION DEG j
* **	 OUTPUT VARIABLES
NSEG A/B SEGMENT GUUNTER'
PLPN P-LAP HOLD DEG
SREQ SCHEDULED 'S5V POSITION DEG
SSVC COMMANDO -5SV POSITION DEG €;





FILL REDUCTION IN SSVC
DISCRETE
DEG
HOLD INLTIAL FILL TIMER SEC
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I ****	 SCHEDULES	 ***
AIA	 TOTAL AFTERBURNER WF/PD
<.A2	 FLOW SPLIT






XZ72	 =	 200.00	 PPN





A/B RATIO UNIT GRND TRIM
NSEG_	 A/d SEGMENT COUNTER
PBC
	 COMP.	 BURNER PRLSSURE
	
PSI (.,
PLAP	 RATE LIMITED PLA
	
DEc,
T25C	 COMPENSATED T25	 DEG F
NFP6	 MAIN BURNER WF/PB	 RU
***^*	 OUTPUT VARIABLES
WFAD	 DUCT A/B FUEL_FLCW CM0	 PPH
WFCR	 CORE A/3 FUEL FLOW CMD	 PPH
*# **	 INTERNAL VARIABLES	 *****
PCPB	 A/B RATIO UNIT BIAS	 --
SPLT	 CORE'/TOTAL A /B FUEL FLOW
WFAC	 COMMANDED A/B FUEL FLOW	 PPH
















	 ^15.3 CONTROL EXECUTIVE	 ^^
This section describes the executive functions for the BOM control
module. The host program executive described in section 4.1 sets
up the 60 millisecond major cycle, inputs and processes all the
data, outputs all commands, and controls the minor cycle process-
ing.	 The following paragraphs discuss all the required executive
functions for the, BOM control even though the fill interrupt
logic and calling the minor cycle computations is performed in
the host program executive.	 Each paragraph identifies those
portions of the logic that will be in the host program executive.





interrupt	 processing	 logic will	 be	 a	 part	 of the
host	 program	 executive	 (paragraph	 4.1.3.8).	 Its	 function	 is
described	 here to	 assist	 in	 understanding	 the	 BOM	 control	 opera-
L%E ti on.	 The	 hardware	 fill	 signal,	 in	 addition	 to	 being	 input	 to
the	 control	 as	 a data	 word every 60 milliseconds,	 will	 be	 examined
continuously	 by	 the 	 IFU.	 An	 interrupt will	 be	 generated when
fill	 first comes	 on.	 In response	 to	 that	 interrupt	 the	 host
fir'
executive will	 perform	 the	 following_functions;




2.	 store	 the	 value	 of	 the minor cycle	 counter in	 ICYC
3.	 set segment
	
sequence value position command, SSVC,	 to	 the F
operating position for the	 current segment,	 SREQ,	 computed
in	 logic	 black	 2.2.2











5.3.2 Minor Cycle Calculations
If ^-
As described in paragraph 5.2.1.4 a portion of the RCVV computa-	 F
tion must be perforated at the 5 'millisecond minor cycle rate.
The logic identified in figure 5.2-5 as logic block 2.1 AA is to
be done every minor cycle.
	
The host program executive will call
block 2.1.4A as part of the minor cycle processing {paragraph
4.1.1).
i
5,.3.3 Major Cycle Calculation Order
The major cycle processing has been divided into gas generator
and afterburner control. They are called separately from the
host program executive (paragraph 4.1.1).	 The order of calcul a-
tion within each is controlled by the BOM control executive.
Fi g ure 5.3- 1	 Presents the cal culation a ►^de .,~r for the gas. generator.	 ,r
The logic i,s identified by block diagram numbers from sections
5.1 and 5.2. Al l of the EEC logic is included in the gas gener-
ator.






















BLOCK 1.4.1 BLOCK 1. 2.4
BLOCK 1,4.3 BLOCK 1.2.6
End Sector 1
BLOCK 1.4.8 BLOCK 1.3.1
j BLOCK 1.3-51 BLOCK 1. ,'3.2
t
BLOCK 1.4.2 BLOCK 1.3.3
BLOCK 2. 1 . 1 BLOCK 1.3.4'
End Sector 2
p BLOCK 1.2.1 BLOCK 1.4.6




BLOCK 1.4.4 BLOCK 14.9
BLOCK 1.4.$ BLOCK 1.4 .10











BLOCK 1.4.11 BLOCK 1.2.7 A.
BLOCK 1.4.12] BLOCK1 2.1.1A
BLOCK 1.4.13 BLOCK 2.1.2
r
i
End Sector 3 End Sector 4 1
BLOCK 1.3.5A BLOCK 2.1.3 `}}G
VA-'
BLOCK 1.2.3 BLOCK 2.1.4
r
BLOCK 102.5 BLOCK 2.1.5
-
RETURN.r






, This	 section	 defines	 the
	
values,	 scale	 factors,	 memory
	
location, w









factor,	 the	 defining	 logic	 block,	 and	 the	 using	 logic	 block	 for


















lints	 the	 schedules	 and	 identifies	 the	 logic	 block	 in
_ which	 the	 table	 lookup	 is	 executed.	 Table	 5.4-2	 presents	 the
data,
	
memory	 location,	 and scale	 factor	 for	 all	 the	 schedules,
a
The	 schedules	 are	 arranged in	 Table	 5.4-2	 in	 the	 same	 order	 as	 in
` Table	 5.4-1.	 The memory location	 will	 be	 filled	 in	 when	 the `rt
program has	 been assembled.	 It will	 be	 the	 locati on 	 of	 the	 first
item	 in	 each	 array.	 It	 is	 not	 the	 location	 of the	 current
	
values ^c






Table	 5.4-3	 defines	 the
	
constants	 used	 in	 the	 BOM	 control.k
Memory location
	











DTMC.	 Table	 5.4-4	 identifies





Table	 5.4-5	 lists	 the	 variables	 used	 in	 the	 control	 routines
described	 in	 sections	 5.1	 and	 5.2.	 The	 few	 remain	 g	 scale
factors	 and memory locations w w ill	 be added	 as	 the	 information	 is
available.	 Tables	 5.4-6,	 -7	 define	 control	 inputs	 and	 commands.
236
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The	 same	 table	 look up 	 routines	 are	 to	 be	 used	 throughout `theI





beyond	 the	 table	 end	 points.
	 Both	 univar	 ate	 attd
bi varii ate	 routines	 are	 required.
t 5.4.4.1
	
Univariate	 Tab le 	 Lookup
Two options
	
are	 required	 for	 the univariate routines.	 The	 first
is a table lookup with	 no prior information in which the X array
is	 searched	 to	 find the	 values on either side of the
	 input X and
'
a	 Y val ue 	 cal culated.	 The secon d is	 one	 in which a s e ries of
tables	 have the	 same	 X values and the output Y
	 value	 is	 computed
using
	 the	 previously	 computed	 (X-Xn)/(Xn-1	 -	 Xn)	 and	 n.	 This
mode saves





` 5,4.4, 2 	 Bivariate Table	 Lookup
{^
The	 followin g options	 a re	 r eq ui redr 	 for	 the	 biv a riat e routin e.g
?
I.	 furl	 -table 	 lookup with 	 no	 prior	 i nformation	 computed




3,	 Z	 computation	 using	 previous	 values	 of X	 index and	 sl ope and
Y	 index and	 slope
4,	 capability of inpuitting	 externally	 computed	 X	 index	 and.
slope	 values.	 i'his	 option	 is	 useful	 in	 the	 Ui`C where	 uniform
increments	 of T2aC	 are used	 in	 several	 tables	 and	 the	 index
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G1 FAN TURBINE INLET TEMPERATURE LIMIT 1.4.8
G2 MINIMUM HIGH COMPRESSOR SPEED 148 a
G3 MAXIMUM HIGH COMPRESSOR SPEED 1.4.8
G4 NZ AIRFLOW ADJUSTMENT 1.3.5
t	 ` G5 HIGH COMPRESSOR; SPEED LOOP GAIN 1.2.5
'
f
Gb FTIT LOOP GAIN 1.4.10
G7 F AN E
G8 1. /ISOUARE`ROOT OF	 THETA) 1.4.8 a
G9 TOTAL CORRECTED AIRFLOW SCHEDULE 1.4.8
Y
G10 SURGE PROTECTION AIRFLOW CUTBACK 1.4012
^
G11 MAX BURNER PRESSURE	 LOOP GAIN .1.445 ,.
G1-3 FAN OVERSPEED LOOP GAIN 1.2.3
G14 MINIMUM CORRECTED' AIRFLOW 1.3.5
G21` MINIMUM PLAP LOOP GAIN 1.4.7
G22 MAXIMUM CORRECTED AIRFLOW 1.3.5
G32 NOZZLE AREA TRIM LOOP GAIN 1.2.3 ri r G43.11 N2 REFERENCE 1.3.5
G43.2 N2 TO N1 CORRECTION 1.3.5
G43.3 N1 REFERENCE 1.35
j G44 PS SIAS TO REFERENCE FTIT 1.414 r




AIRFLOW 	 S L OPE MULTIPLIERtTIPLI
MINIMUM BURNER PRESSURE LOOP GAIN
1.4.8
1.4.4
G50 MINIMUM PLAP PRESCHEDULE 1.4.7
` G51 P B HI A S TO N2	 SETPOINT 1.4.4 '•tG52 PLAP BIAS TO NOZZLE TRIM 1.2.3
i G53 PS BIAS TO NOZZLE	 TRIM —1.4.4
G54 IDLE NZ LOOP GAIN 1.4.6 {{ G55 BURNER PRESSURE CORRECTION FOR DGB 1.4.3 {
I€ ** UFC +^**
Al BASE NOZZLE AREA 2.201 !
AlA TOTAL AFTERBURNER WF/PB 2.2.3
. A2 FLOW SPLIT 2.2 .3
A3 DELTA AJ CONVERSION 2.2:1
. A5 RATIO UNIT BIAS	 = 2.2:3
Hl.l ACCELERATION SCHEDULE 2.1.3
H4.1 OPERATING LINE DROOP SLOPE 2.1.3
H4.2 OPERATING LINE REFERENCE N2 — 2.1.3
^i H7.1 RCVV SETPOINT - LOW NZ SLOPE 2.1.4 iH7.2 RCVV SETPOINT --HIGH N2 SLOPE 2.1.4
i- H7.3 RCVV SETPOINT — REF N2 2.1.4
H7.4 RCVV SETPOINT - REF= RCVV 2.1.4 a '"




41= TABLE 5.4-2	 CONTROL SCHEDULE UATA
G1	 SCHEDULE
l


































DEG F	 • B10	 r LbC a
GIO -. FTIT LIMIT





















MINIMUM NT; H COMPRESSOR SPEED
T2LL	 G20 x
k
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5. 4-2	 t C ON T.
G3	 SCHEDULE
Jj














all, 72.000	 132,38.97.000 13317.
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197.00 1	 3250.
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.	 ! 2004_0	 —2.0000
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xt 1400.0	 —34.000
DN2	 — N2 ERROR FOR AIRFLOW ADJ
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WER — N2 ERROR FOR PLA LOOP
RPM
	 9814	 ,	 LOC
N2TM — N2 INPUT TO THE PLA LOOP
































FTTM - FTIT INPUT TO PL;A	 LOOP





1	 •	 .,♦. ' -^+
	 , .	 Y^"	 4.'os",-i - 7





^	 -^	 R	 _	 Yom"Z
w.
-i..^._ .nlr	 +nw^	 s ^'...
7	 r^	 , . ^'^	 ^ Y
(..	 ^	 F	
^
"R	 ' €	 ` ..W
{^
MKbWf..Yt:#:.rs.	 .s_r-	 -........ :.=x.S.te1H.aWm	 rtnaart. .:-..	 .:t kRrWM.."_.
V

































97.00000 	 106 5_ :00 t
147.00	 10595.
}} 197.00	 10540.







T2LL - COMPENSATED T2
}
DEG F	 t 8lo	 r LOC =
G70 - MAXIMUM Nl

























42.000	 1.0138 i	 <y
47.000	 1.0088
52.000	 1.0039
57.000	 .99900 ±	 t










T2LL - COMPENSATED TZ
DEG F	 ► BI0	 i LOC -










































T2LL - COMPENSATED T2
DEG F	 , B10	 •	 LOC
G90	 - SCHEDULED CORRECTED FLOW
PPS








































	 tB8	 .	 LOC =
G100 - N2 SETPOINT BIAS -AIRFLOW
RPM



















G I I	 SCHEDULE







,.4 4.5000	 0. t
,. 11.300	 .28200
853.00	 139.90 a ^'
PBE:	 - MAX BURNER	 PRESSURE > ERROR
PSI	 tBlo	 .	 L.OG = M
r. PBTM - MAX Pd
	 INPUT TO PLA LUOP























































454.00	 171.40 };. 516.00	 170.80 ;.







4	 's 1906.0	 33.000
MNLG - FILTERED A/C MACH NUMBER
COUNTS
	 •811	 ,	 LUC








—	 — ^--— It




























J 152900	 141.80 I
1 1908.0	 1:30.00
ANLG — FILTERED A/C MACH NUMBER
COUN TS '	 .811	 LOC
G220 — MAXIMUM CORRECTED AIRFLOW























NIE	 - Nl 'ERRUR FOR; AJ LOOP
4 RPM	 ,814	 ,	 LOC
Yi AJN1 - EXHAUST NOZZLE TRIM RATE
AJ / SEC










































WCDS - DESIREU COkRECTED AIRFLOW
PPS	 rB 	 r	 LOG
GPI	 - REFERENCE CORRECTEU N2
RPM











TABLE 5.4-2 M ONT. !
G43.2 SCHEDULE L `
N2 TO N1 CORRECTIO14















}	 23 5.00	 0.
WCDS - DESIRED CORRECTED AIRFLOW
PPS
	 B81	 LOG t
GP2
	 -`DELTA N1- / DELTA N2























E i 160.1i0U	 7975.0
;!• 170. UO	 8350.0 a





rlE	 ^: 210. Qu	 9630.0';	 f 220.00	 9975.0
1 225.00	 101500 a
235.00	 10732.
WCDS — OES[REU CORRECTED AIRFLOW
PPS	 V86	 •	 LCC =
t
GP3 — REFERENCE CORRECTED N1
RPM









^1.	 ti	 rs. -.-».»e	 .^^ _.e	 ^-^	 ^ n	 ....a'^ y'	 Y^^.























200.00	 -6.0000 '	 f
230.00-	 -40.000 r250.00	 -50.000
' 280.,00	 -50.000't
300.00	 -50.000 ► .
320.00	 -50.000r!
b00.00	 -50.000 i
f PBLG - FILTERED PB
-_ PSI	 vB1U	 v	 LOG =
G440 - FTIT BIAS FOR PB











. I I	 ­ ­^. ^ 	 .1 1 ^41 I-	
- "	
I


























































{	 ! EPRR - FTIT ERROR FOR N2	 BIAS
DEG F	 P B12	 ,	 LOC
G460 - N2 SETPOINT BIAS - FTIT























-t 37.000	 1.0000( 42.000	 1.0000X
47.000	 1.0000
. y 52-.000	 1.0000 .

















T2LL - COMPENSATED	 2:
DEG F
	 r B 10	 s	 LOC =
I,










Wf ^. P'^ "'•e°'^ 3 s	 ,i, L'r' - :l * *T^' .p'
^






















300.00	 2 5« :00 1
PBER — MINIMUM PB ERROR'S
PSI
	 ?B10	 LOC
k G490 — MI NIMU M PLAP RATE — P$






















f * N2PR	 MNPS
8800.0	 25. 500
10550.	 40.900r' 13072.	 85.000
N2PR - REFERENCE N2 4RPM	 •814	 •	 LOC
MNP S - PRESCHEDULED MIN PLAP



















PB BIAS  TO N2 SETPOI NT
i
POLG	 G510
i} 20.000	 '	 842.00
54.000	 -$00.00
58.00 0 	—660.00t 100.00	 ---1923.0
r 130.00	 —2 56 8.0 P	 '170.00_	 --3300.0
f 200.60	 —3818.0
j ` 230.00	 —4353.0 :	 ►
250.00	 —4700.0








G510 -- N2 HAS FOk P$
RPM






t^F7 _ Y+Tg.PUr	 '..'	 'IY', iFT
	
'c(c ' ^	 ^	 L^r'.Y
	
•	 S..L':;	 "^	 '^	 y'A.^ y)Y.	 ^yd` 	 F'^	 1,
^y
































































PBLG - FILTERED PB
PST	 ,810	 .	 L oc =
G53U - AJ BIAS FOR NB
A J	 Lis





,..^.'^ _ ..^ ^+M_^eex*ak^^ mss	 ,<.te it
1
f'


















NICE — IDLE N2 ERROR
RPM	 t 614	 ♦ LOC
G540 — MINIMUM PLAP RATE — IDLE d








•^ ^^ ..^,	 p.^ ^	 §x.44#^	 *:^	 q	 ?-; ^„"'#++'	 '^`r e+f,	





























500.00	 524.40c 580.00	 580.00
E» 620.00	 612.40
a,
. PBLG - FILTERED P8
PSI	 X810	 , LCC =
t
^	 4












TABLE 5.4-2 (CONTo I
Al SCHEDULE
BASE NOZZLE AREA 7
PLAP	 71.000 83.000 88.000 91.000
T 25C
50.000 3.0000 2.9500 2.i 9500 3.1000
100000 3*0000 2*9500 2*1 9500 1.1000
150900 3.0000 2.9500 2 : 9500 1 000
200.00 3*0000 2.9500 L9500 3!.1000
250.00 3.0000 2.9300 2:9300 3.0800300.00 3.0000 209000 2.9000 3.0500350.00 3.0000 3.0800 3.0800 3.2300
400.00 3.0000 3.3000 3.3000 3.4500
450.00 3.0000 3.5000 3.5000 3.6500
^PLAP	 96.000 102.00 108..70 115.00 3
T 25C
50.000 3.1000 3.6700 410 4100 5.0200100.00 3.1000 3*6400 40300 4.9100 J150.00 3.1000 3.6200 4.2500 41 .8000
200.00 3,1000 3.5800 4.1800 4.7000250000 3.0800 3*5500 4.1000 4,6200360.00 3.0500 3.5000 4.0200 4.5500 iA350.00 3.2300 3.7300 4.3200 4.9000400.00 3.4500 3.9600 4.6000 5.2800450.00 .3.6500 4.2000 4.9000 5.6500
PLAP	 RATE LIMITED PLA • DEG	 168 •	 LOC
T25C	 COMPENSATED T25 • DEG F	 •10 •	 LOC
AJBA	 BASE NOZZLE AREA SO FT	 • (34 LOC
269
a	 r
TABLE 5.4-2 (CONT.1 ?
Al
	
SCHEDULE —= BASE NOZZLE AREA (CONT.)
P L AR
	 121.00 127.00 }
T2'5G









400.00	 5.7000 6.0000 a
450.00	 6.1000 6.4000




f T25C	 COMPENSATED T25 r DEG F rB10	 ,	 k-oc










TABLE 5.4-2 1CONT- i
A IA SCHEDULE
TOTAL AFTERBURNER WF/PEi
PLAP 96.000 102!.00 108.70 115.00T 25C
50 000 9. 0000 .'23 ;000 44.000 'i	 71.000.' 100.00 9.0000 22.200 43.400 69.000'
150.00 9.0000 21.600 42.800 67.500200.00 9.0000 21.1,00 42.200 65.700
250.00 9.0000 20.800 41.600 64.000300.00 90000 20.800 41600350.00 9.0000 22.100 44 600
64...000
69.500
400.00 9.0000 23.700 47.600 73.700450.00 9.0000 24.800 49.500 77.000500.00 9.0000 25.500 51.100 78.800
550.00 9.0000 26.000 51.500 81.000






250.00 83.300; 109;35} 300.00 83.300 109'.35 ► 	 ' ij 350.00 88.500 123038
400.00 94. 500 134.5 0
450.00 98.000 138.86
500000 101.50 141.76
550.00 105.00 146.12600.00 108.00 150.47
f PLAP - 'RATE LIMITED PLA I DEG	 •B8 ,;	 LOC
` T25C - COMPENSATED T25 DEG F	 , B10 ,	 LOC =




.^"^^`^^^^'"_•_^''s«."^ _	 -	 .^	 '^	
^	 ^'^ 	 ^	
p^,d>.. 	




































;R VELA - EEG NUZZLE TRIMSTEP S	 V89	 •	 Lt]G
AJI — AJ	 TRIM













E I WFPB 10.000 12.000 14.000 16.000PBC
40.000 .48000 .66750 .85500 .92000f
70.000 .69000 .82500 .96000 .99000
I 'I 100.00 081000 .89500 .980,00! 1.0033
" 0 (^13u..,,. .87000 .93 50.0 1..0000 1.0167
180.00 .96000 .99800 1.0360 1.0360
200.00 1.0000 1.0150 1.0300 1.0300
280.00 1.0100 1.0100 1.0100 1.0100
350.00 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0`000
460.00 .99000 .99000 .99000 .99000
,I









- 200.00 1.0300 1.0300
280.00 1.0100 1.0100
350.00, 1.0000 1.0000




WFPB - MAIN BURNER WF/P8 RU	 ,B6 .	 LOC
PBC
	 - COMP. BURNCR PRE SSURE • PSI
	 ,B10 ,	 LOC






1%Tit 4y 	 ,ma y	 y
 <c
y





















z ^, H1.1 	 SCHEDULE
s














16000.	 1 0. 000
N2	 — HIGH COMPRESSOR SPEED
RPM
	 .814	 ,	 LOC f.
1 ft
t WFPX — ACCEL SCHEDULE IMF/PR



















.s [ :,..R.a.. ntiu-.#++t[ 	 -:4::	 ,..xF	 xtwy hale9!vs	 "k	 .:1_-.	 ....,.	 '3	 aa-	 ..._.... _L `.F' x..3.°.	 ^	 '^	 t.:. __ '_'. 0 T
,
{
TABLE	 5.4-2	 I CONT.1
s
}	 < G H4.1
	
SCHEDULE f
UPEkATI NG LINE 'DROOP SLOPS







f^ 50.000	 .18600E-01< 60.000	 . 16600E —01
70.000	 .15100E-01f i 83.000	 .13200E-01'
.'' PLAB — GAS GENERATOR PLA
DEG	 r B8	 LOC
DSL	 — DROUP SLGPE















TAB LE 5.4-2 (CONT. 1
H4.2 SCHEDULE
i
OPERATING LINE REFERENCE N2
f
	




-100.00	 6107.0-	 6374.0	 6920.0	 7272.0
	




0.	 7132.0	 7419.0	 7825.0
	 8198.0	 's
	50.000	 7604.0	 7898.0	 8313.0	 8646.0
	
100.00	 8062.0	 8360.0	 8776.0	 91D4.0
	
150.00	 8488.0	 8795.0	 9231.0	 9562.0	 i
	
200.00	 8916.0	 9219.0	 9677.0	 9975.0	 r f d
	
250.00	 8981.0	 9294.0




300.00	 9001.0	 9314.0	 9771.0	 10050.
	























	 7473.0	 7593.0	 7952.0	 8345.0
	
-50.000	 7953.0	 8069.0	 8420.0	 8815.0
	





	 9362.0	 9760.0 { a
	
100.00	 9333.0	 9477.0	 9826.0	 10240.
	
150.00
	 9800.0	 9959.0	 10290.	 10731.
	
200.00







	300.00	 10276.	 10346.	 10642.
	 11002.
	
350.00	 10294.	 10379.	 10648.	 10991.	 I,
	
400.00	 110342.	 10403.	 10669.	 11031. 1
	
450.00	 10367.	 10.47.	 10680.	 11031.
	
500.00	 10277.	 10317.	 10565.	 10911.
	
550.00	 10171.	 10216.	 10456.	 10764.
;v
PLAB - GAS GENERATOR PLA	 ,	 DEG
	 , BS	 • LOC =
	
T25C - COMPENSATED T25
	 • DEG -F	 •810 • LOC =	 s
r
N2R - REFERENCE' N2
	 •	 RPM













TABLE 5.4-2 MONT. )
, r N4.2 SCHEDULE
	 OPERATING LINE REFERENCE N2 ICONT.I
i
' PLAN	 70.000 83. 000 90. 000 118.00
T 2 5C r-
-100.00
	 8702.0 9203.0 9095.0 11340.
-50.000	 9158. 0 9687.0 10173. 11831.
0	 9634.0 10162. 1.0669. 12341.;
50.000
	 10141. 10678. 11157. 12795.
s
100.00
	 10610. 11164. 11630. 13261.f	 ^ 15000
	
11136.. 1171.2. 12166, 13791.
200.00
	 11281. 11947. 12329. 13974.j 250.00	 11280. 11847. 12329. 13974.
300.00	 11280. 11847. 12329. 13974.
350.00
	 11280. 11847. 12329. 13974.
,j 400.00	 11280. 11847. 12329.E 13974.( 450.00	 11354. 11864. 12358. 14002.
500.00	 11215. 11721. 12192. 13814,
550.00	 11085. 11.565. 12051. 13673»
R PLAB - CAS GENERATOR PLA . DEG
	 ,88 ,	 LOC -
T25C - COMPENSATED T25 DEG F	 , Blo r Lac
? N2R	 - REFERENCE N2 . RPM












`'	 +,xH..... b.:^:,.MbN. 	 -+•^5.^^..AIN_av .sl ..*cf1.k.^3.. 	 ,.:3M..^ ..^wiii	 ns'	 af^vrR._•m--,.M k5l4MYx ^sw+4-4 	 :.	 •.	 °a'' ^MMd.ss+MWM:.i.4MM1 ". ^l	 '.irilal-++Mxw Jt	 ..	 .^..ii.. 	 •
i £	 111
TAB U














0 . 28Z43 E-01
50.000
	 .27989E-01















T25C -	 COMPENSATED	 T2'5
OEG F	 9010	 c RUC





TA ti 4k 5.4-2 (CUNT. l
tt7.2	 SGR{EOUL
i1 P" It it	 e.re rr	 l.^ lt'U[NI
	
t'{tGH	 s^QPC^ „
• x` 254	 SH 1
13 1t?1
s 50-000
	 .1.17'i5 E""a01 i





























r*h !^Y+P4N+, _	 3'§l'vFL`	 1">e^'^:?ft x	 ^ - -'^'- a^,:"Lfq.^°[^w?Ni,!`-"!n^^S^....	 "C _$	 ^ x	 ,}a.s	 _. _. _ .rC!!4 "'^: u.hf5,r#Fnl .,
ii










RCVV SETPOINT - REF N2

















s =- 550.00	 12102.
600.00	 12102.i
t T25C = COMPENSATED T25
fi DEG F	 9610	 •	 LOG











'"F	 "Y>".^3iw.-"^'r.+.usr+nr, `^.'`^v°...,^ym...'^rw	 ,,.,s.51, ^k^•+Y.i}.
_.
.`.-.i'.^.'..""F':'""": 	 __,_...'.....-_.^...w-.	 _.:_ ^^..... .-,r	 Lir.Y#a''-`—r=.._r....:3^`Y:#.=53-..:..^i:. 	 F'.al+s r.^i'+.L+.: - 2^ w'Ti.i%in.{}.«„	 1n.:....	 .7.




































T25C - COMPENSATED T25 ±,^
DEG F	 9 010	 LOC
N2BL - REF N2 FOR START BLEED i,I	 a
3




w.	 Ir	 —+^,rr a 'Yi'.z.^'D".	 _	 S	
)t
	
-' i 	 -
 
T-1
e.	 ,k ,,: ,,,	 bcpv	 a,„^c-r:K	 :.c	 -Y .a	 _	 ?#	 .>i:a}M :a4r:.	 _'a YxSSM^r1^
	
+Q4?Ya -.. 	 ..A..	 .
t








TABLE	 5.4_3 PROGRAM CONSTANTS








A84	 84.000	 DEG /SEC	 1.4.7	
y
A91	 91.000	 DEG	 2.1.1
}	 A130	 130.00	 DEG	 ?.1.1
V	
A155	 155.00	 /SEC	 1.2.7





CSPP	 -60000E•-01	 SECIMJG	 1.2.7
CVM)C	 0.	 DEG
CVMN	 --25.000	 DEC	 1.2.2










PONE	 1.0000	 --	 PPOC	 FILTER
PLAS( 1)
	







1CO-70	 DEG	 2.2.2	 }:;
PLAS(4 1	 115..00	 DEG	 2.7.2
PL AS( 5)	 121.00	 DEG	 2.2.7
pu p (l)	 93.:500	 DEG	 261.1	 2.2.2
c	 PLP(2)	 102.70	 DEG	 2 .1.1	 2.2.2









Pl P (6	 130.00	 DEG	 2.1.1	 2.2.?
REQ(	 )	 07.500	 DEG	 2.2.2
RFQ( 2)
	
69.800 -	 DEG	 2.2.2
'	 l	 REQ1 .1)	 1,54-100	 DEG
F	 REQ(4)	 X9.200	 DEG	 2.2.2
F	 p`rt	 RFQ( 5)	 23.W)	 DEG	 2.2.2
RFQ46)





X7	 10385.	 RPM	 1.2.2	 ?	 4
X 10 `	 2.0000	 --_,	 1.4.t2	 9
X12 	 9.3325	 --''	 PPhC_	 N2
X 15	 93.330	 y--	 PPDG	 FTIT
k	 X21	 4.6675	 --	 PPOC	 N1
X25	 .173400---01	 DEG/RP'1	 1.2.2	 1. a












TABLE 5.4-3 PROGRAM CONSTANTS (CONT.)
x
i
CONSTANT VALUE UNITS SCALE
	 MEMORY 5LOCK
FACTOR t MCAT r cN to I AGP Atli
4
X





i X40 tit f'1
c +t
i	 X45 82.900 UI±G 143,4X47 12.000 RPMIMJC .? .
r	 z X48 12.000 RPM/MJC 1.	 »':s {X49 1.3'.3 -X54 0. y
X56 4-0000 AEG F p tt^rbc.. tY
'1, 6j^ 6.5650 -- 1 +?S,
X70 100.00 RPM I
t
X80 2.0000 DEG F 1.4.8
X8 1 .82960 FtLTFR
Xs 2 40.000 DEG F } f
Xti 3 93.000 RPM 1 +4a 11 ^.	 ^.
., X84 119100 DEG a{
4{+{X85 118 + 50 DEG 1	 ^, 11 jy
y
' X8 9 18.000 DEG 1.4 * 7
tt
f.,







X93 99. 180 DEG 1 .4 A
f
X95 •82960 ^— y^ILCER Y?
E X96 2.5000 DEG f= l,f rlr]
Xq7 49.900 DEG 1
	 6




9.9 — 1 0. 000 y^RPtAIMJC. 1.1.  .,X100
—30.000 RPM/MJC 142.6
x1ol .47367 PILTCR MNX102 .63664 ^.. F ILTER NZ xXlt) .7873 _ ^-- FILTER. FeG P6
X103A .38430 PILCF<R N1X105 1.0000 DEG P PRDC FTIfiX106 P.000 RPM PPOC N2X107 25,000 RPM PPOC NL
X108 1.97645 ^. 8111 Ntt I^CIT I	 IX109 Y	 41o1Joe -C11. ^n{^AJlAP1^ ^2:Mr^
X 1 2.3 200.00 RPM 1. 3.E =X114 T47.00 COUNTS 1X4,9








-^^ ^ +t.1 yy 1'x m ,y["'F_	 ;	 $7i	 A
^	 ^}	 .iyy,^e	 a \ :it °t	 Aye
Y	 }	 -...m	
la	 kc




• .mow}	 i	 w.a. ^-''^'°nr
f
,r
'	 ' l	 # t 3	 ^
1	 ^IM.M..rL °	 ,.,r-,	 4	 ^ .
	 s.: .: • 3.a.^_ ^^. xs.^^._ak ..,: a-M.
	
r x . _ _..._^: _r v^,lz. .. !8.
	 + ...-; ^ - - °a-''
	
... "*L^^'::`	 ^..ui..	 ^,
It
TABLE 5.4
-3 PROGRAM CONSTANTS (CONT.)
CONSTANT VALUE





X117 127.00 DEG 1.4.9
X118 -2.4000 DEG/MJC 1.2.5
X119 4.4400 AJ/MJC 1.2.3
t X120 307.00 COUNTS 1.4.9
X121 122.00 DEG 1-4-9 11-	 <,-^
.1 X123 .30000 -- FILTER FT[T
1. X125 124.55 PSI 1.4.2r X126 132.94 PSI 1.4`-2
X127 25.600 DEG F
X 128 30.000 DEG F 1..4..2
z. i! X129 1.0000 SEC 1.2.4 ?X130 60.000 DEG 1.4.13
i
X131 .50000 -- 1.4.13
X132 50.000 DEG F 1.4.11
mot. X133 250.00 RPM 1.4.11X134
-3.7600 Ai 1.4,.11
X135 1.8800 DEG 1 .4.11
X136 -.22560 AJ/MJC 1.2.3
# r" X137 123.70 DEG 1.4.11
i X 138 0. AJ 1: -4.11'( X139 1.1300 DEG 1.4.11
X141 .12856 DEG /MjC 1.2.5
kr X142 7.0400 DEG 1.4.7
tz X143 6.0000 DEG: 1.4.7
j. X144 6.0000 DEG 1.4.7
c X145 47.000 PSI 1.4.4
'	 # X146 4100.0 RPM 1.4.6
p X147 3650.0 RPM 1.4.6
. X148 4300.0 RPM 1.4.6
X149 9900.0 RPM 1.4.4
r X150 130.00 COUNTS 1.4.6- ._.:
i X151 .500OOE-02 DEG/RPM 1. 4t4
X152 .46660 -- PPDC T2
X153 .74289 -- FILTER Nl#
X154- 2.5000 RPM PPDC N1I
X155 6.5330 -- PPDC N1C
X1 56 124.80 DEG 1.4.11
X162 3.8571 DEG 1.4.7
X163 .25000 PSI PPDC EEC P8 if
ii	 # X164 4.8530 -- PPDC EEC P8, S':
„ X165 8900.0 RPM 1.4.4
k	 ' X166 .14000E-02 -- 1.4.4







tTABLE 5-.4-3 PROGRAM CONSTANTS tC0'NT.?
CONSTANT VALUE	 UNITS	 SCALE MEMORY
	 BLOCK
FACTOR LO -AT C ON D tAGRAM
X168 .28090 DEG/COUNT 1.4.7




_ Xt7? 52 =330 PSI
X178 —2.0000 DEG 1.4.6t
i X179 1331.0 RPM 1.4.-6
X180 —74100. RPM ICOUNT 1.4.6







X202 1.0000 DEG /CO UNT
X203 0. DEG 2.1.1
X2(14 0.










- .	 X211 28.500 DEG 2.1.1 ,
X212 —35.000 DEG 2.1.1 ¢
X213 40'.000 RU 2. 1.1
X214 2200.0 RPM
a X215 x0. 1100 RU 2.1.3 t
13 X216 10.000 DEG 2.143
X218 250.00 DEG
X219 —.25000E-01 RU/DEG 2.1.3
X270 27.450 RU
a f t X1221 —.10000E-01 RU/RPM 2,.1.3
X222 28.700 RU
^R
X223 26.600 RU 2.1.3
r X224_ 18.700 RU
'
X275 25.500 RU 2.1.3
r X226 42.000 RU 2. 1.3
X227 16000• PPH ?. 1.3
X228 400.00 PPH 2.1.1
4 X229 7304.0 RPM 2.1.4 -
Xz30 600.00 RPM 2.1.4
X231 — .50000E- 01 DEGIRPM 2.1.4 1
X232 —20.000 DEG 2.1.4
X233 —710000 DEG 2.144
XraL 10v^.v RPM 2.1.5


















^^^,	 r .—_...,i_^....v.. ^• .. j
I
4	 '
TABLE 5.4-3 PROGRAM CONSTANTS (CONT.)
CONSTANT VALUE	 UNITS	 SCALE MEMORY
	 BLOCK
FACTOR LOCATION DIAGRAM
X236 24.000 DEG 2.2.1
X2.37 -.98890E-01 SQ FT/DEG 2, .2. 1
X238 5.6700 SQ FT 2.2.1
X239 64.500 DEG 2.2.1
X240 -57140E-01 1/DEG ;1.2.1
X241 1.0000 -- 2.2.1
X242 - 10.000 DEG 2.2.1
9243 83.000 DEG 2.2.1
X244 .10000 -- 2.2.1
X245 .1200,OE-01
X246 .30000E-02 -- 2.2.1
X247 6.3500 SQ FT 2.2.1
X248 2.6E40 SQ FT 2.2.1
X250 89.000 DEG 2.2.2
X251 6.8000 DEG 2.2.2
X252 0. DEG 2.2.2;
X254 .70000 DEG 2.2.2
X255 10.000 DEG 2.2.2
X256 1000 SEC 2-2-Z
X758 89.100 DEG 2.2.2
X259 1.0000 -- 2.2.3
X260 24.000 MNC 2.1.].
X261 12.000 MNC 2.1.1
X262 .35500 DEG/MNC 2.1.1
X263 .21.500 DEG/MNC 2.1.1
X264 108.00 MNC 2.1.-1
X265 .30000 2.1.2
X266
 15.0 00 2.1.2
X267 1.2000 -- 2.1.2
-	
X268 0. -- FILTER CON PB
X269 1000.0 RPM 7.1.4
X270 -40.000 DEG 2.1.4
X271 4.0 000 DEG 2.1.4
X212 2OO.00 PPH 2.2.3
XK'1 $2.900 DEG
XK5 350.00 PS I 1.4.3
XM 18 18.000 DEG 1.4. T
XM85 8_5:000 "DEG 1.4.7










.^ COMPUTE INTERVAL DEPENDENT CONSTANTS
s
FILTER CbNSTANTS X	 EXP( -DTMC/TAU)
X33 = EXP(=DTMC /0.711814921




X102 - C- XP(-DTMCt0.13287414I <
X103 - cXP(—DTMC/0.25095950)
X 103A - E XP ( —D TMC/0.06273987)
X153 y EXP(-fiDtMC/0.20187508) .
X268 y EXP f —D TMC/»000'011
PRODEA CONSTANTS	 X	 CONST	 t DTMC r
X12 0.55995/DTMC fi.
X21 0.28005 /DTMC ;.	 .
x X15 _	 5.5998 /OTMC
F	 ;X152 -	 0.027996/DTMC
X155 =	 0,39198/DTMC •«,..-'
X164 =	 0.29118/DTMC
OTHER CONSTANTS
C SFA -	 3.226 * DTMC
F
t
- C SFP -	 DTMC
X48 -	 200 * DTMC
X79 =	 —500.	 DTMC
X100 -	 — 5CQ	 DTMC
X1,18 -	 —40.	 DTMC .
X119 -	 74.	 DTMC
X136 -	 —3.76 * DTMC
X141 w	 2.142667 * DTMC
X245 -	 0.2 * DTMC
X246_ -	 0.^05 * DTMC




X49 0.22401 I DTMC
X64 0.39:39 ! DTMC








_	 0 TMC/. OS ^	 a	 S
b
TAB LE	 5.4-5 PROGRAM VARIABLES
VARIABLE DESCRIPTION UNIT SCALE
	 MEMORY BLOCK DIAGRAM
FACTOR LOCATION DEFINED USED
ABPM AFTERBURNER PERMISSION OISCRI ETE -- 2.2.2 2.2.2
AJBA BASE NOZZLE AREA SQT FT 84 2.2.1 2.2.1
AJC NOZZLE AP EA COMMAND SGT FT 83 2.2.1 cam
AJCC EEC BIAS OF AJ BI 2.2.1 2.2.1
AJ I AJ	 TR 11 B:) 2.2.1 2.2.1
AJIH NOZZLE UPTRIM INHIBIT DISCRETE -- 1.2.3 1.2.3
4JN EEC BIASED BASE AJ SQ FT B4 2.2.1 2.2.1
AJMS NOZZLE CLOSED SWITCH DISCRETE 2.2.1 1.2.7
AJMX NOZZLE FULL OPEN SWITCH DISCPETE 2.2.1 1.2.3
AJNT CUM AJTR PREV COMMANDED AJ 86 1.2.3 1.2.3
AJNI EXHAUST NOZZLE TRIA RATE AJ/SEC 89 1.2.3 1.2.3
AJRF ROCKET FIRE AJ RESET SEC B-3 2.2.1 2.2.1
co	 AJPS NZ SOLENOID AJ RESET SEC B-3 2.2.1 2.2.1
AJTR P8 COMPONENT OF AJ TPIM AJ B6 1.2.3 1.2.3
ALIT A/B	 IGNITION TIMER mic 80 2.1.1 2.1.1
ABUT A/8 RATIO UNIT GRND TRIM Al EXT 2.2.3
BLED START BLEED COMMAND DISCkETE -- 2.1.5 cam
CIVC CIVV COMMAND DEG B5 1.2.2 cam
CYCL NZ SOLENOID SIG LOUNTER B15 1.3.3 1.3.3
DAJI NOZZLE TRIM RATE AJ/SEC 69 1.2.3 1.2.7
DAJR CURRENT AJTR INPUT AJ/!IJC B6 1.2.3 1.2.3
DAJT Ng N-INHIBITED AJ TRIM AJ/SEC 89 1.2.3 1.2.3
CAJU NOZZLE UPMATCH AJ B6 1.4.11 1.2.3
DAJ2 CURRENT AJ UPMATCH	 INPUT A J/ MJ C 86 1.2.3 1.2.3
DATT CUM DAJU PREY COMMANDED Ai B6 1.2.3 1.2.3
DELA EEC NOZZLE TRIM STEPS 89 1.2.7 2.2.1
DELP EEC	 PLA	 TRIM DEG 88 1.2.-t 2.1.1
DELT CU P, R. EN 
I	
PAST T25 DLEG r- 810 2.1,.2 2.1.2
DGB, DER IVATIVE GAIN BIAS	 B5 1.4. 3 PPDC,
	 , FILTER 
DLPL RATE LIMITED DELTA PLAP	 D;--- G 2.1. L 2.1.1
DLT CALC VAR2 - T25 roMp	 DEG F	 Bli 2.1.2 2.1.2
-,DLT0 CALL VAR3 - T25 COMP	 DE,, F	 BIG 2.1.2 2.1.2
iTAB LE	 5.4-5 PROGRAM VA€ I ABL ES	 (CONT.)
VARIABLE	 DESCRIPTION 'tNIT SCALE	 MEMORY BLOCK DIAGRAM
FACTOR. LOCATION DEFINED USED
D OP -4	 COMMANDED MIN PLAP DEG B8 1.4.7 i.4.7
DMOT CURRENT IDLE INPUT—MINPLP DEG/ MJC 84 1.4.7 1.4.T
DNI DELTAS N1 FOR N1 DESIGN FPS! 1.3.5 1.3.5
O'12 t2 ERROR FOR AIRFLOW ADJ RPM 81.2 1.3.5 1:.3.5
iDN2t AIRFLOW ERRCR FOR N2 BIAS PPS 98 1.4.12 1.4.12
UIQU N2 UPMATCH RPM ;314 1.4. 11 1.4-12
OPLA PLAP ERROR (PLA — PLAPI DEG 88 2.1.1 2.2.1- .2.2.2
CPLI CA-LC VAR-DELP WASHOUT CAM UEG 88 2.1.1 2.1.1
DPLM DPL4 LIMIT DEG 88 2.1.1 2.1.1
DPLT CURRENT FTV1 INPUT DEG1143C 83 1.2.:5 I.2.5
DPL IJ PLA UPMATC.H DEG B3 1.4.11 1.2.5
^CREQ FILL REDUCTION IN SSVC DEG B7 2.2.2 2.2.2 All
ICS DR3;-P SLOPE FU/RPM B-5' .2.1.3 2.1..3
IT DELTA TILE FOR	 PLAP RATE MJC B15 2.1.1 2,.1.1
DT2S T2 RArE DES F $9 1.4.,$ 11.2.6
DWAC N2 ERROR INPUT TO UPMATCH pP14 B14 1.4.11 1..4.11
FRRR FT IT ERROR, FOR N2 BIAS
MANIFOLD
DEG F	 812 1.4.12 1.4.12
FILL. Al ta	 FILL SIG DISCRETE	 -- EXT 2.2..2 +
FL IT FILL INTERRUPT SIGNAL DISCRETE -- EXEC 2.1.1
FT C S DES TA74 FT IT DEG F 312 1.4. 10 1. 4. 101 1- 4.12
FTIT FAN TURBINE INLET T=u g DES F B1:2 EXT 1.4.10
^.FTLG FILTERED FTIT` DES F 512 1.4.10 1.4.10
FTL L
PTF`4
C9I4P E"45ATED FTL T









FTTE FT IT ERROR DEG 811 1.4. 10 1.4.10, 1.4.11,
. .13_r
FTTM -FTIT INPUT TO' PLA L-DUP DEG/SEt BE 1.4.10 1.2.5 f
FTV I FT I T; COMPONENT OF DEL PLA ??ELY B3 1..2.5 1.2.5
FT V4 FT IT INPUT TO DEL PLA LP `3E :J,	 F 37 1.4..9 1.2.5
	 x 1. 4.1E
G i REFERENCE CORRECTEd €i 2 rs.P 33 •t 1,.3.5 x .3.5
GP
 CE1 TA ti t / DELTA N2 — 31 1.3.5 1..3.5
GP 2, REFERE"ICE CORRECTED	 NI RPM 515 1.3.5 1,.3.5 ^ -...
VJ
j,y	`£.l.J f.Gi ^'iu^81/7X ^1	t^7^^^Yw^^"/T+ NJ7Y f3+#^^711^R ^:^^
*	r z-31 l	I Vewe *X U I N S l	1441rKW` 51
L "ZZ	WMPT	.G	ZiZ9 e IS Lin.'.fyN 7l4t3,) "WY V4A. 53fYN91
7`F rZY^agS11403 fC3 Nnr^y}^ ?g t, }w1;111	y^^tP-, r'^^yI
..n
T IT17
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f'Z`T4!`41`2
€'bRd	3 SV,1- rlv .^3K G sy^'
oz ^f5
rfJ'{S 1f1',OT':^3S/1)3 C_ 3	r dV ld WOf*I NNWi)6-;Y!
VEITS..j!'TT9--Y"JIVS10^i K.ClJdlly{3Ltl^k"	{
ZT`h'T2'C€4/jSKidd111-3 — S rT	IN106135 ZN0915, fl,
ZT-41` Llr It IT{ ¢ zle:4 ^Soos -jfi}	y
zT..^i'7x41' 1ZTle3 93Cd dE93 ` VJIP 11131017t,9j
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rTA3 LE	 5. -'&-5 GROGRAM VARIABLES tCOW .
VARIABLE	 DESCRIPTION UNIT SCALE	 MEMORY` BLOCK DIAGRA14
FACTOR LOCATION DEFI4ED USED
C25M T25 INPUT— LOW SPEE3 WFPX h 2.1.3 2.1.3
T25P PAST VALUE OF T25 DEG F 31U 2:.1.2 2.1.2
f	 UPSG UPNATC-q SIG!4AL DISCRETE -- 1.4..11 1.4.11
^iAC8 - A f R FL04 .CUTBACK MULT. w gi 1.4.-13 L.3.5
WCOS DESIRED CORKECTELI A RFL.OW1 PPS Be 1.3.5 1.3.5
WfAC C34MANDED A:/S FUEL FLOig IPPH 817 2.2.3 2.2.3
W F,AGt DUCT A/8 F U1F_ L F LOW C MD IPPH 2.2.3 COM
#FAP T3 TAL A /A	 aF/ p 3 RU 86 2.2.3 2.2.3
`	 WFC GAS GE .^ FUEL FL Ow :;MD PPH B14 2.1.3 C OM
WFCr CGRE A/3' FUEL FLOW CMD IPPH 2.2.3 COM
1FGB M41N BUrNFFR WF/Pfi A Bb- 2.1.3 2.1.3 ,2.2.3
WFPO OPERAT ING
 
LINE NF/P8 RU B6 2.1.3 2.1.3
WFPX ACCEL SLHLDULE WF /PB RU Bb 2.1.3 2.1.3
.wwu  Mrr.,w








PLIT FILL	 INTERRUPT SIGNAL UISCRETE
FTI T FAN TURBINE	 INLET TEMP DEG F
FIRM FTIT	 'TRIM DEG F
IDTM IDLE1 GROUND TRIM COUNTS
INTM INTFRMEDIATE GROUND TRIM DEG
14N AIRPLANE MACH NUPBER




NZ RIGH COMPRESSOR SPEED RPM
)v PLA POWER	 LEVER ANGIF DEG
SQwS A/C SQUAT SWITCH DISCRETE
SSVP SSV POSITION DEG
T 2 COMPRESSOR FACE TEMP DEG F
T Z!# FAN EXIT TEMP	 DUCT DEG	 f- ".Ai
A.
ji
TABLE 5.4-7	 tlUA	 E NGINfa	 CIJNTtiUL COMMA NDS e
r
14 i NOZZLE AREA LUMMAND Su	 fill
RLLD START BLELL? COMMAND DISCRETE
C IVC C I VV CUMMANU D 6 G t	 .
IGN AYB I t^ NITIUN COMMAND IIISCgETG, ^	 s
AGNM MAIN DUPNER	 IGN(Tt ON L"MU 01SCR ET
RCV(; COMMANDED RCVV POSITION DEG
SSVC CUMMANOLD SS4 POSITION DEG
WFAJ D UCT A/B FUFL rLOW C'MD 1)PH
)AFC GAS,Ca^N FUEL FLllln CMS? P P R -:









6.0 BOM INLET CONTROL DEFINITION
}
This section defines the computer program component to duplicate
the bill of materials F-'15 inlet control. The control logic is
	 t^
presented- in section 6.1, the executive functions in section 6.2,	 .
and the data base in section 6.3. The values for all schedule and
constant data are tabulated in the data base along with references
to all program variables.
The inlet control is divided into relatively small logic blocks,




schedules. The block diagram number, corresponding to the defining







The following paragraphs define the BOM inlet control logic. A
simulation study is to be performed to verify use of the 60 milli-
second major cycle. This study will determine exactly what por-
tions of the control must be computed mare frequently. Potential
high rate computations are identified in the 
- block diagrams.
6.1.1	 Freestream Pressure. Ratio Calibration and Filter t
The measured pressure ratio, PO/PSO, is corrected for installation
effects as a function of aircraft probe, angle of attack and Mach
	
k;'a
!	 number, and filtered (Fig. 6,.1-1). The filtered pressure ratio, E
PROL, is the input to the schedules. Required data are identified
in Table 6.1-1	 t
E
6.1.2'; Mach Block and Mach Number to the 'Engine Control r
The freestream pressure ratio, PROL,,is rescaled and output to the
	 ='
=lw.
engine control, paragraph 5.1.4.6. The pressure ratio is also









event of hydraulic power loss if the Mach number is above 1.






6.1.3 First Ramp Control
fI
I4	 I The first ramp is scheduled as a function of freestream pressure
r
^
ratio,	 freestream total	 temperature,	 and aircraft angle of attack
(Fig.	 6.1-3).	 The maximum limit is computed as	 a	 function of
freestream pressure ratio and freestream total 	 temperature.
	 The
minimum limit is only a function of freestream pressure ratio.
A gain discrete,	 HLI,	 is set to change the servo gain above Mach
^ 0.9.	 As	 is the case With the engin e servos,	 the control	 output	 is
the commanded position and the loop is closed 	 in the	 IrU	 (see
 
4 .5.1	 A portion	 of	 the log ic 	is	 identified asparag rap h 	 )•	 p	 g'	 possibly a
being performed in the output processing to accommodate high rate
	 +,
computation.	 All	 the table lookups will	 be performed	 in the major
cycle with the application of the .angle of attack bias and limiting y
A





Table 61-3 identifi es 	the d at a required for this	 logic block.
The actuator command is computed for a range of 8.852 inches.
Full
	
retracted actuator corresponds to	 -4.5 inches.
6.1.4	 Third	 Ramp	 Control
The third ramp angle is scheduled as a function or freestream z
pressure ratio and freestream total' temperature	 (Fig.
	 6.1-4).
The commanded actuator position is determined from the linkage
r a	 a f u nction of the desire	 ram	 le	 D E O,	 a ndrelationsh ip, 
 , 	 s	 	 d	 pang	 1, _ ,	 r	 , 
tie actual	 position of the first ramp actuator. 	 Table 6.1-4
4
identifies	 the	 required data.	 Actuator	 position	 range	 is	 10.1825	 R ;}'















The bypass door- controls the throat pressure ►p atio. Commanded
pressure ratio, PSI/ p l, is scheduled as a function of t•reestrraarrl
pressure ratio as is the lo op gain (F i g. 6.1-5). This loop is
closed in the sof tware since actuator position is not commanded
and a future control mode may require direct servo control. As a	 +
result it is possible that it will be necessary to close the loop ,
more than once per major cycle= Data are identified in Table
i
j	 6.1.6 Buzz and Supercritical Test
Tile only error test included in the inlet control logic is for
jsupercritical operation. Input and output failure detection are
in:^laded in the host program. Supercritical operation is detectmi
i	 by excessive error in throat pressure ratio (Fig. 6.1-6)	 A flag,
OFLG, is set if supercritical operation is detected for seven
consecutive passes. The flag is reset after 50 consecutive passes
f
without; supercritical operation. Data are identified in Table
6.1-6, Buzz will be detected in the IFU using the circuit devel-
oped and demonstrated in the IPCS program. When the rectified
output of the buzz circuit exceeds a threshold, a priority inter-
rupt will be generated. The frost program will turn oil the cockpit
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ALRA	 AIRCRAFT ANGLE	 OF ATTACK	 DEG
_PSO	 F-REESTREAM	 STATIC	 PRESS	 PS[
#PTO	 FREESTREAM	 TOTAL PRESSURE	 PS I `	 "
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MAJOR CYCLE OUTPUT PROCESSING
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8 9r Figure 6.13.
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M A	 DELTA XI FOR TO GC 230 DEG F}
BM BASE	 X1 FOR TO LE 130 DEF F
I !	 M^	 X1 MINIMUM
	
LIMIT s
M3A	 DELTA XIMX FOR TO GE 230 DEG FI
M 3	 XI MAXIMUM LIMIT FOR TO LE 130 DEG F




=	 140.00	 DEG F
CI6




ULPR	 = __.56600E ,01	 --
UPR 0	 =	 1. 7480—
*+***	 INPUT VARIABLES	 *****




T0	 FREESTREAM	 TOTAL TEMP	 DEG F
*** *	 O UTP UT VARIABLES	 ***** ,
HLI	 FIRST RAMP GAIN SIGNAL	 DISCRETE
X1C	 F IRST RAMP	 PO'S.	 C.OMMANO	 INCH
*^x	 INTERNAL VARIABLES	 ***** x
E	 ALPB	 F I KST RAMP
	
ALPHA BIAS	 I NC H
DXI	 DELTA XI FOR TO GE 230
	
1 NCH
OXIM	 DELTA MAX X1 FOR TO GE230	 INCH
HYST	 FIRST RAMP GAIN HYSTER.
KALP	 ALPHA BIAS MULTIPLIER	 INCH/DEG
TOFR
	
TO FRACTION FOR X1 B v XI MX	 --
X1B	 BASE Xl COMMAND?	 INCH
X1BL
	
BASE XI FOR TO LE 130
	
INCH
X1MB	 MAX X1 FOR TOLE 130	 INCH
X1MN
	
X1 LONER LIMIT	 —INCH





FROL (b .1,2 )	 -	 D3BA
al THIRD RAKF
' ;BASE SCHEDULE .-
7
TO MXT) D3TB XAX
THIRD E11 r` . DL
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	 6.1—y	 BLOCK 0.1.4 DATA	 ^k•^^:t
:f-
SCHEDUL ES
rM4	 THIh-,D i+A4P BASE SCHLJoLf 
M5	 THIRD PA ^i. P TEMPERA1,.11-k BIAS
M7 	 TH1i D kANP I.I,\IKAGF
** L J N S T A N T S
i; I f3	 —	 1 . 8929	 —
C19	 = I.ti31ta	 --
__
X 4MN	 —5.2000	 1 NC H i
X'4MX	 = 5. GGOU
	 INCH
t
pax	 >^	 INPUT VAkIAdLF.S
	
x^^^a^	 $
v	 PROL FILTFRFD Pk l'
	
—
T0	 FREESTREAM TOTAL TEMP	 DE(71
X 1
	





X 4	 TH IRO kAMP ACT COMMANU	 I NCH	 w
**#	 INTf_RAAL VAF IABLL— S
DEL3 THIRD, RAMP ANGLE COMMAND	 DEG
1)3BA THIRD RAMP BASE COMMAND	 DEG	 —
D3Td THIRD RAMP TEMP BIAS	 DEG
	 a
K 12	 THIRIJ RAMP MACH MPY	 --
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Figure 6.1-5.  Bypass Door Control
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The control	 executive functions to determine the order of computa-
tion and those portions to be computed more frequently than once
per major cycle.	 Paragraph 6.2.1	 identifies those areas	 in which
multirate computations may be required.	 The remainder of the
control will	 be executed at the major cycle rate in the order
defined in paragraph 6.2.2.
r
6.2.1	 High	 Rate	 Calculations
A simul ation study will	 be performed to precisely define the
requirements for high rate computation. 	 Three functions have been
identified as possible high rate computations--angle of attack
bias to first ramp command, 	 the first ramp position input to the
third ramp,
	
and	 bypass	 door _loop closure.	 figures	 6.1-3,	 6.1-4,
and 6.1-5 define the logic under consideration for high rate
comput.tion.
6.2,2	 Major Cycle Calculations
The major cycle portion of the inlet control 	 is called from the r
,E host program executive	 (paragraph	 4.1.1).	 Figure 6..2-1	 presents
4






























This section defines the values, scale factors, memory location,
and using	 logic	 blocks	 for all	 schedules	 (6.3.1)	 and	 constants
(6.3.2).	 Paragraph 6.3.3 defines	 the memory	 location,	 scale
j
factor,	 the defining logic	 block and	 the	 using	 logic	 blocks	 for
the variables used	 in the control.	 Paragraph 6.3.4 defines
	 the
-requirements for table lookup routines.
6.3.1	 Schedules G
t -
This	 paragraph	 defines	 all	 the	 schedules	 used	 in	 the	 BOM inlet




block	 in which	 the table lookup	 is executed.	 Table 6.3-2	 presents
the data, memory location,	 and	 scale factor for all
	 the	 schedules.
The schedules are arranged	 in	 table 6.3-2	 in	 the	 same order as	 in k
Table	 6.3-1.	 The memory	 location and 	 scale




	 available.	 It will	 be	 the	 location
of the-first-item	 in each	 array.	 It	 is	 not the	 location	 of the
current values	 of	 the input	 and output	 variables.	 Those are
defined	 in	 paragraph 6.3.3.
6.3.2	 Constants y
`.3
Table	 6.3-3 defines	 the constants	 used	 in	 the	 BOM	 inlet control. f
Memory location and scale factor information will 	 be completed as
they	 become available.	 The	 PRO	 filter	 constant,	 CIl-,	 is a	 function t




(DTMC/O.l)CI I	 =	 e-
6.3.3	 Variables
Table	 6.3-4	 lists	 the variables	 used	 in	 the	 control	 routines
-described in section 6.1.	 The	 scale factors	 and memory locations
will	 be	 added	 as	 the	 information	 is	 available.	 Table	 6.3-5
lists	 the	 control	 inputs	 and	 Table	 3.6-6	 lists	 the	 outputs.
317
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TARL:F	 6.3-1	 CONTROL, SCHEDULES
_x
SCHEDULE F UNC TION FLOCK
DI Aq P AM
MIA DELTA X1 FOR TO GE 230 DEG F 6.1.3 n.
MIG RASt	 X1 FOR TO LE 130 DEF .F 6.1.3
A2 X1 MINIMUM LIMB 6.1,E !	 `
M3A DELTA X1MX FOR TO GE 230 DEG F lb. 1.3
M38 XI MAXIMUM LIMIT FCIR TO LE 130 DEG F 6.:1.3 h
M4 THIRD RAMP BASE SCHEOULI" ^.1	 <
M5 THIRD RAM's' TEMPERATURE BIAS 6.1.4
M6 BYPASS PRESSURE RATIO COMMAND 6.1.5
M7 THIRD RAMP LINKAGE Ca »1:
M9 FREES TREAM PRESSURE	 RA T"I O CORRECTION
M10 ALPHA BIAS MULTIPLIER 6.1..1









..	 ..	 ,..,	 ..tr ,..	 --.	 ,,, ax. _...T.:...cc.:a_..a.......arn.:" ^.s....stw:,..c 	 .m.:.z	 ,.:a.^v...:..,,,._^,.. ..,.....,.	 :.. n......











dASF	 X1	 t'UR	 TO L'!	 130	 UEr,	F
PRUL
	 MOL








R	 t	 L1J4	 ^ {
XABL	 uASE X1 FOR TO LE	 IAA




.-r c ^'3' 	^. ^^ ^ ^
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3. 8050	 -3.3020	 .,.
4.6692 	 -3..7812	 R
5.1417	 -4.0206
	






PROL - FILTERED PRO
LOC
i	 X1MN - X) LONER LIMIT
INCH	 •	 • LOG	 i
i {























€	 : 1.6913	 00 ..
1.8929	 .58150
f. ,. 2.4075	 .66060
2.8113	 .71230
i 3.4703	 .78610











DX1M - DELTA MAX X1 FOR TO GE233




















r t TABLE	 6.3-1	 ICONT.1
r
M38	 SCHEDULE
























PROL - FILTERED PRO
LOC
X1MB - MAX X1 FOR TO LE 130 r













TA B LL	 6.3-2	 1 CON'T . J
M4	 SCHEDULE

















PROL - FILTERED PRO
LUC



















2114, 53 18.687 ?
2790; 35 20.654 -
349.1b 22.670 ,	 ,A
426.46 4.920.
457.46 26.600
^.;TO	 FREESTREAM TOTAL TEMP {




 THIRD .RAMP TEMP BIA S
DEG .	 r	 LUG
j
326


















BYPASS PRESSURE RATIO COMMAND
} PROL	 PRTC
1. 0000	 1.1000













8.6873	 .62210gr 10.570	 .61180
}
PROL —FILTERED PRO
xl ^—	 •	 •	 LOC







Til	 .i = i
..i




DEL3	 6.5690 14.250: 17.500 20.500 tx
-5.1787 -5.577a
'	
1.	 17'1 .2i27J 1 7541
-3.3020 - 5.8 +36 -2.0920 -.4400) 1.1620 e.
=-2.1090 -6.3365 -2.5215 =-.82600 .82500
-.92.000 -6.7196 -2.8810 -.1.1560 .53300,M
.26300 -6.9947 -3.1675 -1.4260 .293001.4400 -7.1620 -3.3770 -1.63'10 .11000 _.
r 2.6100 -7.2155 -3.5025 -1.7620 -.70000E-02
' 3.7730 -7.1568 -3.5335 -1.9103 -.48000E-015.0237 -6.9638 -3.4806 -1.7841 -.17800E-01





-3.3020 2.5890 3.8270 4.9123
"
-201.090 2.2950 3.5700 4.6880
`
--.92000 2.0420 3.3520 4.5038
.26300 1.8360 3.1800 4.36.70 1.4400 1.1 830 3.0610 4.2880
- 2.6100 1.5930 3.0070 4.2820 ;sti3.7730 1.5780 3 O35a 4.3760 Y5.0 237 1.6385 3.1514 4.6072 ;q
DEL3 - THIRD 'RAMP ANGLE COMMAND DEG	 , LOC =
X1	 - FIRST RAMP ACTUATOR POS
	 > , INCN
	 . LGC








FREESTREAM PRESSURE RATIO CORRECTION
ALFA -14.850 0. 6.1000 51.850
PRO
100000 1.0000 1.0000 100000 1.0000
1.7000 1.6900 1.6900 1.6900 1.5990
108100 108920 108920 1.892) 1.8100
2.1000 2.1330 ' 2.13'30 2.1330 2.3080
2.4500 2.6300 2.7110 2.5150 2.1800
3.0500 3.1070 3.3400- 3.4120 2.4670
3.5200 3,5540 3.8600 3.9730 2.7100
4.9000 5.0660 5.4960 5.63.80 4.6000
5.4200 5.6400 6.1500 6.4000 5.2030
6.1400 6..2740 6.9920 7.2970 6.1790 y
7x6430 7.6560 8.8430 9.2200 8.2540 rR
-, 8.6750 9.1600 10.272 10.570 9.6830
I
ALPA - AIACRAFT ANGLE OF ATTACK DEG ,	 LCG
PRO	 - FREESTREAM PRESSURE RATIO S • LOG - k













































PROL - FILTERED PRO












































.10.570	 100,.00 ^ ..
PROL — FILTERED PRO
LOL —









TABLE -3 PROGRAM CONSTANTS6.3
CONSTANT VALUE UNITS	 SCALE	 MEMORY BLOCK
FACTOR LOCATI ON DIAGRAM
k
A2A .10500 1. G ^ E
A2B .58500
A2C .90000E-01 -- - 6. 1.h
CI1 54800 -- 6.1.1
C12 18 . 53 1 /COUN-T 6.1.Z
C13 -41.540 CUUNT 6.1.2
C 14 _ 140.00 CUUN 1 6.1.2 r
C15 14P.00 OEG F 6. 1.3
_Ct6 .1_0OOE-01 1 /DEG F 6.1.3
C t7 1.0000 __ 6.1.
C I O 1.8929 - 6.1.4
C19 1.9326 -- 6.1.4 a
Clio 1.1000 -- 6.1;.4
NYS I .21850 - b. 11.2
NN 14 3.0490 -- 6. 1. 6
M49 -49.000 -- b.1. 6
M50 -50.000 .._ 6.1.6
010 8.0000 _- 6.1.6 x
PNR I 3.3382 b. 1.
'^ 3
ULPR .56600E-01 --- 6. 1.3 #
UPRO 1.7480 -- 6.1.3
X4MN -5-2000 I NCI 6.1.4 f











TABLE	 6.3-4 PFCGP'AM VAFIABLES
E
VARIABLE	 DESCRIPTION UNIT SCALE	 MEMORY	 BLOCK DIAGRAM
FACTOR LOCATION DEFINED USED
ALFA AIRCRAFT  ANGLE OF ATTACK DEG EXT 6.1.1 96.1.3
ALPS FIRST RAMP ALPHA BIAS INCH 6. 1.3 6.1.3
6PDE
6DIDI
BYPASS 1009 PRT ERROR







f r3sC SUPEPCRITICAL COUNTER CtltJllr 6.1.6 b.l. b
v 13 THIRD RAMP ANGLE COMMAND DEG 6.1.4 b.1.4 s;.
DFLG SUPERCRITICAL FLAG DISCRETE 6.1.6 EXT
Di 1 DELTA X1 FOF TO GE '230 INCH 6.1.3 6.1.3
DX1M DELTA MAX Xl FOR TO GE230 INCH 6.1.3 +6.1.3
D3EA THIRD RAMP BASE COMMAND DEG 6.1.4 6.1.4
w r3 T3 THIRD RAMP TEMP BIAS DEG 6.1.4 6.1.4
HL1 FIRST RAMP GAIN SIGNAL DISCRETE 6.1.3 COM --»?
HYS HYSYER. FOR MACH BLOCK — 6.1.2 6.1.2 <;
HYST FIRST RAMP GAIN HYSTEF. — 6.1.3 6.1.3
KALP ALPHA BIAS MULTIPLIER INCH/DEG 6.1.3 .1.3'
^-K3P0 BYPASS DOOR GAIN MA 6.1.5 6.1.5 ¢-
K12 THIRD RAMP MACH MPY -- 6.1.4 6.1.4 a
G. MBLK MACH BLOCK SIGNAL DISCRETE 6.1.2 COM
14N MACH NUMB E R SIG TO ESC COUNT 6.1.2 EXT
M70 €INLftt-ITEM THIRD RAMP CMG INCH 6.1.4 6.1.4
PRO FR EFS_IRIEA'M PRESSURE- RATIO -- 6. 1.1 6.1.1
PR O I
PROL


















P -QT THROAT PRESSURE RATIO -- 6.1.:5 6.1.5 •6.1.6
Pi TC BYPASS PRESS i%ATI O CM D -- 6.1.5 6.1.5 r 6.1.6
PSG FPEESTRErM STATIC PP =- SS pS'l EXT 6.1.1
P51 T14w{3AT STATIC	 PRESSURE PSI EXT 6.1.5
PTO FRE_STREA M TO TAL PRESSURE F S I EXT 6.1.1 +









UNIT	 SCA LE MEM.GR'Y	 BLOCK DIAGRAM
FACT OR LOCATION	 US EDi1 O
T i)
t 	 DEG F	 EXT	 6.1.3 ,6.1.4TO	 FPEcSTR^A'l TOTAL TEMP
 FR TC FRACTION FOR X18, X1MX
	 6.1.3	 6.1..3
Xi	 FIRST RAMP ACTUATOR PC1S
	
SaGH	 EXT	 6.1.4
X18	 BASE X1 COMMAND	 INC H 	6.1.3	 6.1.3
X18L .84SE X1 FOR TO LE L30	 INCH	 6.1.3	 6.1.3
X 1C	 F IF ST RAMP PQ S. COMMAND	 INCH	 6.1.3	 CO-4
X1M3 MAX X1 FOR TO LE 133
	
INCH	 6.1.3	 6.1.3
.,	 XIMN X1 LO'KEF LIMIT	 INCH	 6.1.3	 6.1.3















ALPA AIRCRAFT ANGLE OF ATTACK DEG
PSO FREESTREAM	 STATIC PRESS PSI
PSI THROAT STATIC'PRESSUtE PSI
PTO FREESTREAM TOTAL PRUSSURE PSI
PTI THROAT TOTAL PRESSURE PSI
TO FREESTREAM TOTAL TEMP DEG F











^! '	 ^ r	 ^."f	




















BPDI	 BYPASS UUOR	 SERVO CURRENT	 MA
L1	 FIRST RAMP GAIN	 SIGNAL	 DISCRETE
MBLK	 MACH BLOCK	 SIGNAL	 DISCRETE
X1C	 FIRST RAMP POS.	 CUMMAND	 INCH
X 4
	
TH=IRD RAMP ACT COMMAND	 INCH
#***_ DATA # DISPLAY	 ***###
z
DFLG	 SUPERCRITICAL FLAG	 DISCRETE	
4
MN	 MACH NUMBER	 SIG	 TO ESC	 CUU NT
r
5	
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